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ITEM 1.

FINANCIAL
STATEMENTS
MAXLINEAR, INC.
CONSOLIDATED BALANCE SHEETS
(unaudited; in thousands, except par value amounts)
June 30,
2019

December 31,
2018

Assets
Current assets:
Cash and cash equivalents
Short-term restricted cash
Accounts receivable, net
Inventory
Prepaid expenses and other current assets
Total current assets

$

66,629
344
56,618
42,875
6,184

$

172,650
65
15,738
20,624
216,342
238,330
62,667
2,744

Long-term restricted cash
Property and equipment, net
Leased right-of-use assets
Intangible assets, net
Goodwill
Deferred tax assets
Other long-term assets
Total assets

73,142
645
59,491
41,738
5,595
180,611
404
18,404
—
244,900
238,330
51,518
4,664

$

729,160

$

738,831

$

16,995
11,294
30,300
8,329

$

15,588
16,454
23,520
15,005

Liabilities and stockholders’ equity
Current liabilities:
Accounts payable
Accrued price protection liability
Accrued expenses and other current liabilities
Accrued compensation
Total current liabilities
Long-term lease liabilities
Long-term debt
Other long-term liabilities
Total liabilities

66,918
16,515
226,335
8,016

70,567
4,097
255,757
8,474

317,784

338,895

—

—

Commitments and contingencies
Stockholders’ equity:
Preferred stock, $0.0001 par value; 25,000 shares authorized, no shares issued or outstanding
Common stock, $0.0001 par value; 550,000 shares authorized, 71,218 shares issued and outstanding at June 30, 2019
and 550,000 shares authorized, 69,551 shares issued and outstanding December 31, 2018, respectively
Additional paid-in capital
Accumulated other comprehensive income (loss)
Accumulated deficit
Total stockholders’ equity
Total liabilities and stockholders’ equity

7
512,753
(406 )
(100,978 )
411,376
$

See accompanying notes.
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7
493,287
272
(93,630 )

729,160

399,936
$

738,831
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MAXLINEAR, INC.
CONSOLIDATED STATEMENTS OF OPERATIONS
(unaudited; in thousands, except per share data)
Three Months Ended June 30,
2019

Net revenue

$

Cost of net revenue
Gross profit
Operating expenses:
Research and development
Selling, general and administrative
Restructuring charges
Total operating expenses
Income (loss) from operations
Interest income
Interest expense
Other income (expense), net
Total interest and other income (expense), net
Loss before income taxes
Income tax provision (benefit)
Net loss

Six Months Ended June 30,

2018

82,507
38,427

$

2019

101,533
45,203

$

2018

167,142
77,985

$

212,360
93,362

44,080

56,330

89,157

118,998

24,304
22,327
416

30,211
24,501
1,865

51,703
45,918
2,333

61,332
51,618
1,865

47,047

56,577

99,954

114,815

(2,967)
192
(2,853)
(14)

(247 )
19
(3,694)
725

(2,675)
(5,642)
(3,413)

(10,797 )
339
(5,828)
(669 )

4,183
37
(7,588)
154

(2,950)

(6,158)

(7,397)

(3,197)
11,225

(16,955 )
(9,875)

(3,214)
9,361

$

(2,229)

$

(14,422 )

$

(7,080)

$

(12,575 )

Basic

$

(0.03 )

$

(0.21 )

$

(0.10 )

$

(0.18 )

Diluted

$

(0.03 )

$

(0.21 )

$

(0.10 )

$

(0.18 )

Net loss per share:

Shares used to compute net loss per share:
Basic

70,917

68,335

70,445

68,008

Diluted

70,917

68,335

70,445

68,008

See accompanying notes.
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MAXLINEAR, INC.
CONSOLIDATED STATEMENTS OF COMPREHENSIVE INCOME (LOSS)
(unaudited; in thousands)

Three Months Ended June 30,
2019

Net loss

$

(2,229)

Other comprehensive income (loss), net of tax:
Foreign currency translation adjustments, net of tax benefit of $14 and $15 for the
three and six months ended June 30, 2019, respectively and net of tax benefit of
$128 and $157 for the three and six months ended June 30, 2018, respectively
Unrealized gain (loss) on interest rate swap, net of tax benefit of $164 and $294
for the three and six months ended June 30, 2019 and tax expense of $175 and
$363 for the three and six months ended June 30, 2018, respectively
Other comprehensive income (loss)
Total comprehensive loss

$

(80)

$

2019

(14,422 )

$

2018

(7,080)

(1,173)

433

(623 )

169

(1,111)

(703 )

(1,004)

(2,932)

See accompanying notes.
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Six Months Ended June 30,

2018

$

(15,426 )

$

(780 )

1,365

(678 )
$

(7,758)

(12,575 )

585
$

(11,990 )
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MAXLINEAR, INC.
CONSOLIDATED STATEMENT OF STOCKHOLDERS' EQUITY
THREE AND SIX MONTHS ENDED JUNE 30, 2019
(unaudited; in thousands)

Common Stock
Shares

Amount
$

Balance at December 31, 2018
Common stock issued pursuant to equity awards, net
Stock-based compensation
Cumulative effect of adoption of new accounting
principle
Other comprehensive income
Net loss

69,551
981
—

7
—
—

—
—
—

—
—
—

Balance at March 31, 2019
Common stock issued pursuant to equity awards, net
Employee stock purchase plan
Stock-based compensation
Other comprehensive loss
Net loss

70,532
544
142
—
—
—

7
—
—
—
—
—

Balance at June 30, 2019

71,218

$

7

$

493,287
5,615
7,747

$

—
—
—
506,649
(4,405)
2,302
8,207
—
—
$

See accompanying notes.
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Accumulated
Other
Comprehensive
Income (Loss)

Additional
Paid-In
Capital

512,753

$

272
—
—

Accumulated
Deficit

Total
Stockholders’
Equity

$

$

(93,630 )
—
—

399,936
5,615
7,747

—
25
—

(268 )
—
(4,851)

(268 )
25
(4,851)

297
—
—
—
(703 )
—

(98,749 )
—
—
—
—
(2,229)

408,204
(4,405)
2,302
8,207
(703 )
(2,229)

(406 )

$

(100,978)

$

411,376
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MAXLINEAR, INC.
CONSOLIDATED STATEMENT OF STOCKHOLDERS' EQUITY
THREE AND SIX MONTHS ENDED JUNE 30, 2018
(unaudited; in thousands)

Common Stock
Shares

Amount
$

Balance at December 31, 2017
Common stock issued pursuant to equity awards, net
Stock-based compensation
Cumulative effect of adoption of new accounting
principles
Other comprehensive income
Net income

67,400
691
—

7
—
—

—
—
—

—
—
—

Balance at March 31, 2018
Common stock issued pursuant to equity awards, net
Employee stock purchase plan
Stock-based compensation
Cumulative effect of adoption of new accounting
principles
Other comprehensive loss
Net loss

68,091
365
152
—

7
—
—
—

—
—
—

—
—
—

Balance at June 30, 2018

68,608

$

7

$

455,497
5,586
8,473

$

—
—
—
469,556
(863 )
2,451
7,309
—
—
—
$

See accompanying notes.
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Accumulated
Other
Comprehensive
Income

Additional
Paid-In
Capital

478,453

$

1,039
—
—

Accumulated
Deficit

Total
Stockholders’
Equity

$

$

(69,119 )
—
—

387,424
5,586
8,473

—
1,589
—

1,529
—
1,847

2,628
—
—
—

(65,743 )
—
—
—

406,448
(863 )
2,451
7,309

—
(1,004)
—

2
—
(14,422 )

2
(1,004)
(14,422 )

1,624

$

(80,163 )

1,529
1,589
1,847

$

399,921
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MAXLINEAR, INC.
CONSOLIDATED STATEMENTS OF CASH FLOWS
(unaudited; in thousands)
Six Months Ended June 30,
2019

2018

Operating Activities
Net loss

$

(7,080)

$

(12,575)

Adjustments to reconcile net loss to cash provided by operating activities:
Amortization and depreciation

33,509

Amortization of debt issuance costs and accretion of discount on debt and leases
Stock-based compensation
Deferred income taxes
Loss on disposal of property and equipment
Impairment of leasehold improvements
Impairment of long-lived assets
Gain on extinguishment of lease liabilities

40,135

793

574

15,954

15,782

(11,076)

(3,621)

46

—

1,442

700

2,182

—

(2,880)

(Gain) loss on foreign currency

—

513

Excess tax benefits on stock-based awards

(357)

(3,811)

(1,115)

Changes in operating assets and liabilities:
Accounts receivable
Inventory
Prepaid expenses and other assets

2,880

(17,554)

(1,137)

9,096

(44)

3,216

Leased right-of-use assets

1,626

—

Accounts payable, accrued expenses and other current liabilities

4,882

11,119

684

3,903

Accrued compensation
Deferred revenue and deferred profit

—

(138)

Accrued price protection liability

(5,160)

Lease liabilities

(4,304)

—

(530)

121

Other long-term liabilities
Net cash provided by operating activities

(1,491)

28,489

47,795

Purchases of property and equipment

(2,679)

(4,804)

Net cash used in investing activities

(2,679)

(4,804)

(30,000)

(43,000)

Investing Activities

Financing Activities
Repayment of debt
Net proceeds from issuance of common stock
Minimum tax withholding paid on behalf of employees for restricted stock units
Net cash used in financing activities
Effect of exchange rate changes on cash and cash equivalents

5,933

4,016

(9,827)

(3,839)

(33,894)

(42,823)

931

Increase (decrease) in cash, cash equivalents and restricted cash

(7,153)

Cash, cash equivalents and restricted cash at beginning of period

74,191

Cash, cash equivalents and restricted cash at end of period

535
703
74,412

$

67,038

$

75,115

Cash paid for interest

$

6,184

$

7,145

Cash paid for income taxes

$

2,217

$

1,093

$

7,406

$

6,997

Supplemental disclosures of cash flow information:

Supplemental disclosures of non-cash activities:
Issuance of shares for payment of bonuses

See accompanying notes.
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MAXLINEAR, INC.
NOTES TO CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
(unaudited)

1. Organization and Summary of Significant Accounting Policies
Description of Business
MaxLinear, Inc. was incorporated in Delaware in September 2003. MaxLinear, Inc., together with its wholly owned subsidiaries, collectively referred to as MaxLinear, or
the Company, is a provider of radio-frequency, or RF, high-performance analog, and mixed-signal communications system-on-chip solutions for the connected home, wired and
wireless infrastructure, and industrial and multi-market applications. MaxLinear's customers include electronics distributors, module makers, original equipment manufacturers,
or OEMs, and original design manufacturers, or ODMs, who incorporate the Company’s products in a wide range of electronic devices, including cable DOCSIS broadband
modems and gateways, wireline connectivity devices for in-home networking applications, RF transceivers and modems for wireless carrier access and backhaul infrastructure,
fiber-optic modules for data center, metro, and long-haul transport networks, video set-top boxes and gateways, hybrid analog and digital televisions, direct broadcast satellite
outdoor and indoor units, and power management and interface products used in these and a range of other markets. The Company is a fabless integrated circuit design company
whose products integrate all or a substantial portion of a broadband communication system.
Basis of Presentation and Principles of Consolidation
The accompanying unaudited consolidated financial statements include the accounts of MaxLinear, Inc. and its wholly owned subsidiaries and have been prepared in
accordance with accounting principles generally accepted in the United States of America, or GAAP, for interim financial information and with the instructions to Form 10-Q
and Article 10 of Regulation S-X. Accordingly, they do not include all of the information and disclosures required by GAAP for complete financial statements. All
intercompany transactions and investments have been eliminated in consolidation. Certain prior period amounts have been reclassified to conform with the current period
presentation. Such reclassifications include the separate presentation of long-term lease liabilities on the consolidated balance sheets.
In the opinion of management, the Company’s unaudited consolidated interim financial statements contain adjustments, including normal recurring accruals necessary to
present fairly the Company’s consolidated financial position, results of operations, comprehensive income (loss), stockholders’ equity, and cash flows.
The consolidated balance sheet as of December 31, 2018 was derived from the Company’s audited consolidated financial statements at that date. The accompanying
unaudited consolidated interim financial statements should be read in conjunction with the audited consolidated financial statements and related notes thereto for the year ended
December 31, 2018 included in the Company’s Annual Report on Form 10-K filed by the Company with the Securities and Exchange Commission, or the SEC, onFebruary 5,
2019, or the Annual Report. Interim results for the three and six months ended June 30, 2019 are not necessarily indicative of the results that may be expected for the fiscal year
ending December 31, 2019.
Use of Estimates
The preparation of financial statements in conformity with GAAP requires management to make estimates and assumptions that affect the amounts reported in the
unaudited consolidated financial statements and accompanying notes to unaudited consolidated financial statements. Actual results could differ from those estimates.
Summary of Significant Accounting Policies
Refer to the Company’s Annual Report for a summary of significant accounting policies. On January 1, 2019, the Company adopted Financial Accounting Standards
Board, or FASB, Accounting Standards Codification Topic 842, Leases, or ASC 842, using the modified retrospective transition method with a cumulative effect adjustment to
accumulated deficit as of January 1, 2019, and accordingly, modified its policy on accounting for leases as stated below. As described under “Recently Adopted Accounting
Pronouncements,” below, the primary impact of adopting ASC 842 for the Company was the recognition in the consolidated balance sheet of certain lease-related assets and
liabilities for operating leases with terms longer than 12 months. Such amounts were not previously accounted for in the Company's consolidated balance sheets.
There have been no other material changes to the Company's significant accounting policies during the six months ended June 30, 2019.
10
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MAXLINEAR, INC.
NOTES TO CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
(unaudited)

Leases
The Company’s leases primarily consist of facility leases which are classified as operating leases. The Company assesses whether an arrangement contains a lease at
inception. The Company recognizes a lease liability to make contractual payments under all leases with terms greater than twelve months and a corresponding right-of-use asset,
representing its right to use the underlying asset for the lease term. The lease liability is initially measured at the present value of the lease payments over the lease term using
the collateralized incremental borrowing rate since the implicit rate is unknown. Options to extend or terminate a lease are included in the lease term when it is reasonably
certain that the Company will exercise such an option. The right-of-use asset is initially measured as the contractual lease liability plus any initial direct costs and prepaid lease
payments made, less any lease incentives. Upon adoption of ASC 842 on January 1, 2019, the carrying value of lease-related restructuring liability for certain restructured
leases existing at that date, has been offset against the related right-of-use asset. Lease expense is recognized on a straight-line basis over the lease term.
On January 1, 2019, the Company adopted ASC 842 using the modified retrospective transition method with a cumulative adjustment to accumulated deficit at the
beginning of the period of adoption. Upon adoption, the Company elected certain practical expedients and accordingly has (1) carried forward its prior assessments of (a)
whether existing contracts on the January 1, 2019 adoption date contain leases, (b) classification of leases as operating or financing and (c) initial direct costs for existing leases
and (2) considered hindsight in determining the lease term and assessing impairment of the right-of-use-asset. In addition, the Company used a portfolio approach for its facility
leases when making judgments and estimates, such as the discount rate (Note 12).
Leased right-of-use assets are subject to impairment testing as a long-lived asset at the asset-group level. The Company monitors its long-lived assets for indicators of
impairment. As the Company's leased right-of-use assets relate to facility leases, early abandonment of all or part of facility as part of a restructuring plan is typically an
indicator of impairment. If impairment indicators are present, the Company tests whether the carrying amount of the leased right-of-use asset is recoverable including
consideration of sublease income, and if not recoverable, measures impairment loss for the right-of-use asset or asset group. Impairment charges on leased right-of-use assets are
included in restructuring charges in the statement of operations (Note 3).
Recently Adopted Accounting Pronouncements
In February 2016, the FASB issued ASU No. 2016-02,Leases (Topic 842). The amendments in this update require a lessee to recognize in the statement of financial
position a liability to make lease payments (the lease liability) and a right-of-use asset representing its right to use the underlying asset. For leases less than twelve months, an
entity is permitted to make an accounting policy election by class of underlying asset not to recognize right-of-use assets and lease liabilities. If a lessee makes this election, it
should recognize lease expense for such leases generally on a straight-line basis over the lease term. The Company made this election. Also, in July 2018, the FASB issued ASU
No. 2018-11, Leases (Topic 842): Targeted Improvements, to provide an additional transition method. An entity can elect not to present comparative financial information under
Topic 842 if it recognizes a cumulative-effect adjustment to retained earnings upon adoption. The Company also made this election. Further, in January 2019, the FASB issued
ASU 2019-01, Leases (Topic 842): Codification Improvements, which clarified that post-adoption interim transition disclosures normally required in the year of adoption for the
effect of a change in accounting principle on an entity’s financial statements are not required for the adoption of ASC 842. The amendments in these updates are effective for
the Company for fiscal years beginning with 2019, including interim periods within those years, with early adoption permitted. The Company has completed its assessment of
the impact of the adoption of ASC 842. Upon adoption, the Company recognized approximately $24.8 million of right-of-use assets and a net increase of $25.1 million in leaserelated liabilities at January 1, 2019. Also, the impact of the adoption of ASC 842 on the Company’s accumulated deficit and deferred tax assets at January 1, 2019 was not
material. Lastly, the impact of the adoption of ASC 842 on the Company's consolidated results of operations for the year ending December 31, 2019 is not expected to be
material.
In July 2018, the FASB issued ASU No. 2018-10,Codification Improvements to Topic 842, Leases, to clarify on how to apply certain aspects of the new lease
accounting standard. The amendments in this update, among other things, better articulates the requirement for a lessee’s reassessment of lease classification as of the effective
date of a modification, clarifies that a change to an index or rate for variable lease payments does not constitute a resolution of a contingency that would result in the
remeasurement of lease payments, and requires entities that apply Topic 842 retrospectively to each reporting period and do not adopt the practical expedients to write off any
prior unamortized initial direct costs that do not meet the definition under Topic 842 to equity. The amendments in this update have the same effective date and transition
requirements as the new lease standard summarized above. The Company has disclosed the impact of adoption of Topic 842 on the Company’s consolidated financial position
and results of operations as stated above.
11
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MAXLINEAR, INC.
NOTES TO CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
(unaudited)

In July 2018, the FASB issued ASU No. 2018-09,Codification Improvements, to clarify the Codification and prevent unintended application of the guidance. An
amendment to ASC 718-740, Compensation—Stock Compensation—Income Taxes, clarifies that excess tax benefits should be recognized in the period in which the amount of
the deduction is determined. The transition and effective date guidance is based on the facts and circumstances of each amendment. The amendment identified above became
effective for the Company beginning with fiscal year 2019. The adoption of the amendments in this update in the three months ended March 31, 2019 did not have a material
impact on the Company's consolidated financial position and results of operations.
In August 2017, the FASB issued ASU 2017-12, Derivatives and Hedging (Topic 815), which is intended to improve accounting for hedging activities by expanding and
refining hedge accounting for both nonfinancial and financial risk components and aligning the recognition and presentation of the effects of the hedging instrument and the
hedged item in the financial statements. The amendments in this update became effective for the Company beginning with fiscal year 2019. The amendments in this update were
required to be applied prospectively. The adoption of the amendments in this update in the three months ended March 31, 2019 did not have a material impact on the Company's
consolidated financial statements.
Recently Issued Accounting Pronouncements
In June 2016, the FASB issued ASU No. 2016-13,Financial Instruments—Credit Losses (Topic 326): Measurement of Credit Losses on Financial Instruments, to
replace the incurred loss methodology with an expected credit loss model that requires consideration of a broader range of information to estimate credit losses over the lifetime
of the asset. An entity with trade receivables will be required to use historical loss information, current conditions, and reasonable and supportable forecasts to determine
expected credit losses. Pooling of assets with similar risk characteristics and the use of a loss model are also required. Also, in April 2019, the FASB issued ASU No. 2019-04,
Codification Improvements to Topic 326, Financial Instruments—Credit Losses, Topic 815, Derivatives and Hedging, and Topic 825, Financial Instruments, to clarify the
inclusion of recoveries of trade receivables previously written off when estimating an allowance for credit losses. The amendments in this update are effective for the Company
beginning with fiscal year 2020, including interim periods, with early adoption permitted as of the fiscal years beginning after December 31, 2018, including interim periods
within those fiscal years. The adoption of the amendments in this update is not expected to have a material impact on the Company’s consolidated financial position and results
of operations.
In January 2017, the FASB issued ASU No. 2017-04,Intangibles—Goodwill and Other (Topic 350): Simplifying the Test for Goodwill Impairment, to simplify the
subsequent measurement of goodwill by eliminating Step 2 from the goodwill impairment test. An entity no longer will determine goodwill impairment by calculating the
implied fair value of goodwill by assigning the fair value of a reporting unit to all of its assets and liabilities as if the reporting unit had been acquired in a business combination.
Instead, under the amendments in this update, an entity should perform its annual, or interim, goodwill impairment test by comparing the fair value of a reporting unit with its
carrying amount. The Board also eliminated the requirements for any reporting unit with a zero or negative carrying amount to perform a qualitative assessment and, if it fails
that qualitative test, to perform Step 2 of the goodwill impairment test. The amendments in this update are effective for the Company beginning with fiscal year 2020, including
interim periods, with early adoption permitted for interim or annual goodwill impairment tests performed on testing dates after January 1, 2017. The adoption of the
amendments in this update is not expected to have a material impact on the Company’s consolidated financial position and results of operations.
In August 2018, the FASB issued ASU No. 2018-13,Fair Value Measurement (Topic 820): Disclosure Framework— Changes to the Disclosure Requirements for Fair
Value Measurement, to improve the fair value measurement reporting of financial instruments. The amendments in this update require, among other things, added disclosure of
the range and weighted average of significant unobservable inputs used to develop Level 3 fair value measurements. The amendments in this update eliminate, among other
things, disclosure of the reasons for and amounts of transfers between Level 1 and Level 2 for assets and liabilities that are measured at fair value on a recurring basis and an
entity's valuation processes for Level 3 fair value measurements. The amendments in this update will be effective for the Company beginning with fiscal year 2020, with early
adoption permitted. Retrospective application is required for all amendments in this update except the added disclosures, which should be applied prospectively. The adoption
of the amendments in this update is not expected to have a material impact on the Company’s consolidated financial position and results of operations.
In August 2018, the FASB issued ASU No. 2018-15,Intangibles- Goodwill and Other—Internal-Use Software (Subtopic 350-40): Customer’s Accounting for
Implementation Costs Incurred in a Cloud Computing Arrangement That is a Service
12
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MAXLINEAR, INC.
NOTES TO CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
(unaudited)

Contract, to provide additional guidance on the accounting for costs of implementing cloud computing arrangements that are service contracts. The amendments in this update
require the capitalization of implementation costs during the application development stage of such hosting arrangements and amortization of the expense over the term of the
arrangement including any option to extend reasonably certain to be exercised or option to terminate reasonably certain not to be exercised. Capitalized implementation costs
and amortization thereof are also required to be classified in the same line item in the statements of financial position, operations and cash flows associated with the hosting
service fees. The amendments in this update will be effective for the Company beginning with fiscal year 2020, with early adoption permitted. Entities may select retrospective
or prospective application to all implementation costs incurred after the adoption date. The adoption of the amendments in this update is not expected to have a material impact
on the Company’s consolidated financial position and results of operations.
2. Net Income (Loss) Per Share
Basic earnings per share, or EPS, is calculated by dividing net income or loss by the weighted-average number of common shares outstanding for the period, without
consideration for common stock equivalents. Diluted EPS is computed by dividing net income by the weighted-average number of common shares outstanding for the period
and the weighted-average number of dilutive common stock equivalents outstanding for the period determined using the treasury-stock method. For purposes of this calculation,
common stock options, restricted stock units and restricted stock awards are considered to be common stock equivalents and are only included in the calculation of diluted EPS
when their effect is dilutive. In periods in which the Company has a net loss, dilutive common stock equivalents are excluded from the calculation of diluted EPS.
The table below presents the computation of basic and diluted EPS:
Three Months Ended June 30,
2019

Six Months Ended June 30,

2018

2019

2018

(in thousands, except per share amounts)

Numerator:
Net loss

$

(2,229)

$

(14,422 )

$

(7,080)

$

(12,575 )

Denominator:
Weighted average common shares outstanding—basic
Dilutive common stock equivalents
Weighted average common shares outstanding—diluted

70,917
—

68,335
—

70,445
—

68,008
—

70,917

68,335

70,445

68,008

Net loss per share:
Basic

$

(0.03 )

$

(0.21 )

$

(0.10 )

$

(0.18 )

Diluted

$

(0.03 )

$

(0.21 )

$

(0.10 )

$

(0.18 )

For the three and six months ended June 30, 2019 and 2018, the Company incurred net losses and accordingly excluded common stock equivalents for outstanding stockbased awards, which represented all potentially dilutive securities, of 2.5 million and 2.7 million for the 2019 periods, respectively, and 3.6 million and 3.7 million for the 2018
periods, respectively, from the calculation of diluted net loss per share due to their anti-dilutive nature.
3. Restructuring Activity
From time to time, the Company approves and implements restructuring plans as a result of acquisitions, internal resource alignment, and cost saving measures. Such
restructuring plans include vacating certain leased facilities, terminating employees, and cancellation of contracts.
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The following table presents the activity related to the restructuring plans, which is included in restructuring charges in the consolidated statements ofoperations:
Three Months Ended June 30,

Six Months Ended June 30,

2019

2019

2018

2018

(in thousands)

Employee separation expenses
Lease related charges
Other

$

402
(44)
58

$

271
1,594
—

$

874
1,301
158

$

271
1,594
—

$

416

$

1,865

$

2,333

$

1,865

Lease related charges were related to exiting certain facilities. Lease-related charges for thesix months ended June 30, 2019 includes the impairment of long-lived assets
(right-of-use assets) of $2.2 million and leasehold improvements of $1.4 million. These lease-related charges were partially offset by a gain on the extinguishment of lease
liabilities of $2.9 million for the six months ended June 30, 2019, following the release from such liability by the landlord. The Company does not expect to incur additional
material costs related to current restructuring plans.
Lease related charges for the three and six months ended June 30, 2018 included impairment of leasehold improvements of $0.7 million.
The following table presents a roll-forward of the Company's restructuring liability for thesix months ended June 30, 2019. The restructuring liability is included in
accrued expenses and other current liabilities in the consolidated balance sheets.
Employee Separation
Expenses

Lease Related Charges

Other

Total

(in thousands)

Liability as of December 31, 2018
Restructuring charges
Transfer to right-of-use asset
Cash payments
Non-cash charges

$

Liability as of June 30, 2019

$

409
874
—
(1,195 )
—
88

$

1,490
1,301
(299 )
(1,589 )
24

$

47
158
—
(134 )
(41 )

$

1,946
2,333
(299 )
(2,918 )
(17 )

$

927

$

30

$

1,045

Remaining lease related charges as of June 30, 2019 primarily consist of common area maintenance obligations.
4. Goodwill and Intangible Assets
Goodwill
Goodwill arises from the acquisition method of accounting for business combinations and represents the excess of the purchase price over the fair value of the net assets
and other identifiable intangible assets acquired. The fair values of net tangible assets and intangible assets acquired are based upon preliminary valuations and the Company's
estimates and assumptions are subject to change within the measurement period (potentially up to one year from the acquisition date).
During the three and six months ended June 30, 2019, there were no changes in the carrying amount of goodwill.
The Company performs an annual goodwill impairment assessment on October 31st each year, using a two-step quantitative assessment. Step one is the identification of
potential impairment. This involves comparing the fair value of each reporting unit, which the Company has determined to be the entity itself, with its carrying amount,
including goodwill. If the fair value of a reporting unit exceeds the carrying amount, the goodwill of the reporting unit is considered not impaired and the second step of the
impairment test is unnecessary. If the carrying amount of a reporting unit exceeds its fair value, the second step of the impairment test is performed to measure the amount of
impairment loss, if any.
14
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In addition to its annual review, the Company performs a test of impairment when indicators of impairment are present. During the three and six months ended June 30,
2019 and 2018, no indications of impairment of the Company's goodwill balances were identified and, as a result,no goodwill impairment was recognized.
Acquired Intangibles
Finite-lived Intangible Assets
The following table sets forth the Company’s finite-lived intangible assets resulting from business acquisitions and other purchases:
June 30, 2019
Weighted
Average
Useful Life
(in Years)

Gross Carrying
Amount

December 31, 2018

Accumulated
Amortization

Net Carrying
Amount

Gross Carrying
Value

Accumulated
Amortization

Net Carrying
Amount

(in thousands)

Licensed technology
Developed technology
Trademarks and trade names
Customer relationships
Non-compete covenants

3.7
6.9
6.1
4.6
3.0

$

2,070
240,461
13,800
121,100
1,100

$

(1,378)
(91,533 )
(5,381)
(65,747 )
(1,050)

$

692
148,928
8,419
55,353
50

$

2,070
238,961
13,800
121,100
1,100

$

(1,130)
(74,630 )
(4,252)
(55,647 )
(872 )

$

940
164,331
9,548
65,453
228

6.1

$

378,531

$

(165,089)

$

213,442

$

377,031

$

(136,531)

$

240,500

The following table sets forth amortization expense associated with finite-lived intangible assets, which is included in the consolidated statements ofoperations as
follows:
Three Months Ended June 30,
2019

Six Months Ended June 30,

2018

2019

2018

(in thousands)

Cost of net revenue
Research and development
Selling, general and administrative

(in thousands)

$

8,488
12
5,792

$

8,978
42
7,994

$

16,922
46
11,590

$

17,956
84
15,988

$

14,292

$

17,014

$

28,558

$

34,028

Amortization of finite-lived intangible assets in cost of net revenue in the consolidated statements ofoperations results primarily from acquired developed technology.
The following table sets forth the activity related to finite-lived intangible assets:
Six Months Ended June 30,
2019

2018
(in thousands)

Beginning balance
Transfers to developed technology from IPR&D
Amortization

$

240,500
1,500
(28,558 )

$

310,645
—
(34,028 )

Ending balance

$

213,442

$

276,617

The Company regularly reviews the carrying amount of its long-lived assets subject to depreciation and amortization, as well as the related useful lives, to determine
whether indicators of impairment may exist that warrant adjustments to carrying values or estimated useful lives. An impairment loss is recognized when the sum of the
expected future undiscounted net cash flows is less than the carrying amount of the asset. Should impairment exist, the impairment loss is measured based on the excess of the
carrying amount of the asset over the asset’s fair value. During the three and six months ended June 30, 2019 and 2018, no impairment losses related to finite-lived intangible
assets were recognized.
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The following table presents future amortization of the Company’s finite-lived intangible assets at June 30, 2019:
Amount
(in thousands)

2019 (6 months)
2020
2021
2022
2023
Thereafter
Total

$

28,423
56,168
55,385
37,855
25,660
9,951

$

213,442

Indefinite-lived Intangible Assets
Indefinite-lived intangible assets consist entirely of acquired in-process research and development technology, or IPR&D. The following table sets forth the
Company’s activities related to the indefinite-lived intangible assets:
Six Months Ended June 30,
2019

2018
(in thousands)

Beginning balance
Transfers to developed technology from IPR&D

$

4,400
(1,500 )

$

4,400
—

Ending balance

$

2,900

$

4,400

The Company performs its annual assessment of indefinite-lived intangible assets on October 31 each year or more frequently if events or changes in circumstances
indicate that the asset might be impaired utilizing a qualitative test as a precursor to the quantitative test comparing the fair value of the assets with their carrying amount. Based
on the qualitative test, if it is more likely than not that indicators of impairment exists, the Company proceeds to perform a quantitative analysis. During the three and six months
ended June 30, 2019 and 2018, no indicators of impairment were identified and, as a result, no IPR&D impairment losses were recorded.
5. Financial Instruments
The composition of financial instruments is as follows:
June 30, 2019

December 31, 2018
(in thousands)

Assets
Interest rate swap

$

218

$

1,623

The fair value of the Company’s financial instrument is the amount that would be received in an asset sale or paid to transfer a liability in an orderly transaction between
unaffiliated market participants and is recorded using a hierarchical disclosure framework based upon the level of subjectivity of the inputs used in measuring assets and
liabilities. The levels are described below:
Level 1: Quoted prices (unadjusted) in active markets that are accessible at the measurement date for assets or liabilities.
Level 2: Observable prices that are based on inputs not quoted on active markets, but corroborated by market data.
Level 3: Unobservable inputs are used when little or no market data is available.
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The Company classifies its financial instrument within Level 2 of the fair value hierarchy on the basis of models utilizing market observable inputs. The interest rate
swap has been valued on the basis of valuations provided by third-party pricing services, as derived from standard valuation or pricing models. Market-based observable inputs
for the interest rate swap include one month LIBOR-based yield curves over the term of the swap. The Company reviews third-party pricing provider models, key inputs and
assumptions and understands the pricing processes at its third-party providers in determining the overall reasonableness of the fair value of its Level 2 financial instruments. The
Company also considers the risk of nonperformance by assessing the swap counterparty's credit risk in the estimate of fair value of the interest rate swap. As of June 30, 2019
and December 31, 2018, the Company has not made any adjustments to the valuations obtained from its third-party pricing providers.
The following table presents a summary of the Company’s financial instruments that are measured on a recurring basis:
Fair Value Measurements
Quoted Prices
in Active Markets for
Identical Assets
(Level 1)

Balance

Significant
Unobservable
Inputs
(Level 3)

Significant Other
Observable Inputs
(Level 2)

(in thousands)

Assets
Interest rate swap, June 30, 2019
Interest rate swap, December 31, 2018

$
$

218
1,623

$
$

—
—

$
$

218
1,623

$
$

—
—

The following table summarizes activity for the interest rate swap:
Six Months Ended
June 30,
2019

June 30,
2018
(in thousands)

Interest rate swap asset
Beginning balance
Unrealized gain (loss) recognized in other comprehensive income (loss)

$

Ending balance

$

1,623
(1,405 )
218

$

734
1,728

$

2,462

There were no transfers between Level 1, Level 2 or Level 3 financial instruments in the six months ended June 30, 2019 and 2018.
Financial Instruments Not Recorded at Fair Value on a Recurring Basis
Some of the Company’s financial instruments are not measured at fair value on a recurring basis but are recorded at amounts that approximate fair value due to their
liquid or short-term nature. Such financial assets and financial liabilities include: cash and cash equivalents, restricted cash, net receivables, certain other assets, accounts
payable, accrued price protection liability, accrued expenses, accrued compensation costs, and other current liabilities.
The Company’s long-term debt is not recorded at fair value on a recurring basis, but is measured at fair value for disclosure purposes (Note7).
6. Balance Sheet Details
Cash, cash equivalents and restricted cash consist of the following:
June 30, 2019

December 31, 2018
(in thousands)

Cash and cash equivalents
Short-term restricted cash
Long-term restricted cash
Total cash, cash equivalents and restricted cash

17
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66,629
344
65

$

73,142
645
404

$

67,038

$

74,191
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As of June 30, 2019 and December 31, 2018, cash and cash equivalents included $20.1 million and $0 of money market funds, respectively. As of June 30, 2019 and
December 31, 2018, the Company has restricted cash of $0.4 million and $1.0 million, respectively. The cash is restricted in connection with guarantees for certain import duties
and office leases.
Inventory consists of the following:
June 30, 2019

December 31, 2018
(in thousands)

Work-in-process
Finished goods

$

14,786
28,089

$

17,618
24,120

$

42,875

$

41,738

Property and equipment, net consists of the following:
Useful Life
(in Years)

June 30, 2019

December 31, 2018
(in thousands)

Furniture and fixtures
Machinery and equipment
Masks and production equipment
Software
Leasehold improvements
Construction in progress

5
3-5
2-5
3
1-5
N/A

$

2,207
35,123
12,713
5,658
16,208
299

$

2,020
34,225
12,645
5,675
17,493
133

72,208
(56,470 )

Less accumulated depreciation and amortization
$

15,738

72,191
(53,787 )
$

18,404

Depreciation expense for the three months ended June 30, 2019 and 2018 was $1.9 million and $3.0 million, respectively. Depreciation expense for the six months ended
June 30, 2019 and 2018 was $4.0 million and $6.1 million, respectively.
Accrued price protection liability consists of the following activity:
Six Months Ended June 30,
2019

2018
(in thousands)

Beginning balance
Charged as a reduction of revenue
Reversal of unclaimed rebates
Payments

$

16,454
14,880
(719 )
(19,321 )

$

21,571
20,136
(2,408 )
(19,219 )

Ending balance

$

11,294

$

20,080
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Accrued expenses and other current liabilities consist of the following:
June 30, 2019

December 31, 2018
(in thousands)

Accrued technology license payments
Accrued professional fees
Accrued engineering and production costs
Accrued restructuring
Accrued royalty
Short-term lease liabilities
Accrued customer credits
Income tax liability
Customer contract liabilities
Accrued obligations to customers for price adjustments
Accrued obligations to customers for stock rotation rights
Other

$

4,500
757
929
1,045
1,054
8,333
557
4,132
71
7,062
1,440
420

$

4,500
1,270
646
1,946
980
1,214
1,204
1,642
71
7,558
1,494
995

$

30,300

$

23,520

The following table summarizes the change in balances of accumulated other comprehensive income (loss) by component:
Cumulative Translation
Adjustments

Interest Rate Hedge

Total

(in thousands)

Balance at December 31, 2018
Current period other comprehensive income (loss)

$

(907 )
433

$

Balance at June 30, 2019

$

(474 )

$

1,179
(1,111 )
68

$

272
(678 )

$

(406 )

7. Debt and Interest Rate Swap
Debt
The carrying amount of the Company's long-term debt consists of the following:
June 30,
2019

December 31,
2018
(in thousands)

Principal
Less:
Unamortized debt discount
Unamortized debt issuance costs

$

232,000

$

(1,478 )
(4,187 )

Net carrying amount of long-term debt
Less: current portion of long-term debt

(1,630 )
(4,613 )

226,335
—
$

Long-term debt, non-current portion

226,335

262,000

255,757
—
$

255,757

On May 12, 2017, the Company entered into a credit agreement with certain lenders and a collateral agent in connection with the acquisition of Exar Corporation. The
credit agreement provides for an initial secured term B loan facility, or the “Initial Term Loan,” in an aggregate principal amount of $425.0 million. The credit agreement
permits the Company to request incremental loans in an aggregate principal amount not to exceed the sum of $160.0 million (subject to adjustments for any voluntary
prepayments), plus an unlimited amount that is subject to pro forma compliance with certain secured leverage ratio
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and total leverage ratio tests. Incremental loans are subject to certain additional conditions, including obtaining additional commitments from the lenders then party to the credit
agreement or new lenders.
Loans under the credit agreement bear interest, at the Company’s option, at a rate equal to either (i)a base rate equal to the highest of (x) the federal funds rate, plus
0.50%, (y) the prime rate then in effect and (z) an adjusted LIBOR rate determined on the basis of a one- three- or six-month interest period, plus 1.0%or (ii) an adjusted
LIBOR rate, subject to a floor of 0.75%, in each case, plus an applicable margin of 2.50% in the case of LIBOR rate loans and1.50% in the case of base rate loans.
Commencing on September 30, 2017, the Initial Term Loan amortizes in equal quarterly installments equal to 0.25% of the original principal amount of the Initial Term Loan,
with the balance payable on the maturity date. The Initial Term Loan has a term of seven years and will mature on May 12, 2024, at which time all outstanding principal and
accrued and unpaid interest on the Initial Term Loan is due. The Company is also required to pay fees customary for a credit facility of this size and type.
The Company is required to make mandatory prepayments of the outstanding principal amount of term loans under the credit agreement with the net cash proceeds from
the disposition of certain assets and the receipt of insurance proceeds upon certain casualty and condemnation events, in each case, to the extent not reinvested within a
specified time period, from excess cash flow beyond stated threshold amounts, and from the incurrence of certain indebtedness. The Company has the right to prepay its term
loans under the credit agreement, in whole or in part, at any time without premium or penalty, subject to certain limitations and a 1.0% soft call premium applicable during the
first six months of the loan term. The Company exercised its right to prepay and made aggregate prepayments of principal of $193.0 million from origination through June 30,
2019.
The Company’s obligations under the credit agreement are required to be guaranteed by certain of its domestic subsidiaries meeting materiality thresholds set forth in the
credit agreement. Such obligations, including the guaranties, are secured by substantially all of the assets of the Company and the subsidiary guarantors pursuant to a security
agreement with the collateral agent.
The credit agreement contains customary affirmative and negative covenants, including covenants limiting the ability of the Company and its restricted subsidiaries to,
among other things, incur debt, grant liens, undergo certain fundamental changes, make investments, make certain restricted payments, and sell assets, in each case, subject to
limitations and exceptions. As of June 30, 2019, the Company was in compliance with such covenants. The credit agreement also contains customary events of default that
include, among other things, certain payment defaults, cross defaults to other indebtedness, covenant defaults, change in control defaults, judgment defaults, and bankruptcy
and insolvency defaults. If an event of default exists, the lenders may require immediate payment of all obligations under the credit agreement, and may exercise certain other
rights and remedies provided for under the credit agreement, the other loan documents and applicable law.
As of June 30, 2019 and December 31, 2018, the weighted average effective interest rate payable on the long-term debt was approximately4.9% and 4.6%, respectively.
The debt is carried at its principal amount, net of unamortized debt discount and issuance costs, and is not adjusted to fair value each period. The issuance date fair value
of the liability component of the debt in the amount of $398.5 million was determined using a discounted cash flow analysis, in which the projected interest and principal
payments were discounted back to the issuance date of the term loan at a market interest rate for nonconvertible debt of 4.6%, which represents a Level 3 fair value
measurement. The debt discount of $2.1 million and debt issuance costs of $6.0 million are being amortized to interest expense using the effective interest method from the
issuance date through the contractual maturity date of the term loan of May 12, 2024.
During both the three months ended June 30, 2019 and 2018, the Company recognized total amortization of debt discount and debt issuance costs of$0.3 million to
interest expense. During the six months ended June 30, 2019 and 2018, the Company recognized total amortization of debt discount and debt issuance costs of$0.6 million to
interest expense.
The approximate fair value of the term loan as of June 30, 2019 and December 31, 2018 was $241.2 million and $268.1 million, respectively, which was estimated on the
basis of inputs that are observable in the market and which is considered a Level 2 measurement method in the fair value hierarchy.
As of June 30, 2019 and December 31, 2018, the remaining principal balance on the term loan was $232.0 million and $262.0 million, respectively. The remaining
principal balance is due on May 12, 2024 at the maturity date on the term loan.
Interest Rate Swap
In November 2017, the Company entered into a fixed-for-floating interest rate swap with an amortizing notional amount to swap a substantial portion of variable rate
LIBOR interest payments under its term loans for fixed interest payments bearing
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an interest rate of 1.74685%. The Company's outstanding debt is still subject to a 2.5% fixed applicable margin during the term of the loan. The interest rate swap is designated
as a cash flow hedge of a portion of floating rate interest payments on long-term debt and effectively fixes the interest rate on a substantial portion of the Company’s long-term
debt at approximately 4.25%. Accordingly, the Company applies cash flow hedge accounting to the interest rate swap and it is recorded at fair value as an asset or liability and
the effective portion of changes in the fair value of the interest rate swap, as measured quarterly, are reported in other comprehensive income (loss). As of June 30, 2019 and
December 31, 2018, the fair value of the interest rate swap asset was$0.2 million and $1.6 million (Note 5), respectively, and is included in other long-term assets in the
consolidated balance sheets. The decrease in fair value related to the interest rate swap asset included in other comprehensive income for the three andsix months ended June
30, 2019 was $0.8 million and $1.4 million, respectively. The increase in fair value related to the interest rate swap asset included in other comprehensive income for the three
and six months ended June 30, 2018 was $0.3 million and $1.7 million, respectively. The interest rate swap expires in October 2020 and the total$0.2 million of unrealized gain
recorded in accumulated other comprehensive income at June 30, 2019 is not expected to be recorded against interest expense over the next twelve months.
8. Stock-Based Compensation and Employee Benefit Plans
Employee Stock-Based Benefit Plans
At June 30, 2019, the Company had stock-based compensation awards outstanding under the following plans: the 2004 Stock Plan, the 2010 Equity Incentive Plan, as
amended, or 2010 Plan, the 2010 Employee Stock Purchase Plan, or ESPP. Refer to the Company’s Annual Report for a summary of the Company's stock-based compensation
and equity plans as of December 31, 2018. There have been no material changes to the terms of the Company's equity incentive plans during thesix months ended June 30,
2019. All current stock awards are issued under the 2010 Plan and ESPP.
As of June 30, 2019, the number of shares of common stock available for future issuance under the 2010 Plan and awards outstanding under the 2004 Plan was
14,262,280 shares and 89,933 shares, respectively. As of June 30, 2019, the number of shares of common stock available for future issuance under the ESPP was2,858,240
shares.
Stock-Based Compensation
The Company recognizes stock-based compensation in the consolidated statements of operations, based on the department to which the related employee reports, as
follows:
Three Months Ended June 30,
2019

Six Months Ended June 30,

2018

2019

(in thousands)

Cost of net revenue
Research and development
Selling, general and administrative

2018
(in thousands)

$

147
4,222
3,838

$

120
4,454
2,735

$

277
8,435
7,242

$

226
8,828
6,728

$

8,207

$

7,309

$

15,954

$

15,782

The total unrecognized compensation cost related to unvested restricted stock units and restricted stock awards as ofJune 30, 2019 was $60.4 million, and the weighted
average period over which these equity awards are expected to vest is 2.81 years. The total unrecognized compensation cost related to performance stock units as ofJune 30,
2019 was $7.3 million, and the weighted average period over which these equity awards are expected to vest is2.07 years. The total unrecognized compensation cost related to
unvested stock options as of June 30, 2019 was $3.0 million, and the weighted average period over which these equity awards are expected to vest is2.62 years.
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Restricted Stock Units
The Company calculates the fair value of restricted stock units based on the fair market value of the Company's common stock on the grant date. Stock based
compensation is recognized over the vesting period using the straight-line method.
A summary of the Company’s restricted stock unit activity is as follows:
Number of Shares
(in thousands)

Outstanding at December 31, 2018
Granted
Vested
Canceled

3,263
1,335
(963 )
(206 )

Outstanding at June 30, 2019

3,429

Weighted-Average Grant-Date
Fair Value per Share

$

20.23
23.69
19.92
21.14
21.61

Performance-Based Restricted Stock Units
The Company calculates the fair value of performance-based restricted stock units based upon the fair market value of the Company's common stock on the grant date.
Stock-based compensation expense is then determined based on the number of performance-based restricted stock units that are expected to vest during the performance period
if it is probable that the Company will achieve the performance metrics specified in the award agreement.
Performance-based restricted stock units are eligible to vest at the end of each fiscal year in a three-year performance period based on the Company’s annual growth rate
in net sales and non-GAAP diluted earnings per share (subject to certain adjustments) over a multiple of four times the related results for the fourth quarter of 2018 relative to
the growth rates for a peer group of companies for the same metrics and periods.
For the performance-based restricted stock units granted in 2019,60% of each performance-based award is subject to the net sales metric for the performance period and
40% is subject to the non-GAAP diluted earnings per share metric for the performance period. The maximum percentage for a particular metric is250% of the target number of
units subject to the award related to that metric, however, vesting of the performance stock units is capped at 30% and 100%, respectively, of the target number of units subject
to the award in years one and two, respectively, of the three-year performance period.
As of June 30, 2019, the Company believes that it is probable that the Company will achieve performance metrics specified in the award agreement based on its expected
revenue and non-GAAP diluted EPS results over the performance period and calculated growth rates relative to its peers’ expected results based on data available, as defined in
the award agreement.
A summary of the Company’s performance-based restricted stock unit activity is as follows:
Number of Shares
(in thousands)

Weighted-Average Grant-Date
Fair Value per Share

Outstanding at December 31, 2018
Granted(1)

—
445

Outstanding at June 30, 2019
________________

445

(1)

$

Number of shares granted is based on the maximum percentage achievable in the performance-based restricted stock unit award.

Employee Stock Purchase Rights and Stock Options
The Company uses the Black-Scholes valuation model to calculate the grant-date fair value of employee stock purchase rights and stock options. Stock based
compensation expense is recognized over the vesting period using the straight-line method.
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Employee Stock Purchase Rights
During the six months ended June 30, 2019, there were 142,013 shares of common stock purchased under the ESPP at a weighted average price of$16.21.
The fair values of employee stock purchase rights were estimated using the Black-Scholes option pricing model at their respective grant date using the following
assumptions:
Six Months Ended June 30,
2019

Weighted-average grant date fair value per share

$

Risk-free interest rate
Dividend yield
Expected life (in years)
Volatility

2018

6.61
2.43 %
—%
0.50
40.47 %

$

5.37
2.09 %
—%
0.50
46.00 %

The risk-free interest rate assumption was based on rates for United States (U.S.) Treasury zero-coupon bonds with maturities similar to those of the expected term of the
award being valued. The assumed dividend yield was based on the Company’s expectation of not paying dividends in the foreseeable future. The expected term is the duration
of the offering period for each grant date. In addition, the estimated volatility incorporates the historical volatility over the expected term based on the Company's daily closing
stock prices.
Stock Options
A summary of the Company’s stock options activity is as follows:
Number of Options
(in thousands)

Outstanding at December 31, 2018
Exercised
Canceled

Weighted-Average
Exercise Price

Weighted-Average
Contractual Term (in
years)

Aggregate Intrinsic
Value (in thousands)

2,659
(1,148 )
(15 )

$

10.27
7.18
19.55

Outstanding at June 30, 2019

1,496

$

12.56

2.85

$

16,445

Vested and expected to vest at June 30, 2019

1,481

$

12.49

2.82

$

16,370

Exercisable at June 30, 2019

1,087

$

10.53

1.77

$

14,182

No stock options were granted by the Company during the six months ended June 30, 2019.
The intrinsic value of stock options exercised was $10.3 million and $1.8 million in the three months ended June 30, 2019 and 2018, respectively. The intrinsic value of
stock options exercised was $20.2 million and $3.9 million in the six months ended June 30, 2019 and 2018, respectively.
Cash received from exercise of stock options was $1.0 million and $0.2 million during the three months ended June 30, 2019 and 2018, respectively. Cash received from
exercise of stock options was $3.6 million and $1.2 million during the six months ended June 30, 2019 and 2018, respectively.
The tax benefit from stock options exercised was$10.3 million and $0.4 million during the three months ended June 30, 2019 and 2018, respectively. The tax benefit
from stock options exercised was $19.3 million and $2.5 million during the six months ended June 30, 2019 and 2018, respectively.
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Employee Incentive Bonus
The Company settles a majority of bonus awards for its employees, including executives, in shares of common stock under the 2010 Equity Incentive Plan. When bonus
awards are settled in common stock issued under the 2010 Equity Incentive Plan, the number of shares issuable to plan participants is determined based on the closing price of
the Company's common stock as determined in trading on the New York Stock Exchange on a date approved by the Board of Directors. In connection with the Company's
bonus programs, in February 2019, the Company issued 0.3 million freely-tradable shares of the Company's common stock in settlement of bonus awards to employees,
including executives, for the 2018 performance period. At June 30, 2019, the Company has an accrual of $2.4 million for bonus awards for employees for year-to-date
achievement in the 2019 performance period. The Company's compensation committee retains discretion to effect payment in cash, stock, or a combination of cash and stock.
9. Income Taxes
The provision for income taxes primarily relates to projected federal, state, and foreign income taxes. To determine the quarterly provision for income taxes, the
Company uses an estimated annual effective tax rate, which is generally based on expected annual income and statutory tax rates in the various jurisdictions in which the
Company operates. In addition, the tax effects of certain significant or unusual items are recognized discretely in the quarter during which they occur and can be a source of
variability in the effective tax rates from quarter to quarter.
The Company utilizes the asset and liability method of accounting for income taxes, under which deferred taxes are determined based on temporary differences between
the financial statement and tax basis of assets and liabilities using tax rates expected to be in effect during the years in which the temporary differences reverse. The Company
records a valuation allowance to reduce its deferred taxes to the amount it believes is more likely than not to be realized. In making such determination, the Company considers
all available positive and negative evidence quarterly, including scheduled reversals of deferred tax liabilities, projected future taxable income, tax planning strategies, and
recent financial performance. Forming a conclusion that a valuation allowance is not required is difficult when there is negative evidence such as cumulative losses in recent
years. Based upon the Company's review of all positive and negative evidence, the Company continues to have a valuation allowance on its state deferred taxes, certain of its
federal deferred tax assets, and certain foreign deferred tax assets in jurisdictions where the Company has cumulative losses or otherwise is not expected to utilize certain tax
attributes. The Company does not incur expense or benefit in certain tax free jurisdictions in which it operates.
The Company recorded an income tax benefit of $3.4 million in the three months ended June 30, 2019 and an income tax provision of $11.2 million for the three months
ended June 30, 2018. The Company recorded an income tax benefit of $9.9 million in the six months ended June 30, 2019 and an income tax provision of $9.4 million for the
six months ended June 30, 2018.
The income tax provision (benefit) in the three and six months ended June 30, 2019 and 2018, each primarily relates to the mix of pre-tax income among jurisdictions,
discrete tax benefits related to stock-based compensation, and release of uncertain tax positions under ASC 740-10.
Income tax positions must meet a more-likely-than-not threshold to be recognized. Income tax positions that previously failed to meet the more-likely-than-not threshold
are recognized in the first subsequent financial reporting period in which that threshold is met. Previously recognized tax positions that no longer meet the more-likely-than-not
threshold are derecognized in the first financial reporting period in which that threshold is no longer met. The Company records potential penalties and interest accrued related
to unrecognized tax benefits within the consolidated statements of operations as income tax expense.
During the six months ended June 30, 2019, the Company's unrecognized tax benefits increased by $0.4 million. The Company does not expect its unrecognized tax
benefits to change significantly over the next 12 months. Accrued interest and penalties associated with uncertain tax positions as of June 30, 2019 were approximately $0.7
million and $0.1 million, respectively.
The Company is subject to federal and state income tax in the United States and is also subject to income tax in certain other foreign tax jurisdictions. AtJune 30, 2019,
the statutes of limitations for the assessment of federal, state, and foreign income taxes are closed for the years before 2015, 2014 and 2011, respectively. The Company is under
a routine compliance review by the Inland Revenue Authority of Singapore for its 2016 and 2017 tax years. The Company does not expect these reviews to have a material
effect on its consolidated financial position or results of operations. In addition, the examination by
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the California Franchise Tax Board for the 2014 and 2015 tax years was closed during the quarter ended March 31, 2019 without any adjustments.
The Company's subsidiary in Singapore operates under certain tax incentives in Singapore, which are generally effective through March 2022, and are conditional upon
meeting certain employment and investment thresholds in Singapore. Under the incentives, qualifying income derived from certain sales of the Company's integrated circuits is
taxed at a concessionary rate over the incentive period, and there are reduced Singapore withholding taxes on certain intercompany royalties during the incentive period.
Primarily because of the Company's Singapore net operating losses and a full valuation allowance in Singapore, the incentives did not have a material impact on the Company's
income tax benefit in the three and six months ended June 30, 2019.
10. Concentration of Credit Risk, Significant Customers and Revenue by Geographic Region
Financial instruments, which potentially subject the Company to concentrations of credit risk, consist primarily of cash and cash equivalents and accounts receivable.
Collateral is generally not required for customer receivables. The Company limits its exposure to credit loss by placing its cash with high credit quality financial institutions. At
times, such deposits may be in excess of insured limits. The Company has not experienced any losses on its deposits of cash and cash equivalents.
Significant Customers
The Company markets its products and services to manufacturers of a wide range of electronic devices (Note1). The Company makes periodic evaluations of the credit
worthiness of its customers.
Customers comprising greater than 10% of net revenues for each of the periods presented are as follows:
Three Months Ended June 30,
2019

Six Months Ended June 30,

2018

2019

2018

Percentage of total net revenue
Customer A

12 %

28 %

12%

27%

Balances that are 10% or greater of accounts receivable, based on the Company's billings to the contract manufacturer customers, are as follows:
June 30,

December 31,

2019

2018

Percentage of gross accounts receivable
Customer B

*

10 %

____________________________
* Represents less than 10% of the gross accounts receivable as of the respective period
end.
Significant Suppliers
Suppliers comprising greater than 10% of total inventory purchases are as follows:
Three Months Ended June 30,
2019

Vendor A
Vendor B
Vendor C
Vendor D

18 %
18 %
13 %
13 %

25

Six Months Ended June 30,

2018

2019

12 %
23 %
15 %
15 %

2018

18%
13%
13%
13%

13%
22%
17%
16%
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Geographic Information
The Company's consolidated net revenues by geographic area based on ship-to location are as follows (in thousands):
Three Months Ended June 30,
2019
Amount

Six Months Ended June 30,
2018

% of total net
revenue

2019
% of total net
revenue

Amount

2018
% of total net
revenue

Amount

Amount

% of total net
revenue

Asia
United States
Rest of world

$

68,319
3,775
10,413

83%
4%
13%

$

87,289
4,636
9,608

86%
5%
9%

$

139,867
8,127
19,148

84%
5%
11%

$

172,103
9,831
30,426

81%
5%
14%

Total

$

82,507

100 %

$

101,533

100 %

$

167,142

100 %

$

212,360

100 %

The products shipped to individual countries representing greater than 10% of net revenue for each of the periods presented are as follows:
Three Months Ended June 30,
2019

Percentage of total net revenue
China

Six Months Ended June 30,

2018

60 %

2019

2018

65 %

64 %

63 %

The determination of which country a particular sale is allocated to is based on the destination of the product shipment. No other individual country accounted for more
than 10% of net revenue during these periods. Although a large percentage of the Company’s products is shipped to Asia, and in particular, China, the Company believes that a
significant number of the systems designed by customers and incorporating the Company’s semiconductor products are subsequently sold outside Asia to Europe, Middle East,
and Africa, or EMEA markets and North American markets.
Long-lived assets, which consists of property and equipment, net, leased right-of-use assets, intangible assets, net, and goodwill by geographic area are as follows (in
thousands):
June 30,

December 31,

2019
Amount

United States
Singapore
Rest of world

$

416,736
67,998
6,300

2018(1)
% of total

Amount

85 %
14 %
1%

$

426,321
71,945
3,368

% of total

85 %
14 %
1%

$
491,034
100 % $
501,634
100 %
Total
_____________
(1) Amounts do not include leased right-of-use assets in the prior period due to the adoption of ASC 842 under the modified retrospective method with a cumulative effect
adjustment to accumulated deficit as of January 1, 2019.
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11. Revenue from Contracts with Customers
Revenue by Market
The table below presents disaggregated net revenues by market (in thousands):
Three Months Ended June 30,
2019

Six Months Ended June 30,

2018

Connected home
% of net revenue
Infrastructure
% of net revenue
Industrial and multi-market
% of net revenue

$

38,593
47 %
22,571
27 %
21,343
26 %

$

Total net revenue

$

82,507

$

56,517
56 %
19,485
19 %
25,531
25 %
101,533

2019

$

$

82,025
49 %
44,673
27 %
40,444
24 %
167,142

2018

$

122,175
58 %
39,975
19 %
50,210
24 %

$

212,360

Revenues from sales through the Company’s distributors accounted for 49% and 38% of net revenue for the three months ended June 30, 2019 and 2018, respectively.
Revenues from sales through the Company’s distributors accounted for 45% and 39% of net revenue for the six months ended June 30, 2019 and 2018, respectively.
Contract Liabilities
As of June 30, 2019 and December 31, 2018, customer contract liabilities consist of estimates of obligations to deliver rebates to customers in the form of units of
products and were approximately $0.1 million. Revenue recognized in the three and six months ended June 30, 2019 that was included in the contract liability balance as of
December 31, 2018 was immaterial.
There were no material changes in the contract liabilities balance during the three and six months ended June 30, 2019.
Obligations to Customers for Price Adjustments and Returns and Assets for Right-of-Returns
As of June 30, 2019 and December 31, 2018, obligations to customers consisting of estimates of price protection rights offered to the Company's end customers totaled
$11.3 million and $16.5 million, respectively, and are included in accrued price protection liability in the consolidated balance sheets. For activity in this account, including
amounts included in net revenue, refer to Note 6. Other obligations to customers representing estimates of price adjustments to be claimed by distributors upon sell-through of
their inventory to their end customer and estimates of stock rotation returns to be claimed by distributors on products sold as of June 30, 2019 were $7.1 million and $1.4
million, respectively, and as of December 31, 2018 were $7.6 million and $1.5 million, respectively, and are included in accrued expenses and other current liabilities in the
consolidated balance sheets (Note 6). The increase in revenue from net changes in transaction prices for amounts included in obligations to customers for price adjustments as of
December 31, 2018 was not material. As of June 30, 2019 and December 31, 2018, right of return assets under customer contracts representing the estimates of product
inventory the Company expects to receive from customers in stock rotation returns were approximately $0.3 million. Right of return assets are included in inventory in the
consolidated balance sheets (Note 6).
As of June 30, 2019, there were no impairment losses recorded on customer accounts receivable.
12. Leases
The Company primarily leases office facilities under operating lease arrangements expiring at various years through2023. These leases often have original terms of 3 to
5 years and contain options to extend the lease up to5 years or terminate the lease, which are included in right-of-use assets and lease liabilities when the Company is
reasonably certain it will renew the underlying leases. Since the implicit rate of such leases is unknown and the Company is not reasonably certain to renew its leases, the
Company has elected to apply a collateralized incremental borrowing rate to facility leases on the original lease term in calculating the present value of future lease payments.
As of June 30, 2019, the weighted average discount rate for operating leases was5.0% and the weighted average remaining lease term for operating leases was 3.1 years.
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The table below presents aggregate future minimum payments due under leases for the next five years and beyond, reconciled to total lease liabilities included in the
consolidated balance sheet as of June 30, 2019:
Operating Leases
(in thousands)

2019 (6 months)
2020
2021
2022
2023
Thereafter

$

4,403
8,817
8,750
3,905
1,040
—

Total minimum payments
Less: imputed interest
Less: unrealized translation loss

26,915
(2,063 )
(4 )

Total lease liabilities
Less: short-term lease liabilities

24,848
(8,333 )
$

Long-term lease liabilities

16,515

Operating lease cost was $0.8 million and $1.1 million for the three months ended June 30, 2019 and 2018, respectively. Operating lease cost was $1.7 million and $2.3
million for the six months ended June 30, 2019 and 2018, respectively.
Short-term lease costs for the three and six months ended June 30, 2019 were not material. There were $0.5 million of right-of-use assets obtained in exchange for new
lease liabilities for the three and six months ended June 30, 2019.
The Company has subleased certain facilities that it ceased using in connection with prior years' restructuring plans (Note3). Such subleases expire at various years
through fiscal 2023. As of June 30, 2019, future minimum rental income under non-cancelable subleases is as follows:
Amount
(in thousands)

2019 (6 months)
2020
2021
2022
2023
Thereafter

$

1,966
4,036
4,057
782
291
—

Total minimum rental income

$

11,132

Total sublease income related to leased facilities the Company ceased using in connection with a restructuring plan for thethree months ended June 30, 2019 and
2018 was approximately $1.0 million and $0.6 million, respectively (Note 3). Total sublease income related to leased facilities the Company ceased using in connection with a
restructuring plan for the six months ended June 30, 2019 and 2018 was approximately $1.6 million and $0.9 million, respectively (Note 3).
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13. Commitments and Contingencies
Inventory Purchase and Other Contractual Obligations
As of June 30, 2019, future minimum payments under inventory purchase and other obligations are as follows:
Inventory Purchase
Obligations

Other Obligations

Total

2019 (6 months)
2020
2021
2022
2023
Thereafter

$

65,001
—
—
—
—
—

$

4,049
4,574
843
425
447
—

$

69,050
4,574
843
425
447
—

Total minimum payments

$

65,001

$

10,338

$

75,339

Other obligations consist of contractual payments due for software licenses.
CrestaTech Litigation
As disclosed in the Annual Report, the Company was a defendant in patent litigation originally filed by CrestaTech Technology Corporation, or CrestaTech. On January
21, 2014, CrestaTech filed a complaint for patent infringement against the Company in the United States District Court of Delaware, or District Court Litigation, alleging that
the Company infringed U.S. Patent Nos. 7,075,585, or the '585 Patent and 7,265,792, or the '792 Patent. In addition to asking for compensatory damages, CrestaTech alleged
willful infringement and sought a permanent injunction. CrestaTech also named Sharp Corporation, Sharp Electronics Corp. and VIZIO, Inc. as defendants based upon their
alleged use of the Company's television tuners. Following the litigation history described in the Company's prior filings on Form 10-K and Form 10-Q, the District Court
dismissed the District Court Litigation in April 2018. While the successor plaintiff following a Chapter 7 bankruptcy proceeding of CrestaTech below has suggested that the
dismissal may have been in error, it has taken no action to re-instate the case. In the related bankruptcy proceeding, the plaintiff stated that it “no longer has any valid patent
claims that it is asserting in any of the proceedings purchased through the Sale Agreement,” which includes the District Court Litigation against the Company. In re Cresta
Technology Corporation, Case No. 16-50808 (N.D. Cal. Bank. 2016) at Dkt. No. 270. At this time, the Company cannot predict whether the District Court litigation will be reinstated. In addition, outside the District Court Litigation, the Company and the successor to CrestaTech are continuing to dispute certain matters relating to the ‘585 Patent
through the inter parties review (IPR) and appeal process. Any re-instatement of the District Court Litigation, material expenses associated with the IPR and appeal process, or
other costs arising from the dispute between the parties could adversely affect the Company's operating results.
Trango Systems, Inc. Litigation
On or about August 2, 2016, Trango Systems, Inc., or Trango, filed a complaint in the Superior Court of California, County of San Diego, Central Division, against
defendants Broadcom Corporation, Inc., or Broadcom, and the Company, collectively, Defendants. Trango is a purchaser that alleges various fraud, breach of contract, and
interference with economic relations claims in connection with the discontinuance of a chip line the Company acquired from Broadcom in 2016. For additional information
regarding this lawsuit, see Part I, Item 3, “Legal Proceedings” included in the Company's Annual Report. The parties entered into a settlement agreement and on June 6, 2019
the case was dismissed with prejudice. The terms of the settlement are confidential, and the settlement did not have a material adverse effect on the Company’s financial
position, results of operations, or cash flows.
Other Matters
In addition, from time to time, the Company is subject to threats of litigation or actual litigation in the ordinary course of business, some of which may be material. Other
than the CrestaTech litigation described above, the Company believes that there are no other currently pending litigation matters that, if determined adversely to the Company's
interests, would have a material effect on the Company's financial position, results of operations, or cash flows or that would not be covered by the Company's existing liability
insurance.
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MANAGEMENT'S DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS OF FINANCIAL CONDITION AND RESULTS OF
OPERATIONS

Forward-Looking Statements
The following discussion and analysis of the financial condition and results of our operations should be read in conjunction with the consolidated financial statements
and related notes included elsewhere in this report. This discussion contains forward-looking statements that involve risks and uncertainties. Our actual results could differ
materially from those discussed below. Factors that could cause or contribute to such differences include, but are not limited to, those identified below, and those discussed in
the section titled “Risk Factors” included elsewhere in this report.
Overview
We are a provider of radio-frequency, or RF, high-performance analog, and mixed-signal communications systems-on-chip solutions for the connected home, wired and
wireless infrastructure, and industrial and multi-market applications. We are a fabless integrated circuit design company whose products integrate all or substantial portions of a
broadband communication system. In most cases, these products are designed on a single silicon-die, using standard digital CMOS processes and conventional packaging
technologies. We believe this enables our solutions to achieve superior power, performance, and cost advantages relative to our industry competition. Our customers include
electronics distributors, module makers, original equipment manufacturers (OEMs), and original design manufacturers (ODMs), who incorporate our products in a wide range
of electronic devices. Examples of such end market electronic devices incorporating our products include cable DOCSIS broadband modems and gateways; wireline
connectivity devices for in-home networking applications; RF transceivers and modems for wireless carrier access and backhaul infrastructure; fiber-optic modules for data
center, metro, and long-haul transport networks; video set-top boxes and gateways; hybrid analog and digital televisions, direct broadcast satellite outdoor and indoor units; and
power management and interface products used in these and a range of other markets.
We combine our high-performance RF and mixed-signal semiconductor design skills with our expertise in digital communications systems, software, high-performance
analog, and embedded systems to provide highly integrated semiconductor devices and platform-level solutions that are manufactured using a range of semiconductor
manufacturing processes, including low-cost complementary metal oxide semiconductor, or CMOS, process technology, Silicon Germanium, Gallium Arsenide, BiCMOS and
Indium Phosphide process technologies. Our ability to design analog and mixed-signal circuits in CMOS allows us to efficiently combine analog and digital signal processing
functionality in the same integrated circuit. As a result, our solutions have high levels of functional integration and performance, small silicon die size, and low power
consumption. Moreover, we are uniquely positioned to offer customers a combination of proprietary CMOS-based radio system architectures that provide the benefits of
superior RF system performance, along with high-performance analog interface and power management solutions that enable shorter design cycles, significant design
flexibility, and low system cost across a wide range of broadband communications, wired and wireless infrastructure, and industrial and multimarket applications.
In the six months ended June 30, 2019, revenues were $167.1 million. In fiscal 2018 and in the three and six months ended June 30, 2019, our net revenue was derived
primarily from sales of RF receivers and RF receiver systems-on-chip and connectivity solutions into broadband operator voice and data modems and gateways and connectivity
adapters, global analog and digital RF receiver products, radio and modem solutions into wireless carrier access and backhaul infrastructure platforms, high-speed optical
interconnect solutions sold into optical modules for data-center, metro and long-haul networks, and high-performance interface and power management solutions into a broad
range of communications, industrial, automotive and multi-market applications. Our ability to achieve revenue growth in the future will depend, among other factors, on our
ability to further penetrate existing markets; our ability to expand our target addressable markets by developing new and innovative products; changes in government trade
policies; and our ability to obtain design wins with device manufacturers, in particular manufacturers of set-top boxes, data modems, and gateways for the broadband service
provider, storage networking market, cable infrastructure market, industrial and automotive markets, and optical module and telecommunications infrastructure markets.
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Products shipped to Asia accounted for 83% and 86% of net revenue during the three months ended June 30, 2019 and 2018, respectively, including 60% and 65%,
respectively, from products shipped to China. Products shipped to Asia accounted for 84% and 81% of net revenue during the six months ended June 30, 2019 and 2018,
respectively, including 64% and 63%, respectively, from products shipped to China. Although a large percentage of our products is shipped to Asia, we believe that a significant
number of the systems designed by these customers and incorporating our semiconductor products are then sold outside Asia. For example, revenue generated from sales of our
cable modem products during the three and six months ended June 30, 2019 and 2018 related principally to sales to Asian ODMs and contract manufacturers delivering products
into European and North American markets. To date, all of our sales have been denominated in United States dollars.
A significant portion of our net revenue has historically been generated by a limited number of customers. In the three andsix months ended June 30, 2019, one of our
customers, Arris (which was recently acquired by CommScope Holding Company, Inc., or CommScope) accounted for 12% of our net revenue, and our ten largest customers
collectively accounted for 60% of our net revenue. For certain customers, we sell multiple products into disparate end user applications such as cable modems, satellite set-top
boxes and broadband gateways.
Our business depends on winning competitive bid selection processes, known as design wins, to develop semiconductors for use in our customers’ products. These
selection processes are typically lengthy, and as a result, our sales cycles will vary based on the specific market served, whether the design win is with an existing or a new
customer and whether our product being designed in our customer’s device is a first generation or subsequent generation product. Our customers’ products can be complex and,
if our engagement results in a design win, can require significant time to define, design and result in volume production. Because the sales cycle for our products is long, we can
incur significant design and development expenditures in circumstances where we do not ultimately recognize any revenue. We do not have any long-term purchase
commitments with any of our customers, all of whom purchase our products on a purchase order basis. Once one of our products is incorporated into a customer’s design,
however, we believe that our product is likely to remain a component of the customer’s product for its life cycle because of the time and expense associated with redesigning the
product or substituting an alternative chip. Product life cycles in our target markets will vary by application. For example, in the cable operator modem and gateway sectors, a
design-in can have a product life cycle of 24 to 48 months. In the industrial and wired and wireless infrastructure markets, a design-in can have a product life cycle of 24 to 60
months and beyond.
Critical Accounting Policies and Estimates
Management’s discussion and analysis of our financial condition and results of operations is based upon our consolidated financial statements which are prepared in
accordance with accounting principles that are generally accepted in the United States. The preparation of these consolidated financial statements requires us to make estimates
and judgments that affect the reported amounts of assets and liabilities, related disclosure of contingent assets and liabilities at the date of the consolidated financial statements,
and the reported amounts of revenues and expenses during the reporting period. We continually evaluate our estimates and judgments, the most critical of which are those
related to revenue recognition, allowance for doubtful accounts, inventory valuation, goodwill and other intangible assets valuation, income taxes and stock-based
compensation. We base our estimates and judgments on historical experience and other factors that we believe to be reasonable under the circumstances. Materially different
results can occur as circumstances change and additional information becomes known.
We believe that accounting policies we have identified as critical involve a greater degree of judgment and complexity than our other accounting policies. Accordingly,
these are the policies we believe are the most critical to understanding and evaluating our consolidated financial condition and results of operations.
For a summary of our critical accounting policies and estimates, refer to Management's Discussion and Analysis section of our Annual Report on Form 10-K for the year
ended December 31, 2018, which we filed with the Securities and Exchange Commission, or SEC, onFebruary 5, 2019, or our Annual Report. There have been no material
changes to our critical accounting policies and estimates during the six months ended June 30, 2019.
Recently Adopted Accounting Pronouncements
In February 2016, the FASB issued ASU No. 2016-02,Leases (Topic 842). The amendments in this update require a lessee to recognize in the statement of financial
position a liability to make lease payments (the lease liability) and a right-of-use asset representing its right to use the underlying asset. For leases less than twelve months, an
entity is permitted to make an accounting policy election by class of underlying asset not to recognize right-of-use assets and lease liabilities. If a lessee makes this election, it
should recognize lease expense for such leases generally on a straight-line basis over the lease term. We have made this election. Also, in July 2018, the FASB issued ASU No.
2018-11, Leases (Topic 842): Targeted Improvements, to
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provide an additional transition method. An entity can elect not to present comparative financial information under Topic 842 if it recognizes a cumulative-effect adjustment to
retained earnings upon adoption. We have also made this election. Further, in January 2019, the FASB issued ASU 2019-01, Leases (Topic 842): Codification Improvements,
which clarified that post-adoption interim transition disclosures normally required in the year of adoption for the effect of a change in accounting principle on an entity’s
financial statements are not required for the adoption of ASC 842. The amendments in these updates are effective for us for fiscal years beginning with 2019, including interim
periods within those years, with early adoption permitted. We have completed our assessment of the impact of the adoption of ASC 842. Upon adoption, we recognized
approximately $24.8 million of right-of-use assets and a net increase of $25.1 million in lease-related liabilities at January 1, 2019. Also, the impact of the adoption of ASC 842
on our accumulated deficit and deferred tax assets at January 1, 2019 was not material. Lastly, the impact of the adoption of ASC 842 on our consolidated results of operations
for the year ending December 31, 2019 is not expected to be material.
In July 2018, the FASB issued ASU No. 2018-10,Codification Improvements to Topic 842, Leases, to clarify on how to apply certain aspects of the new lease
accounting standard. The amendments in this update, among other things, better articulates the requirement for a lessee's reassessment of lease classification as of the effective
date of a modification, clarifies that a change to an index or rate for variable lease payments does not constitute a resolution of a contingency that would result in the
remeasurement of lease payments, and requires entities that apply Topic 842 retrospectively to each reporting period and do not adopt the practical expedients to write off any
prior unamortized initial direct costs that do not meet the definition under Topic 842 to equity. The amendments in this update have the same effective date and transition
requirements as the new lease standard summarized above. We have disclosed the impact of adoption of Topic 842 on our consolidated financial position and results of
operations as stated above.
In July 2018, the FASB issued ASU No. 2018-09,Codification Improvements, to clarify the Codification and prevent unintended application of the guidance. An
amendment to ASC 718-740, Compensation—Stock Compensation—Income Taxes, clarifies that excess tax benefits should be recognized in the period in which the amount of
the deduction is determined. The transition and effective date guidance is based on the facts and circumstances of each amendment. The amendment identified above will be
effective for us beginning with fiscal year 2019. The adoption of the amendments in this update in the three months ended March 31, 2019 did not have a material impact on our
consolidated financial position and results of operations.
In August 2017, the FASB issued ASU 2017-12, Derivatives and Hedging (Topic 815), which is intended to improve accounting for hedging activities by expanding and
refining hedge accounting for both nonfinancial and financial risk components and aligning the recognition and presentation of the effects of the hedging instrument and the
hedged item in the financial statements. The amendments in this update became effective for us beginning with fiscal year 2019. The amendments in this update were required
to be applied prospectively. The adoption of the amendments in this update in the three months ended March 31, 2019 did not have a material impact on our consolidated
financial statements.
Recently Issued Accounting Pronouncements
In June 2016, the FASB issued ASU No. 2016-13,Financial Instruments—Credit Losses (Topic 326): Measurement of Credit Losses on Financial Instruments, to
replace the incurred loss methodology with an expected credit loss model that requires consideration of a broader range of information to estimate credit losses over the lifetime
of the asset. An entity with trade receivables will be required to use historical loss information, current conditions, and reasonable and supportable forecasts to determine
expected credit losses. Pooling of assets with similar risk characteristics and the use of a loss model are also required. Also, in April 2019, the FASB issued ASU No. 2019-04,
Codification Improvements to Topic 326, Financial Instruments—Credit Losses, Topic 815, Derivatives and Hedging, and Topic 825, Financial Instruments, to clarify the
inclusion of recoveries of trade receivables previously written off when estimating an allowance for credit losses. The amendments in this update are effective for us beginning
with fiscal year 2020, including interim periods, with early adoption permitted as of the fiscal years beginning after December 31, 2018, including interim periods within those
fiscal years. The adoption of the amendments in this update is not expected to have a material impact on our consolidated financial position and results of operations.
In January 2017, the FASB issued ASU No. 2017-04,Intangibles—Goodwill and Other (Topic 350): Simplifying the Test for Goodwill Impairment, to simplify the
subsequent measurement of goodwill by eliminating Step 2 from the goodwill impairment test. An entity no longer will determine goodwill impairment by calculating the
implied fair value of goodwill by assigning the fair value of a reporting unit to all of its assets and liabilities as if the reporting unit had been acquired in a business combination.
Instead, under the amendments in this update, an entity should perform its annual, or interim, goodwill impairment test by comparing the fair value of a reporting unit with its
carrying amount. The Board also eliminated the
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requirements for any reporting unit with a zero or negative carrying amount to perform a qualitative assessment and, if it fails that qualitative test, to perform Step 2 of the
goodwill impairment test. The amendments in this update are effective for us beginning with fiscal year 2020, including interim periods, with early adoption permitted for
interim or annual goodwill impairment tests performed on testing dates after January 1, 2017. The adoption of the amendments in this update is not expected to have a material
impact on our consolidated financial position and results of operations.
In August 2018, the FASB issued ASU No. 2018-13,Fair Value Measurement (Topic 820): Disclosure Framework— Changes to the Disclosure Requirements for Fair
Value Measurement, to improve the fair value measurement reporting of financial instruments. The amendments in this update require, among other things, added disclosure of
the range and weighted average of significant unobservable inputs used to develop Level 3 fair value measurements. The amendments in this update eliminate, among other
things, disclosure of the reasons for and amounts of transfers between Level 1 and Level 2 for assets and liabilities that are measured at fair value on a recurring basis and an
entity's valuation processes for Level 3 fair value measurements. The amendments in this update will be effective for us beginning with fiscal year 2020, with early adoption
permitted. Retrospective application is required for all amendments in this update except the added disclosures, which should be applied prospectively. The adoption of the
amendments in this update is not expected to have a material impact on our consolidated financial position and results of operations.
In August 2018, the FASB issued ASU No. 2018-15,Intangibles- Goodwill and Other—Internal-Use Software (Subtopic 350-40): Customer's Accounting for
Implementation Costs Incurred in a Cloud Computing Arrangement That is a Service Contract, to provide additional guidance on the accounting for costs of implementing
cloud computing arrangements that are service contracts. The amendments in this update require the capitalization of implementation costs during the application development
stage of such hosting arrangements and amortization of the expense over the term of the arrangement including any option to extend reasonably certain to be exercised or option
to terminate reasonably certain not to be exercised. Capitalized implementation costs and amortization thereof are also required to be classified in the same line item in the
statements of financial position, operations and cash flows associated with the hosting service fees. The amendments in this update will be effective for us beginning with fiscal
year 2020, with early adoption permitted. Entities may select retrospective or prospective application to all implementation costs incurred after the adoption date. The adoption
of the amendments in this update is not expected to have a material impact on our consolidated financial position and results of operations.
Results of Operations
The following describes the line items set forth in our unaudited consolidated statements ofoperations.
Net Revenue. Net revenue is generated from sales of radio-frequency, analog and mixed signal integrated circuits for the connected home, wired and wireless
infrastructure, and industrial and multi-market applications. A significant portion of our sales are to distributors, who then resell our products.
Cost of Net Revenue. Cost of net revenue includes the cost of finished silicon wafers processed by third-party foundries; costs associated with our outsourced packaging
and assembly, test and shipping; costs of personnel, including stock-based compensation, and equipment associated with manufacturing support, logistics and quality assurance;
amortization of acquired developed technology intangible assets; amortization of certain production mask costs; cost of production load boards and sockets; and an allocated
portion of our occupancy costs.
Research and Development. Research and development expense includes personnel-related expenses, including stock-based compensation, new product engineering
mask costs, prototype integrated circuit packaging and test costs, computer-aided design software license costs, intellectual property license costs, reference design development
costs, development testing and evaluation costs, depreciation expense and allocated occupancy costs. Research and development activities include the design of new products,
refinement of existing products and design of test methodologies to ensure compliance with required specifications. All research and development costs are expensed as
incurred.
Selling, General and Administrative. Selling, general and administrative expense includes personnel-related expenses, including stock-based compensation, amortization
of certain acquired intangible assets, third-party sales commissions, field application engineering support, travel costs, professional and consulting fees, legal fees, depreciation
expense and allocated occupancy costs.
Restructuring Charges. Restructuring charges consist of severance, lease and leasehold impairment charges, and other charges related to restructuring plans.
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Interest and Other Income (Expense), Net. Interest and other income (expense), net includes interest income, interest expense and other income (expense). Interest
income consists of interest earned on our cash, cash equivalents and restricted cash balances. Interest expense consists of interest accrued on debt. Other income (expense)
generally consists of income (expense) generated from non-operating transactions.
Income Tax Provision (Benefit). We make certain estimates and judgments in determining income taxes for financial statement purposes. These estimates and judgments
occur in the calculation of certain tax assets and liabilities, which arise from differences in the timing of recognition of revenue and expenses for tax and financial statement
purposes and the realizability of assets in future years.
The following table sets forth our consolidated statement of operations data as a percentage of net revenue for the periods indicated:
Three Months Ended June 30,
2019

Net revenue

Six Months Ended June 30,

2018

2019

2018

100 %
47

100 %
45

100 %
47

100 %
44

53

55

53

56

Research and development
Selling, general and administrative
Restructuring charges
Total operating expenses

29
27
1

30
24
2

31
27
1

29
24
1

57

56

59

54

Income (loss) from operations
Total interest and other income (expense), net

(4)
(3)

(1)
(3)

(6)
(4)

2
(3)

Loss before income taxes
Income tax provision (benefit)

(7)
(4)

(3)
11

(10)
(6)

(2)
4

Net loss

(3)%

Cost of net revenue
Gross profit
Operating expenses:

(14)%

(4)%

(6)%

Net Revenue
Three Months Ended June 30,
2019

Six Months Ended June 30,

2018

$ Change

% Change

2019

2018

(dollars in thousands)

Connected home

$

% of net revenue

$

47%

Infrastructure

(32)%

$

3,086

16 %

101,533

$

% Change

(16)%

(19,026)

(19%)

40,444

$

167,142

(40,150)

(33)%

4,698

12 %

(9,766)

(19)%

(45,218)

(21)%

19%
50,210

24%
$

$

39,975

27%
(4,188)

122,175
58%

44,673

25%
$

82,025
49%

25,531

26%
82,507

(17,924)

19%

21,343

$

$

19,485

27%

Industrial and multimarket
% of net revenue

56,517
56%

22,571

% of net revenue

Total net revenue

38,593

$ Change

(dollars in thousands)

24%
$

212,360

$

Net revenue decreased $19.0 million to $82.5 million for the three months ended June 30, 2019, as compared to $101.5 million for the three months ended June 30, 2018.
The decrease in connected home net revenue of $17.9 million was primarily driven by a slowdown in the cable market, which impacted both cable and related MoCA product
shipments, owing to the market transition from DOCSIS 3.0 to DOCSIS 3.1 and related customer inventory reductions, partially offset by increased satellite and terrestrial tuner
product shipments. The increase in infrastructure revenues of $3.1 million was primarily driven by increased high performance analog shipments in this category. Thedecrease
in industrial and multi-market revenue of $4.2 million was related to decreased shipments of high performance analog products in this category.
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Net revenue decreased $45.2 million to $167.1 million for the six months ended June 30, 2019, as compared to $212.4 million for the six months ended June 30, 2018.
The decrease in connected home net revenue of $40.2 million was primarily driven by a slowdown in the cable market, which impacted both cable and related MoCA product
shipments, owing to the market transition from DOCSIS 3.0 to DOCSIS 3.1 and related customer inventory reductions, partially offset by increased satellite product shipments.
The increase in infrastructure revenues of $4.7 million was primarily driven by increased high performance analog and high-speed interconnect shipments in this category. The
decrease in industrial and multi-market revenue of $9.8 million was related to decreased shipments of high performance analog products in this category.
We currently expect that revenue will fluctuate in the future, from period-to-period, based on evolving customer demand for existing products, the pace of adoption of
newer products, and macroeconomic conditions.
Cost of Net Revenue and Gross Profit
Three Months Ended June 30,
2019

Six Months Ended June 30,

2018

$ Change

% Change

2019

(dollars in thousands)

Cost of net revenue

$

% of net revenue
Gross profit

38,427

$

45,203

47%

$

(6,776)

(15)%

$

77,985

45%

44,080

% of net revenue

56,330

53%

2018

$ Change

% Change

(dollars in thousands)

$

93,362

47%
(12,250)

(22)%

89,157

55%

$

(15,377)

(16)%

(29,841)

(25)%

44%
118,998

53%

56%

Cost of net revenue decreased $6.8 million to $38.4 million for the three months ended June 30, 2019, as compared to $45.2 million for the three months ended June 30,
2018. The decrease was primarily driven by lower sales. Thedecrease in gross profit percentage for the three months ended June 30, 2019, as compared to the three months
ended June 30, 2018, was due to lower revenue and product mix.
Cost of net revenue decreased $15.4 million to $78.0 million for the six months ended June 30, 2019, as compared to $93.4 million for the six months ended June 30,
2018. The decrease was primarily driven by lower sales. Thedecrease in gross profit percentage for the six months ended June 30, 2019, as compared to the six months ended
June 30, 2018, was due to lower revenue and product mix.
We currently expect that gross profit percentage will fluctuate in the future, from period-to-period, based on changes in product mix, average selling prices, and average
manufacturing costs.
Research and Development
Three Months Ended June 30,
2019

Six Months Ended June 30,

2018

$ Change

% Change

2019

2018

(dollars in thousands)

Research and development
% of net revenue

$

24,304
29%

$

30,211

$ Change

% Change

(dollars in thousands)

(5,907)

(20)%

30%

$

51,703
31%

$

61,332

$

(9,629)

(16)%

29%

Research and development expense decreased $5.9 million to $24.3 million for the three months ended June 30, 2019 from $30.2 million in the three months ended June
30, 2018. The decrease was primarily due to decreases in payroll-related expenses of $2.9 million due to lower headcount, depreciation expense of $0.9 million as a result of
certain machinery and equipment reaching the end of their useful lives, prototype expenses of $0.9 million, and occupancy expenses of $0.7 million due to termination of certain
leases.
Research and development expense decreased $9.6 million to $51.7 million for the six months ended June 30, 2019 from $61.3 million in the six months ended June 30,
2018. The decrease was primarily due to decreases in payroll-related expenses of $5.0 million due to lower headcount, depreciation expense of $1.5 million as a result of certain
machinery and equipment reaching the end of their useful lives, prototype expenses of $1.5 million, and occupancy expenses of $1.0 million due to termination of certain leases.
We expect research and development expenses to remain relatively flat in the near term; however, our expenses will increase in the future as we seek to grow our
business in building follow up products and expanding our product portfolio.
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Selling, General and Administrative
Three Months Ended June 30,
2019

Six Months Ended June 30,

2018

$ Change

% Change

2019

(dollars in thousands)

Selling, general and administrative

$

22,327

% of net revenue

$

2018

$ Change

% Change

(dollars in thousands)

24,501

27%

(2,174)

(9)%

$

45,918

24%

$

51,618

27%

$

(5,700)

(11)%

24%

Selling, general and administrative expense decreased $2.2 million to $22.3 million for the three months ended June 30, 2019, as compared to $24.5 million for the three
months ended June 30, 2018. The decrease was primarily due to a decrease in intangible asset amortization of $2.2 million as certain assets reached the end of their useful lives.
Selling, general and administrative expense decreased $5.7 million to $45.9 million for the six months ended June 30, 2019, as compared to $51.6 million for the six
months ended June 30, 2018. The decrease was primarily due to a decrease in intangible asset amortization of $4.4 million as certain assets reached the end of their useful lives,
as well as decreases in payroll-related expense of $0.9 million due to lower headcount and professional fees of $0.2 million.
We expect selling, general and administrative expenses to remain relatively flat in the near-term; however, our expenses will increase in the future as we grow our sales
and marketing organization to expand into existing and new markets.
Restructuring Charges
Three Months Ended June 30,
2019

Six Months Ended June 30,

2018

$ Change

% Change

2019

(dollars in thousands)

Restructuring charges

$

416

% of net revenue

$

2018

$ Change

% Change

(dollars in thousands)

1,865

1%

(1,449)

(78)%

$

2,333

2%

$

1,865

1%

$

468

25%

1%

Restructuring charges decreased $1.4 million to $0.4 million for the three months ended June 30, 2019, compared to $1.9 million for the three months ended June 30,
2018. Restructuring charges in the three months ended June 30, 2019 primarily consisted of severance-related charges of $0.4 million. Restructuring charges in the three months
ended June 30, 2018 primarily consisted of charges related to exiting certain redundant facilities of$1.6 million.
Restructuring charges increased $0.5 million to $2.3 million for the six months ended June 30, 2019, compared to $1.9 million for the six months ended June 30, 2018.
Restructuring charges for the six months ended June 30, 2019 primarily consisted of lease restructuring charges of $1.3 million related to exiting certain redundant facilities and
severance-related charges of $0.9 million in connection with employee separation expenses. Restructuring charges in the six months ended June 30, 2018 primarily consisted of
charges related to exiting certain redundant facilities of $1.6 million.
Interest and Other Income (Expense)
Three Months Ended June 30,
2019

Six Months Ended June 30,

2018

$ Change

% Change

2019

(dollars in thousands)

Interest and other income
(expense), net
% of net revenue

$

(2,675)
(3)%

$

2018

$ Change

% Change

(dollars in thousands)

(2,950)

275

(9)%

(3)%

$

(6,158)
(4)%

$

(7,397)

1,239

(17)%

(3)%

Interest and other income (expense), net changed by $0.3 million from a net expense of $3.0 million in the three months ended June 30, 2018 to a net expense of $2.7
million for the three months ended June 30, 2019. The change in interest and other income (expense), net was primarily due to adecrease in interest expense of $0.8 million
related to interest charges on a lower average balance of debt outstanding under our term loan facility during the period.
Interest and other income (expense), net changed by $1.2 million from a net expense of $7.4 million in the six months ended June 30, 2018 to a net expense of $6.2
million for the six months ended June 30, 2019. The change in interest and other income (expense), net was primarily due to adecrease in interest expense of $1.8 million
related to interest charges on a lower average balance of debt outstanding under our term loan facility during the period.
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Income Tax Provision (Benefit)
Three Months Ended June 30,
2019

2018

Six Months Ended June 30,
$ Change

% Change

2019

(dollars in thousands)

Income tax provision (benefit)

$

(3,413)

$

11,225

2018

$ Change

% Change

(dollars in thousands)

(14,638)

(130)%

$

(9,875)

$

9,361

(19,236)

(205)%

The income tax benefit for the three months ended June 30, 2019 was $3.4 million compared to an income tax provision of $11.2 million for the three months ended June
30, 2018.
The income tax benefit for the six months ended June 30, 2019 was $9.9 million compared to an income tax provision of $9.4 million for the six months ended June 30,
2018.
The income tax provision (benefit) for the three and six months ended June 30, 2019 and 2018 each primarily related to the mix of pre-tax income among jurisdictions,
discrete tax benefits related to stock-based compensation, and release of certain foreign reserves for uncertain tax positions under ASC 740-10.
We continue to maintain a valuation allowance to offset state and certain federal and foreign deferred tax assets, as realization of such assets does not meet the morelikely-than-not threshold required under accounting guidelines. In making such determination, we consider all available positive and negative evidence quarterly, including
scheduled reversals of deferred tax liabilities, projected future taxable income, tax planning strategies, and recent financial performance. Based upon our review of all positive
and negative evidence, we continue to have a valuation allowance on state deferred tax assets, certain federal deferred tax assets, and certain foreign deferred tax assets in
jurisdictions where we have cumulative losses or otherwise are not expected to utilize certain tax attributes. We do not incur income tax expense or benefit in certain tax-free
jurisdictions in which we operate.
Our subsidiary in Singapore operates under certain tax incentives in Singapore, which are generally effective through March 2022 and may be extended through March
2027. Under these incentives, qualifying income derived from certain sales of our integrated circuits is taxed at a concessionary rate over the incentive period. We also receive a
reduced withholding tax rate on certain intercompany royalty payments made by our Singapore subsidiary during the incentive period. Such incentives are conditional upon our
meeting certain minimum employment and investment thresholds within Singapore over time, and we may be required to return certain tax benefits in the event we do not
achieve compliance related to that incentive period. We currently believe that we will be able to satisfy these conditions without material risk. Primarily because of our
Singapore net operating losses and our full valuation allowance in Singapore, we do not believe the incentives will have a material impact on our income tax position in the year
ending December 31, 2019.
Liquidity and Capital Resources
As of June 30, 2019, we had cash and cash equivalents of $66.6 million, restricted cash of $0.4 million and net accounts receivable of $56.6 million. Additionally, as of
June 30, 2019, our working capital was $105.7 million.
Our primary uses of cash are to fund operating expenses, purchases of inventory, property and equipment, intangible assets, and from time to time, the acquisition of
businesses. We also use cash to pay down outstanding debt. Our cash and cash equivalents are impacted by the timing of when we pay expenses as reflected in the change in our
outstanding accounts payable and accrued expenses. Cash used to fund operating expenses in our consolidated statements of cash flows excludes the impact of non-cash items
such as stock-based compensation, amortization and depreciation of acquired intangible assets, leased right-of-use assets and property and equipment, and impairment of
intangible assets and long-lived assets. Cash used to fund capital purchases is included in investing activities in our consolidated statements of cash flows. Cash used to pay
down outstanding debt is included in financing activities in our consolidated statements of cash flows.
Our primary sources of cash are cash receipts on accounts receivable from our shipment of products to distributors and direct customers. Aside from the amounts billed
to our customers, net cash collections of accounts receivable are impacted by the efficiency of our cash collections process, which can vary from period to period depending on
the payment cycles of our major distributor customers, and relative linearity of shipments period-to-period. Our credit agreement, under which we entered into a term loan to
partially fund our acquisition of Exar, permits us to request incremental loans in an aggregate principal amount not to exceed the sum of $160.0 million (subject to adjustments
for any voluntary prepayments), plus an unlimited amount that is subject to pro forma compliance with certain secured leverage ratio and total leverage ratio tests. We have not
requested any incremental loans to date.
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Following is a summary of our working capital, cash and cash equivalents, and restricted cash for the periods indicated:
June 30,

December 31,

2019

2018
(in thousands)

Working capital

$

105,732

$

110,044

Cash and cash equivalents

$

$

Short-term restricted cash
Long-term restricted cash
Total cash, cash equivalents and restricted cash

66,629
344
65

73,142
645
404

$

67,038

$

74,191

Following is a summary of our cash flows provided by (used in) operating activities, investing activities and financing activities for the periods indicated:
Six Months Ended June 30,
2019

2018
(in thousands)

Net cash provided by operating activities
Net cash used in investing activities
Net cash used in financing activities
Effect of exchange rate changes on cash, cash equivalents and restricted cash

$

28,489
(2,679 )
(33,894 )
931

$

Increase (decrease) in cash, cash equivalents and restricted cash

$

(7,153 )

$

47,795
(4,804 )
(42,823 )
535
703

Cash Flows from Operating Activities
Net cash provided by operating activities was $28.5 million for the six months ended June 30, 2019. Net cash provided by operating activities consisted of positive cash
flow from $51.6 million in non-cash expenses, partially offset by net loss of $7.1 million, deferred income taxes and excess tax benefits from stock-based compensation of
$14.9 million, and $1.1 million in changes in operating assets and liabilities. Non-cash items included in net loss for the six months ended June 30, 2019 primarily included
depreciation and amortization of property, equipment, acquired intangible assets and leased right-of-use assets of $33.5 million and stock-based compensation of $16.0 million.
During the six months ended June 30, 2019, we also exited certain leased facilities, which resulted in impairments of leased right-of-use assets of$2.2 million and leasehold
improvements of $1.4 million, which was partially offset by a gain on extinguishment of related lease liabilities of$2.9 million.
Net cash provided by operating activities was $47.8 million for the six months ended June 30, 2018. Net cash provided by operating activities for this period primarily
consisted of positive cash flow from adding back $56.8 million in non-cash operating expenses to net loss of $12.6 million and $8.3 million in changes in operating assets and
liabilities, partially offset by $4.7 million in deferred income taxes and excess tax benefits on stock-based awards. Non-cash operating expense items included in netloss for the
six months ended June 30, 2018 primarily consisted of depreciation and amortization of property, equipment and acquired intangible assets of$40.1 million, stock-based
compensation of $15.8 million, and impairment of leasehold improvements of $0.7 million.
Cash Flows from Investing Activities
Net cash used in investing activities was $2.7 million for the six months ended June 30, 2019. Net cash used in investing activities for this period consisted entirely of
purchases of property and equipment.
Net cash used in investing activities was $4.8 million for the six months ended June 30, 2018. Net cash used in investing activities for this period consisted entirely of
purchases of property and equipment.
Cash Flows from Financing Activities
Net cash used in financing activities was $33.9 million for the six months ended June 30, 2019. Net cash used in financing activities consisted primarily of cash outflows
from aggregate principal prepayments of debt of $30.0 million and $9.8 million in minimum tax withholding paid on behalf of employees for restricted stock units, partially
offset by cash inflows of $5.9 million in net proceeds from issuance of common stock upon exercise of stock options.
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Net cash used in financing activities was $42.8 million for the six months ended June 30, 2018 and consisted primarily of cash outflows from aggregate prepayments of
principal of $43.0 million on outstanding debt and $3.8 million in minimum tax withholding paid on behalf of employees related to vesting of restricted stock units and issuance
of stock for bonus awards, partially offset by cash inflows from $4.0 million in net proceeds from issuance of common stock upon exercise of stock options.
We believe that our $66.6 million of cash and cash equivalents at June 30, 2019 will be sufficient to fund our projected operating requirements for at least the next twelve
months. We have repaid $193.0 million of debt to date. The credit agreement permits the Company to request incremental loans in an aggregate principal amount not to exceed
the sum of $160.0 million (subject to adjustments for any voluntary prepayments), plus an unlimited amount that is subject to pro forma compliance with certain secured
leverage ratio and total leverage ratio tests. Incremental loans are subject to certain additional conditions, including obtaining additional commitments from the lenders then
party to the credit agreement or new lenders. The term loan facility has a seven-year term and bears interest at either an Adjusted LIBOR or an Adjusted Base Rate, at our
option, plus a fixed applicable margin.
Our cash and cash equivalents in recent years have been favorably affected by our implementation of an equity-based bonus program for our employees, including
executives. In connection with that bonus program, in February 2019, we issued 0.3 million freely-tradable shares of our common stock in settlement of bonus awards for the
2018 performance period. We expect to implement a similar equity-based plan for fiscal 2019, but our compensation committee retains discretion to effect payment in cash,
stock, or a combination of cash and stock.
Notwithstanding the foregoing, we may need to raise additional capital or incur additional indebtedness to fund strategic initiatives or operating activities, particularly if
we continue to pursue acquisitions. Our future capital requirements will depend on many factors, including our rate of revenue growth, the expansion of our engineering, sales
and marketing activities, the timing and extent of our expansion into new territories, the timing of introductions of new products and enhancements to existing products, the
continuing market acceptance of our products and potential material investments in, or acquisitions of, complementary businesses, services or technologies. Additional funds
may not be available on terms favorable to us or at all. If we are unable to raise additional funds when needed, we may not be able to sustain our operations or execute our
strategic plans.
Warranties and Indemnifications
In connection with the sale of products in the ordinary course of business, we often make representations affirming, among other things, that our products do not infringe
on the intellectual property rights of others, and agree to indemnify customers against third-party claims for such infringement. Further, our certificate of incorporation and
bylaws require us to indemnify our officers and directors against any action that may arise out of their services in that capacity, and we have also entered into indemnification
agreements with respect to all of our directors and certain controlling persons.
Off-Balance Sheet Arrangements
As part of our ongoing business, we do not participate in transactions that generate relationships with unconsolidated entities or financial partnerships, such as entities
often referred to as structured finance or special purpose entities, or SPEs, which would have been established for the purpose of facilitating off-balance sheet arrangements or
other contractually narrow or limited purposes. As of June 30, 2019, we were not involved in any unconsolidated SPE transactions.
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Contractual Obligations
As of June 30, 2019, future minimum payments under long-term debt, non-cancelable operating leases, inventory purchase obligations and other obligations were as
follows:
Payments due
Total

Less than 1 year

1-3 years

3-5 years

(in thousands)

Long-term debt obligations
Operating lease obligations
Inventory purchase obligations
Other obligations
Total

$

232,000
26,915
65,001
10,338

$

—
4,403
65,001
4,049

$

—
17,567
—
5,417

$

232,000
4,945
—
872

$

334,254

$

73,453

$

22,984

$

237,817

Other obligations consist of contractual payments due for software licenses.
Our consolidated balance sheet at June 30, 2019 included $6.6 million in other long-term liabilities for uncertain tax positions, some of which may result in cash
payment. The future payments related to uncertain tax positions recorded as other long-term liabilities have not been presented in the table above due to the uncertainty of the
amounts and timing of cash settlement with the taxing authorities.
Other than disclosed above, there have been no other material changes during the six months ended June 30, 2019 to our contractual obligations disclosed in our
“Management’s Discussion and Analysis of Financial Condition and Results of Operations” included in our Annual Report on Form 10-K for the year ended December 31,
2018.
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ITEM 3.

QUANTITATIVE AND QUALITATIVE DISCLOSURES ABOUT MARKET
RISK

Market risk represents the risk of loss that may impact our financial position due to adverse changes in financial market prices and rates. Our market risk exposure is
primarily a result of fluctuations in foreign currency exchange rates and interest rates. We do not hold or issue financial instruments for trading purposes.
Foreign Currency Risk
To date, our international customer and vendor agreements have been denominated mostly in United States dollars. Accordingly, we have limited exposure to foreign
currency exchange rates and do not enter into foreign currency hedging transactions. The functional currency of certain foreign subsidiaries is the local currency. Accordingly,
the effects of exchange rate fluctuations on the net assets of these foreign subsidiaries’ operations are accounted for as translation gains or losses in accumulated other
comprehensive income within stockholders’ equity. A hypothetical change of 100 basis points in such foreign currency exchange rates would result in a change to translation
gain/loss in accumulated other comprehensive income of approximately $0.3 million.
Interest Rate Risk
On May 12, 2017, we entered into a credit agreement with certain lenders and a collateral agent in connection with the acquisition of Exar Corporation. The credit
agreement provides for an initial secured term B loan facility (the “Initial Term Loan”) in an aggregate principal amount of $425.0 million. As of June 30, 2019, aggregate
borrowings under the Initial Term Loan were $232.0 million. The credit agreement permits the Company to request incremental loans in an aggregate principal amount not to
exceed the sum of $160.0 million (subject to adjustments for any voluntary prepayments), plus an unlimited amount that is subject to pro forma compliance with certain secured
leverage ratio and total leverage ratio tests. Incremental loans are subject to certain additional conditions, including obtaining additional commitments from the lenders then
party to the credit agreement or new lenders. The term loan facility has a seven-year term and bears interest at either an Adjusted LIBOR or an Adjusted Base Rate, at our
option, and, in each case, plus a fixed applicable margin. In November 2017, to hedge a substantial portion of our existing interest rate risk with respect to the term loans, we
entered into a fixed-for-floating interest rate swap agreement with an amortizing notional amount to swap some of our variable rate interest payments under our term loans for
fixed interest payments bearing an interest rate of 1.74685% through October 2020. Our outstanding debt is still subject to a 2.5% fixed applicable margin during the term of the
loan. As a result of entering the swap, the interest rate on a substantial portion of our long-term debt is effectively fixed at approximately 4.25%. However, interest rate trends
are inherently difficult to predict and interest rates may significantly increase or decrease over a short period of time. Should interest rates trend below that of our fixed swap
interest rate, we may pay higher interest expense than market and seek to terminate or modify the terms of the swap prior to its maturity which could result in termination or
other fees. We are also still subject to a variable amount of interest on the principal balance in excess of the notional amount of the interest rate swap and could be adversely
impacted by rising interest rates in the future. If LIBOR interest rates had increased by 10%, or 1000 basis points, during the six months ended June 30, 2019, the rate increase
would have resulted in an immaterial increase to interest expense, due to a small unhedged portion of the loan balance during the period relative to the total loan balance.
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ITEM 4.

CONTROLS AND
PROCEDURES

Evaluation of Disclosure and Procedures
We maintain disclosure controls and procedures that are designed to ensure that information required to be disclosed in our periodic reports filed with the SEC is
recorded, processed, summarized and reported within the time periods specified in the rules and forms of the SEC and that such information is accumulated and communicated
to our management, including our principal executive officer and principal financial officer, as appropriate, to allow for timely decisions regarding required disclosure. In
designing and evaluating the disclosure controls and procedures, management recognizes that any controls and procedures, no matter how well designed and operated, can
provide only reasonable assurance of achieving the desired control objectives, and no evaluation of controls and procedures can provide absolute assurance that all control
issues and instances of fraud, if any, within a company have been detected. Management is required to apply its judgment in evaluating the cost-benefit relationship of possible
controls and procedures.
As required by Rule 13a-15(b) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended, or the Exchange Act, prior to filing this Quarterly Report, we carried out an
evaluation, under the supervision and with the participation of our management, including our principal executive officer and principal financial officer of the effectiveness of
the design and operation of our disclosure controls and procedures (as defined in Rules 13a-15(e) and 15d-15(e) of the Exchange Act) as of the end of the period covered by this
Quarterly Report. Based on their evaluation, our principal executive officer and principal financial officer concluded that our disclosure controls and procedures were effective
as of the end of the period covered by this Quarterly Report.
Changes in Internal Control over Financial Reporting
An evaluation was performed under the supervision and with the participation of our management, including our principal executive officer and principal financial
officer, to determine whether any change in our internal control over financial reporting occurred during the fiscal quarter ended June 30, 2019 that materially affected, or is
reasonably likely to materially affect, our internal control over financial reporting. There were no changes in our internal control over financial reporting identified in connection
with the evaluation required by paragraph (d) of Rule 13a-15 or Rule 15d-15 of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended, that has materially affected, or is reasonably
likely to materially affect, our internal control over financial reporting.
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PART II — OTHER INFORMATION
ITEM 1.

LEGAL
PROCEEDINGS

CrestaTech Litigation
As disclosed in our Annual Report, we were a defendant in patent litigation originally filed by CrestaTech Technology Corporation, or CrestaTech. On January 21, 2014,
CrestaTech filed a complaint for patent infringement against us in the United States District Court of Delaware, or District Court Litigation, alleging that we infringed U.S.
Patent Nos. 7,075,585, or the '585 Patent and 7,265,792, or the '792 Patent. In addition to asking for compensatory damages, CrestaTech alleged willful infringement and sought
a permanent injunction. CrestaTech also named Sharp Corporation, Sharp Electronics Corp. and VIZIO, Inc. as defendants based upon their alleged use of our television tuners.
Following the litigation history described in our prior filings on Form 10-K and Form 10-Q, the District Court dismissed the District Court Litigation in April 2018. While the
successor plaintiff following a Chapter 7 bankruptcy proceeding of CrestaTech below has suggested that the dismissal may have been in error, it has taken no action to reinstate the case. In the related bankruptcy proceeding, the plaintiff stated that it “no longer has any valid patent claims that it is asserting in any of the proceedings purchased
under the Sale Agreement,” which includes the District Court Litigation against us. In re Cresta Technology Corporation, Case No. 16-50808 (N.D. Cal. Bank. 2016) at Dkt.
No. 270. At this time, we cannot predict whether the District Court Litigation will be re-instated. In addition, outside the District Court Litigation, we and the successor to
CrestaTech are continuing to dispute certain matters relating to the ‘585 Patent through the inter parties review (IPR) and appeal process. Any re-instatement of the District
Court Litigation, material expenses associated with the IPR and appeal process, or other costs arising from the dispute between the parties could adversely affect our operating
results.
Trango Systems, Inc. Litigation
On or about August 2, 2016, Trango Systems, Inc., or Trango, filed a complaint in the Superior Court of California, County of San Diego, Central Division, against
defendants Broadcom Corporation, Inc., or Broadcom, and us, collectively, Defendants. Trango is a purchaser that alleges various fraud, breach of contract, and interference
with economic relations claims in connection with the discontinuance of a chip line we acquired from Broadcom in 2016. For additional information regarding this lawsuit, see
Part I, Item 3, “Legal Proceedings” included in our Annual Report. The parties entered into a settlement agreement and on June 6, 2019 the case was dismissed with prejudice.
The terms of the settlement are confidential, and the settlement did not have a material adverse effect on our financial position, results of operations, or cash flows.
Other Matters
In addition, from time to time, we are subject to threats of litigation or actual litigation in the ordinary course of business, some of which may be material. Other than the
CrestaTech litigation described above, we believe that there are no other currently pending litigation matters that, if determined adversely to our interests, would have a material
effect on our financial position, results of operations, or cash flows or that would not be covered by our existing liability insurance.
ITEM 1A.

RISK
FACTORS

This Quarterly Report on Form 10-Q, or Form 10-Q, including any information incorporated by reference herein, contains forward-looking statements within the
meaning of Section 27A of the Securities Act of 1933, as amended, referred to as the Securities Act, and Section 21E of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended,
referred to as the Exchange Act. In some cases, you can identify forward-looking statements by terms such as “may,” “will,” “should,” “expect,” “plan,” “intend,”
“forecast,” “anticipate,” “believe,” “estimate,” “predict,” “potential,” “continue” or the negative of these terms or other comparable terminology. The forward-looking
statements contained in this Form 10-Q involve known and unknown risks, uncertainties and situations that may cause our or our industry’s actual results, level of activity,
performance or achievements to be materially different from any future results, levels of activity, performance or achievements expressed or implied by these statements. These
factors include those listed below in this Item 1A and those discussed elsewhere in this Form 10-Q. We encourage investors to review these factors carefully. We may from time
to time make additional written and oral forward-looking statements, including statements contained in our filings with the SEC. However, we do not undertake to update any
forward-looking statement that may be made from time to time by or on behalf of us.
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Before you invest in our securities, you should be aware that our business faces numerous financial and market risks, including those described below, as well as general
economic and business risks. The following discussion provides information concerning the material risks and uncertainties that we have identified and believe may adversely
affect our business, our financial condition and our results of operations. In addition to the other information set forth in this report, you should also consider the risk factors
discussed in our Annual Report on Form 10-K, which we filed with the SEC on February 5, 2019, or the Annual Report, together with all of the other information included in
this Quarterly Report on Form 10-Q, the Annual Report, and in our other public filings, which could materially affect our business, financial condition or future results.
Risks Related to Our Business
We face intense competition and expect competition to increase in the future, which could have an adverse effect on our revenue, revenue growth rate, if any, and market
share.
The global semiconductor market in general, and the connected home, wired and wireless infrastructure, and broader industrial and communications analog and mixedsignal markets in particular, are highly competitive. We compete in different target markets to various degrees on the basis of a number of principal competitive factors,
including our products’ performance, features and functionality, energy efficiency, size, ease of system design, customer support, product roadmap, reputation, reliability and
price. We expect competition to increase and intensify as a result of industry consolidation and the resulting creation of larger semiconductor companies. Large semiconductor
companies resulting from industry consolidation could enjoy substantial market power, which they could exert through, among other things, aggressive pricing that could
adversely affect our customer relationships and revenues. In addition, we expect the internal resources of large, integrated original equipment manufacturers, or OEMs, may
continue to enter our markets. Increased competition could result in price pressure, reduced profitability and loss of market share, any of which could materially and adversely
affect our business, revenue, revenue growth rates and operating results.
As our products are integrated into a variety of communications and industrial platforms, our competitors range from large, international merchant semiconductor
companies offering a wide range of semiconductor products to smaller companies specializing in narrow markets, to internal or vertically integrated engineering groups within
certain customers. Our primary merchant semiconductor competitors include Silicon Labs, NXP Semiconductors N.V., MediaTek, Inc., Broadcom Ltd, Rafael
Microelectronics, Inc., Inphi Corporation, MACOM Technology Solutions Holdings, Inc., Semtech Corporation, Qorvo Inc., Texas Instruments, HiSilicon Technologies Co.,
Ltd., Analog Devices, Renesas Electronics Corporation, Maxim Integrated Products, Inc., Monolithic Power Systems, Microchip Technology, Inc., Ambarella, Inc., and
Infineon Technologies AG. It is quite likely that competition in the markets in which we participate will increase in the future as existing competitors improve or expand their
product offerings. In addition, it is quite likely that a number of other public and private companies are in the process of developing competing products for our current and
target markets. Because our products often are building block semiconductors which provide functions that in some cases can be integrated into more complex integrated
circuits, we also face competition from manufacturers of integrated circuits, some of which may be existing customers or platform partners that develop their own integrated
circuit products. If we cannot offer an attractive solution for applications where our competitors offer more fully integrated products, we may lose significant market share to
our competitors. Certain of our competitors have fully-integrated tuner/demodulator/video processing solutions targeting high-performance cable, satellite, or DTV applications,
and thereby potentially provide customers with smaller and cheaper solutions. Some of our targeted customers for our optical interconnect solutions are module makers who are
vertically integrated, where we compete with internally supplied components, and we compete with much larger analog and mixed-signal catalog competitors in the multimarket high-performance analog markets.
Our ability to compete successfully depends on factors both within and outside of our control, including industry and general economic trends. During past periods of
downturns in our industry, competition in the markets in which we operate intensified as manufacturers of semiconductors reduced prices in order to combat production
overcapacity and high inventory levels. Many of our competitors have substantially greater financial and other resources with which to withstand similar adverse economic or
market conditions in the future. Moreover, the competitive landscape is changing as a result of intense consolidation within our industry as some of our competitors have
merged with or been acquired by other competitors, and other competitors have begun to collaborate with each other. In addition, changes in government trade policies,
including the imposition of tariffs and export restrictions, could limit our ability to sell our products to certain customers and adversely affect our ability to compete
successfully. These developments may materially and adversely affect our current and future target markets and our ability to compete successfully in those markets.
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We depend on a limited number of customers, that have undergone or are undergoing consolidation and who themselves are dependent on a consolidating set of service
provider customers, for a substantial portion of our revenue, and the loss of, or a significant reduction in orders from one or more of our major customers could have a
material adverse effect on our revenue and operating results.
For the three and six months ended June 30, 2019, one customer accounted for 12% of our net revenue, and our ten largest customers collectively accounted for 60% of
our net revenue. For the three months ended June 30, 2018, one customer accounted for approximately 28% of our net revenue, and our ten largest customers collectively
accounted for approximately 69% of our net revenue. We expect that our operating results for the foreseeable future will continue to show a substantial but declining percentage
of sales dependent on a relatively small number of customers and on the ability of these customers to sell products that incorporate our RF receivers or RF receiver SoCs, digital
STB video SoCs, DBS ODU receiver SOCs, and MoCA®, G.hn connectivity solutions and high-performance analog solutions. In the future, these customers may decide not to
purchase our products at all, may purchase fewer products than they did in the past, or may defer or cancel purchases or otherwise alter their purchasing patterns. Factors that
could affect our revenue from these large customers include the following:
•

substantially all of our sales to date have been made on a purchase order basis, which permits our customers to cancel, change or delay product purchase
commitments with little or no notice to us and without penalty;

•

some of our customers have sought or are seeking relationships with current or potential competitors which may affect their purchasing
decisions;

•

service provider and OEM consolidation across cable, satellite, and fiber markets could result in significant changes to our customers’ technology development
and deployment priorities and roadmaps, which could affect our ability to forecast demand accurately and could lead to increased volatility in our business; and

•

technological changes in our markets could lead to substantial volatility in our revenues based on product transitions, and particularly in our broadband markets,
we face risks based on changes in the way consumers are accessing and using broadband and cable services, which could affect operator demand for our
products.

In addition, delays in development could impair our relationships with our strategic customers and negatively impact sales of the products under development. Moreover,
it is possible that our customers may develop their own products or adopt a competitor’s solution for products that they currently buy from us. If that happens, our sales would
decline and our business, financial condition and results of operations could be materially and adversely affected.
Our relationships with some customers may deter other potential customers who compete with these customers from buying our products. To attract new customers or
retain existing customers, we may offer these customers favorable prices on our products. In that event, our average selling prices and gross margins would decline. The loss of
a key customer, a reduction in sales to any key customer or our inability to attract new significant customers could seriously impact our revenue and materially and adversely
affect our results of operations.
A significant portion of our revenues are from sales of product to distributors, who then resell our product. Our agreements with certain of these distributors provide
protection against price reduction on their inventories of our products. The loss of certain distributors could have a material adverse effect on our business and results of
operations, and price reductions associated with their inventories of our products could have a substantial adverse effect on our operating results in the event of a dramatic
decline in selling prices for these products.
In addition, the current situation relating to trade with China and governmental and regulatory concerns relating to specific Chinese companies remain fluid and
unpredictable. Our current and future operating results could be materially and adversely affected by limitations on our ability to sell to one or more Chinese customers and by
tariffs and other trade barriers that may be implemented by governmental authorities.
A significant portion of our revenue is attributable to demand for our products in markets for connected home solutions, and development delays and consolidation
trends among cable and satellite Pay-TV and broadband operators could adversely affect our future revenues and operating results.
For the three months ended June 30, 2019 and 2018, revenue directly attributable to connected home applications accounted for approximately 47% and 56% of our net
revenue, respectively. For the six months ended June 30, 2019 and 2018, revenue directly attributable to connected home applications accounted for approximately 49% and
58% of our net revenue, respectively.
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Delays in the development of, or unexpected developments in the connected home markets could have an adverse effect on order activity by original equipment manufacturers
in these markets and, as a result, on our business, revenue, operating results and financial condition. In addition, consolidation trends among pay-TV and broadband operators
may continue, which could have a material adverse effect on our future operating results and financial condition. For example, in the past, we experienced sharper than
previously anticipated declines in our legacy video SoC revenues as a result of the acquisition of Time Warner Cable by Charter Communications.
If we fail to penetrate new applications and markets, our revenue, revenue growth rate, if any, and financial condition could be materially and adversely affected.
We sell most of our products to manufacturers of cable broadband voice and data modems and gateways, pay-TV set-top boxes and gateways into cable and satellite
operator markets, satellite outdoor units or LNB’s, optical modules for long-haul and metro telecommunications markets, and RF transceivers and modem solutions for wireless
infrastructure markets. We have expanded our product offerings to include power management and interface technologies which are ubiquitous functions in new and existing
markets such as wireless and wireline communications infrastructure, broadband access, industrial, enterprise network, and automotive applications. Our future revenue growth,
if any, will depend in part on our ability to further penetrate into, and expand beyond, these markets with analog and mixed-signal solutions targeting the markets for high-speed
optical interconnects for data center, metro, and long-haul optical modules, telecommunications wireless infrastructure, and cable DOCSIS 3.1 network infrastructure products.
Each of these markets presents distinct and substantial risks. If any of these markets do not develop as we currently anticipate, or if we are unable to penetrate them successfully,
it could materially and adversely affect our revenue and revenue growth rate, if any.
Broadband data modems and gateways and pay-TV and satellite set-top boxes and video gateways continue to represent our largest North American and European
revenue generator. The North American and European pay-TV market is dominated by only a few OEMs, including Technicolor, Arris Group (which was recently acquired by
Commscope Holdings Company, Inc.), Inc., Hitron Technologies, Inc., Compal Broadband Networks, Humax Co., Ltd., and Samsung Electronics Co., Ltd. These OEMs are
large multinational corporations with substantial negotiating power relative to us and are undergoing significant consolidation. Securing design wins with any of these
companies requires a substantial investment of our time and resources. Even if we succeed, additional testing and operational certifications will be required by the OEMs’
customers, which include large pay-TV television companies such as Comcast Corporation, Liberty Global plc, Spectrum, Sky (in which Comcast has a controlling stake),
AT&T and EchoStar Corporation. In addition, our products will need to be compatible with other components in our customers’ designs, including components produced by our
competitors or potential competitors. There can be no assurance that these other companies will support or continue to support our products.
If we fail to penetrate these or other new markets upon which we target our resources, our revenue and revenue growth rate, if any, likely will decrease over time and our
financial condition could suffer.
We may be unable to make the substantial and productive research and development investments that are required to remain competitive in our business.
The semiconductor industry requires substantial investment in research and development in order to develop and bring to market new and enhanced technologies and
products. Many of our products originated with our research and development efforts, which we believe have provided us with a significant competitive advantage. For the three
months ended June 30, 2019 and 2018, our research and development expense was $24.3 million and $30.2 million, respectively. For the six months ended June 30, 2019 and
2018, our research and development expense was $51.7 million and $61.3 million, respectively. We monitor our research and development expenditures as part of our strategy
of devoting focused research and development efforts on the development of innovative and sustainable product platforms. We are committed to investing in new product
development internally in order to stay competitive in our markets and plan to maintain research and development and design capabilities for new solutions in advanced
semiconductor process nodes such as 28nm and 16nm and beyond. However, we do not know whether we will have sufficient resources to maintain the level of investment in
research and development required to remain competitive as semiconductor process nodes continue to shrink and become increasingly complex. In addition, we cannot assure
you that the technologies that are the focus of our research and development expenditures will become commercially successful.
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We have experienced a recent decline in net revenues. A significant variance in our operating results or rates of growth, if any, could lead to substantial volatility in our
stock price. To the extent we return to growth, we may not sustain our growth rate, and we may not be able to manage future growth effectively.
We have experienced a recent decline in net revenues due to anticipated declines from legacy product shipments used in satellite, terrestrial, and video SoC applications,
as well as a slowdown in the cable market owing to the market transition from DOCSIS 3.0 to DOCSIS 3.1 and related customer inventory reductions, and macro environment
and trade issues. Our net revenue increased from approximately $387.8 million in 2016 to $420.3 million in 2017 and decreased to $385.0 million in 2018. In addition, our net
revenue decreased from $212.4 million in the six months ended June 30, 2018 to $167.1 million in the six months ended June 30, 2019. You should not rely on our operating
results for any prior quarterly or annual periods as an indication of our future operating performance. Please refer to the Risk Factor entitled “Our operating results are subject
to substantial quarterly and annual fluctuations and may fluctuate significantly due to a number of factors that could adversely affect our business and our stock price” for a
discussion of factors contributing to variances in our operating results or rates of growth. If we are unable to return to revenue growth and maintain adequate revenue growth,
our financial results could suffer and our stock price could decline.
To manage and return to growth successfully and handle the responsibilities of being a public company, we believe we must effectively, among other things:
•

recruit, hire, train and manage additional qualified engineers for our research and development activities, especially in the positions of design engineering,
product and test engineering and applications engineering;

•

add sales personnel and expand customer engineering support
offices;

•

implement and improve our administrative, financial and operational systems, procedures and controls;
and

•

enhance our information technology support for enterprise resource planning and design engineering by adapting and expanding our systems and tool
capabilities, and properly training new hires as to their use.

If we are unable to manage and return to growth effectively, we may not be able to take advantage of market opportunities or develop new products and we may fail to
satisfy customer requirements, maintain product quality, execute our business plan, or respond to competitive pressures.
The complexity of our products could result in unforeseen delays or expenses caused by undetected defects or bugs, which could reduce the market acceptance of our new
products, damage our reputation with current or prospective customers and adversely affect our operating costs.
Highly complex products like our broadband RF receivers and RF receiver SoCs, physical medium devices for optical modules, RF transceiver and modem solutions for
wireless infrastructure markets, and high-performance analog solutions may contain defects and bugs when they are first introduced or as new versions are released. Where any
of our products, including legacy acquired products, contain defects or bugs, or have reliability, quality or compatibility problems, we may not be able to successfully correct
these problems. Consequently, our reputation may be damaged and customers may be reluctant to buy our products, which could materially and adversely affect our ability to
retain existing customers and attract new customers, and our financial results. In addition, these defects or bugs could interrupt or delay sales to our customers. If any of these
problems are not found until after we have commenced commercial production of a new product, we may be required to incur additional development costs and product recall,
repair or replacement costs, and our operating costs could be adversely affected. These problems may also result in warranty or product liability claims against us by our
customers or others that may require us to make significant expenditures to defend these claims or pay damage awards. In the event of a warranty claim, we may also incur costs
if we compensate the affected customer. We maintain product liability insurance, but this insurance is limited in amount and subject to significant deductibles. There is no
guarantee that our insurance will be available or adequate to protect against all claims. We also may incur costs and expenses relating to a recall of one of our customers’
products containing one of our devices. The process of identifying a recalled product in devices that have been widely distributed may be lengthy and require significant
resources, and we may incur significant replacement costs, contract damage claims from our customers and reputational harm. Costs or payments made in connection with
warranty and product liability claims and product recalls could materially affect our financial condition and results of operations.
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Average selling prices of our products could decrease rapidly, which would have a material adverse effect on our revenue and gross margins.
We may experience substantial period-to-period fluctuations in future operating results due to the erosion of our average selling prices. From time to time, we have
reduced the average unit price of our products due to competitive pricing pressures, new product introductions by us or our competitors, and for other reasons, and we expect
that we will have to do so again in the future. In particular, we believe that industry consolidation has provided a number of larger semiconductor companies with substantial
market power, which has had an adverse impact on selling prices in some of our markets. If we are unable to offset any reductions in our average selling prices by increasing
our sales volumes or introducing new products with higher margins, our revenue and gross margins will suffer. To support our gross margins, we must develop and introduce
new products and product enhancements on a timely basis and continually reduce our and our customers’ costs. Our inability to do so would cause our revenue and gross
margins to decline. In addition, under certain of our agreements with key distributors, we provide protection for reductions in selling prices of the distributors' inventory, which
could have a significant adverse effect on our operating results if the selling prices for those products fell dramatically.
If we fail to develop and introduce new or enhanced products on a timely basis, our ability to attract and retain customers could be impaired and our competitive
position could be harmed.
We operate in a dynamic environment characterized by rapidly changing technologies and industry standards and technological obsolescence. To compete successfully,
we must design, develop, market and sell new or enhanced products that provide increasingly higher levels of performance and reliability and meet the cost expectations of our
customers. The introduction of new products by our competitors, the market acceptance of products based on new or alternative technologies, or the emergence of new industry
standards could render our existing or future products obsolete. Our failure to anticipate or timely develop new or enhanced products or technologies in response to technological
shifts could result in decreased revenue and our competitors winning more competitive bid processes, known as “design wins.” In particular, we may experience difficulties
with product design, manufacturing, marketing or certification that could delay or prevent our development, introduction or marketing of new or enhanced products. If we fail to
introduce new or enhanced products that meet the needs of our customers or penetrate new markets in a timely fashion, we will lose market share and our operating results will
be adversely affected.
In particular, we believe that we will need to develop new products in part to respond to changing dynamics and trends in our end user markets, including (among other
trends) consolidation among cable and satellite operators, potential industry shifts away from the hardware devices and other technologies that incorporate our products, and
changes in consumer television viewing habits and how consumers access and receive broadcast content and digital broadband services. We cannot predict how these trends will
continue to develop or how or to what extent they may affect our future revenues and operating results. We believe that we will need to continue to make substantial investments
in research and development in an attempt to ensure a product roadmap that anticipates these types of changes; however, we cannot provide any assurances that we will
accurately predict the direction in which our markets will evolve or that we will be able to develop, market, or sell new products that respond to such changes successfully or in
a timely manner, if at all.
We have settled in the past intellectual property litigation and may face additional claims of intellectual property infringement. Current litigation and any future
litigation could be time-consuming, costly to defend or settle and result in the loss of significant rights.
The semiconductor industry is characterized by companies that hold large numbers of patents and other intellectual property rights and that vigorously pursue, protect
and enforce intellectual property rights. Third parties have in the past and may in the future assert against us and our customers and distributors their patent and other intellectual
property rights to technologies that are important to our business. In particular, from time to time, we receive correspondence from competitors seeking to engage us in
discussions concerning potential claims against us, and we receive correspondence from customers seeking indemnification for potential claims related to infringement claims
asserted against down-stream users of our products. We investigate these requests as received and could be required to enter license agreements with respect to third party
intellectual property rights or indemnify third parties, either of which could have an adverse effect on our future operating results.
As disclosed in our Annual Report, we were a defendant in patent litigation originally filed by CrestaTech Technology Corporation, or CrestaTech. On January 21, 2014,
CrestaTech filed a complaint for patent infringement against us in the United States District Court of Delaware, or District Court Litigation, alleging that we infringed U.S.
Patent Nos. 7,075,585, or the '585 Patent and 7,265,792, or the '792 Patent. In addition to asking for compensatory damages, CrestaTech alleged willful
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infringement and sought a permanent injunction. CrestaTech also named Sharp Corporation, Sharp Electronics Corp. and VIZIO, Inc. as defendants based upon their alleged
use of our television tuners. Following the litigation history described in our prior filings on Form 10-K and Form 10-Q, the District Court dismissed the District Court
Litigation in April 2018. While the successor plaintiff following a Chapter 7 bankruptcy proceeding of CrestaTech below has suggested that the dismissal may have been in
error, it has taken no action to re-instate the case. In the related bankruptcy proceeding, the plaintiff stated that it “no longer has any valid patent claims that it is asserting in any
of the proceedings purchased under the Sale Agreement,” which includes the District Court Litigation against us. In re Cresta Technology Corporation, Case No. 16-50808
(N.D. Cal. Bank. 2016) at Dkt. No. 270. At this time, we cannot predict whether the District Court Litigation will be re-instated. In addition, outside the District Court
Litigation, we and the successor to CrestaTech are continuing to dispute certain matters relating to the ‘585 Patent through the inter parties review (IPR) and appeal process.
Any re-instatement of the District Court Litigation, material expenses associated with the IPR and appeal process, or other costs arising from the dispute between the parties
could adversely affect our operating results.
Claims that our products, processes or technology infringe third-party intellectual property rights, regardless of their merit or resolution and including the CrestaTech
claims, are costly to defend or settle and could divert the efforts and attention of our management and technical personnel. In addition, many of our customer and distributor
agreements require us to indemnify and defend our customers or distributors from third-party infringement claims and pay damages in the case of adverse rulings. Claims of
this sort also could harm our relationships with our customers or distributors and might deter future customers from doing business with us. In order to maintain our
relationships with existing customers and secure business from new customers, we have been required from time to time to provide additional assurances beyond our standard
terms. If any future proceedings result in an adverse outcome, we could be required to:
•

cease the manufacture, use or sale of the infringing products, processes or
technology;

•

pay substantial damages for
infringement;

•

expend significant resources to develop non-infringing products, processes or
technology;

•

license technology from the third-party claiming infringement, which license may not be available on commercially reasonable terms, or at
all;

•

cross-license our technology to a competitor to resolve an infringement claim, which could weaken our ability to compete with that competitor;
or

•

pay substantial damages to our customers or end users to discontinue their use of or to replace infringing technology sold to them with non-infringing
technology.

Any of the foregoing results could have a material adverse effect on our business, financial condition, and results of operations.
We utilize a significant amount of intellectual property in our business. If we are unable to protect our intellectual property, our business could be adversely affected.
Our success depends in part upon our ability to protect our intellectual property. To accomplish this, we rely on a combination of intellectual property rights, including
patents, copyrights, trademarks and trade secrets in the United States and in selected foreign countries where we believe filing for such protection is appropriate. Effective
patent, copyright, trademark and trade secret protection may be unavailable, limited or not applied for in some countries. Some of our products and technologies are not covered
by any patent or patent application. We cannot guarantee that:
•

any of our present or future patents or patent claims will not lapse or be invalidated, circumvented, challenged or
abandoned;

•

our intellectual property rights will provide competitive advantages to
us;

•

our ability to assert our intellectual property rights against potential competitors or to settle current or future disputes will not be limited by our agreements with
third parties;

•

any of our pending or future patent applications will be issued or have the coverage originally
sought;
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•

our intellectual property rights will be enforced in jurisdictions where competition may be intense or where legal protection may be
weak;

•

any of the trademarks, copyrights, trade secrets or other intellectual property rights that we presently employ in our business will not lapse or be invalidated,
circumvented, challenged or abandoned; or

•

we will not lose the ability to assert our intellectual property rights against or to license our technology to others and collect royalties or other
payments.

In addition, our competitors or others may design around our protected patents or technologies. Effective intellectual property protection may be unavailable or more
limited in one or more relevant jurisdictions relative to those protections available in the United States, or may not be applied for in one or more relevant jurisdictions. If we
pursue litigation to assert our intellectual property rights, an adverse decision in any of these legal actions could limit our ability to assert our intellectual property rights, limit
the value of our technology or otherwise negatively impact our business, financial condition and results of operations.
Monitoring unauthorized use of our intellectual property is difficult and costly. Unauthorized use of our intellectual property may have occurred or may occur in the
future. Although we have taken steps to minimize the risk of this occurring, any such failure to identify unauthorized use and otherwise adequately protect our intellectual
property would adversely affect our business. Moreover, if we are required to commence litigation, whether as a plaintiff or defendant as has occurred with CrestaTech, not
only will this be time-consuming, but we will also be forced to incur significant costs and divert our attention and efforts of our employees, which could, in turn, result in lower
revenue and higher expenses.
We also rely on customary contractual protections with our customers, suppliers, distributors, employees and consultants, and we implement security measures to protect
our trade secrets. We cannot assure you that these contractual protections and security measures will not be breached, that we will have adequate remedies for any such breach
or that our suppliers, employees or consultants will not assert rights to intellectual property arising out of such contracts.
In addition, we have a number of third-party patent and intellectual property license agreements. Some of these license agreements require us to make one-time payments
or ongoing royalty payments. Also, a few of our license agreements contain most-favored nation clauses or other price restriction clauses which may affect the amount we may
charge for our products, processes or technology. We cannot guarantee that the third-party patents and technology we license will not be licensed to our competitors or others in
the semiconductor industry. In the future, we may need to obtain additional licenses, renew existing license agreements or otherwise replace existing technology. We are unable
to predict whether these license agreements can be obtained or renewed or the technology can be replaced on acceptable terms, or at all.
When we settled a trademark dispute with Linear Technology Corporation, we agreed not to register the “MAXLINEAR” mark or any other marks containing the term
“LINEAR”. We may continue to use “MAXLINEAR” as a corporate identifier, including to advertise our products and services, but may not use that mark on our products. The
agreement does not affect our ability to use our registered trademark “MxL”, which we use on our products. Due to our agreement not to register the “MAXLINEAR” mark, our
ability to effectively prevent third parties from using the “MAXLINEAR” mark in connection with similar products or technology may be affected. If we are unable to protect
our trademarks, we may experience difficulties in achieving and maintaining brand recognition and customer loyalty.
We are subject to risks associated with our distributors’ product inventories and product sell-through. Should any of our distributors cease or be forced to stop
distributing our products, our business would suffer.
We currently sell a significant portion of our products to customers through our distributors, who maintain their own inventories of our products. Sales through
distributors accounted for approximately 49% and 38% of our net revenue in the three months ended June 30, 2019 and 2018, respectively. Sales through distributors accounted
for approximately 45% and 39% of our net revenue in the six months ended June 30, 2019 and 2018, respectively. Upon shipment of product to these distributors, title to the
inventory transfers to the distributor and the distributor is invoiced, generally with 30 to 60 day terms. Distributor sales are also recognized upon shipment to the distributor and
estimates of future pricing credits and/or stock rotation rights reduce revenue recognized to the net amount before the actual amounts are known. If our estimates of such credits
and rights are materially understated it could cause subsequent adjustments that negatively impact our revenues and gross profits in a future period.
If our distributors are unable to sell an adequate amount of their inventories of our products in a given quarter to manufacturers and end users or if they decide to decrease
their inventories of our products for any reason, our sales through
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these distributors and our revenue may decline. In addition, if some distributors decide to purchase more of our products than are required to satisfy end customer demand in any
particular quarter, inventories at these distributors would grow in that quarter. These distributors likely would reduce future orders until inventory levels realign with end
customer demand, which could adversely affect our product revenue.
Our reserve estimates with respect to the products stocked by our distributors are based principally on reports provided to us by our distributors, typically on a weekly
basis. To the extent that this resale and channel inventory data is inaccurate or not received in a timely manner, we may not be able to make reserve estimates accurately or at
all.
We are subject to order and shipment uncertainties, and differences between our estimates of customer demand and product mix and our actual results could negatively
affect our inventory levels, sales and operating results.
Our revenue is generated on the basis of shipments of products under purchase orders with our customers rather than long-term purchase commitments. In addition, our
customers can cancel purchase orders or defer the shipments of our products under certain circumstances. Our products are manufactured using a silicon foundry according to
our estimates of customer demand, which requires us to make separate demand forecast assumptions for every customer, each of which may introduce significant variability into
our aggregate estimate. We have limited visibility into future customer demand and the product mix that our customers will require, which could adversely affect our revenue
forecasts and operating margins. Moreover, because our target markets are relatively new, many of our customers have difficulty accurately forecasting their product
requirements and estimating the timing of their new product introductions, which ultimately affects their demand for our products. Historically, because of this limited visibility,
actual results have been different from our forecasts of customer demand. Some of these differences have been material, leading to excess inventory or product shortages and
revenue and margin forecasts above those we were actually able to achieve. These differences may occur in the future, and the adverse impact of these differences between
forecasts and actual results could grow if we are successful in selling more products to some customers. In addition, the rapid pace of innovation in our industry could render
significant portions of our inventory obsolete. Excess or obsolete inventory levels could result in unexpected expenses or increases in our reserves that could adversely affect
our business, operating results and financial condition. Conversely, if we were to underestimate customer demand or if sufficient manufacturing capacity were unavailable, we
could forego revenue opportunities, potentially lose market share and damage our customer relationships. In addition, any significant future cancellations or deferrals of product
orders or the return of previously sold products due to manufacturing defects could materially and adversely impact our profit margins, increase our write-offs due to product
obsolescence and restrict our ability to fund our operations.
We may be subject to information technology failures, including data protection breaches and cyber-attacks, that could disrupt our operations, damage our reputation
and adversely affect our business, operations, and financial results.
We rely on our information technology systems for the effective operation of our business and for the secure maintenance and storage of confidential data relating to our
business and third-party businesses. Although we have implemented security controls to protect our information technology systems, experienced programmers or hackers may
be able to penetrate our security controls, and develop and deploy viruses, worms and other malicious software programs that compromise our confidential information or that
of third parties and cause a disruption or failure of our information technology systems. In addition, we have in the past and may in the future be subject to "phishing" attacks in
which third parties send emails purporting to be from reputable companies in order to obtain personal information and infiltrate our systems to initiate wire transfers or
otherwise obtain proprietary or confidential information. A number of large, public companies have recently experienced losses based on phishing attacks and other cyberattacks. Any compromise of our information technology systems could result in the unauthorized publication of our confidential business or proprietary information, result in
the unauthorized release of customer, supplier or employee data, result in a violation of privacy or other laws, expose us to a risk of litigation, cause us to incur direct losses if
attackers access our bank or investment accounts, or damage our reputation. The cost and operational consequences of implementing further data protection measures either as a
response to specific breaches or as a result of evolving risks, could be significant. In addition, our inability to use or access our information systems at critical points in time
could adversely affect the timely and efficient operation of our business. Any delayed sales, significant costs or lost customers resulting from these technology failures could
adversely affect our business, operations and financial results.
Third parties with which we conduct business, such as foundries, assembly and test contractors, and distributors, have access to certain portions of our sensitive data. In
the event that these third parties do not properly safeguard our data that they hold, security breaches could result and negatively impact our business, operations and financial
results.
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We rely on a limited number of third parties to manufacture, assemble and test our products, and the failure to manage our relationships with our third-party contractors
successfully could adversely affect our ability to market and sell our products.
We do not have our own manufacturing facilities. We operate an outsourced manufacturing business model that utilizes third-party foundry and assembly and test
capabilities. As a result, we rely on third-party foundry wafer fabrication, including sole sourcing for many components or products. Currently, the majority of our products are
manufactured by Global Foundries, Semiconductor Manufacturing International Corporation, or SMIC, Taiwan Semiconductor Manufacturing Corp, or TSMC, and United
Microelectronics Corporation, or UMC, at foundries located in Taiwan, Singapore, and China. We also use third-party contractors for all of our assembly and test operations.
Relying on third party manufacturing, assembly and testing presents significant risks to us, including the following:
•

failure by us, our customers, or their end customers to qualify a selected
supplier;

•

capacity shortages during periods of high
demand;

•

reduced control over delivery schedules and
quality;

•

shortages of
materials;

•

misappropriation of our intellectual
property;

•

limited warranties on wafers or products supplied to us;
and

•

potential increases in
prices.

The ability and willingness of our third-party contractors to perform is largely outside our control. If one or more of our contract manufacturers or other outsourcers fails
to perform its obligations in a timely manner or at satisfactory quality levels, our ability to bring products to market and our reputation could suffer. For example, in the event
that manufacturing capacity is reduced or eliminated at one or more facilities, including as a response to the recent worldwide decline in the semiconductor industry,
manufacturing could be disrupted, we could have difficulties fulfilling our customer orders and our net revenue could decline. In addition, if these third parties fail to deliver
quality products and components on time and at reasonable prices, we could have difficulties fulfilling our customer orders, our net revenue could decline and our business,
financial condition and results of operations would be adversely affected.
Additionally, our manufacturing capacity may be similarly reduced or eliminated at one or more facilities due to the fact that the majority of our fabrication and
assembly and test contractors are all located in the Pacific Rim region, principally in China, Taiwan, and Singapore. The risk of earthquakes in these geographies is significant
due to the proximity of major earthquake fault lines, and Taiwan in particular is also subject to typhoons and other Pacific storms. Earthquakes, fire, flooding, or other natural
disasters in Taiwan or the Pacific Rim region, or political unrest, war, labor strikes, work stoppages or public health crises, such as outbreaks of H1N1 flu, in countries where
our contractors’ facilities are located could result in the disruption of our foundry, assembly or test capacity. For example, we were recently notified of a labor strike at a small
test operation we utilize in Indonesia. Any disruption resulting from these events could cause significant delays in shipments of our products until we are able to shift our
manufacturing, assembly or test from the affected contractor to another third-party vendor. There can be no assurance that alternative capacity could be obtained on favorable
terms, if at all.
We do not have any long-term supply contracts with our contract manufacturers or suppliers, and any disruption in our supply of products or materials could have a
material adverse effect on our business, revenue and operating results.
We currently do not have long-term supply contracts with any of our third-party vendors, including but, not limited to Global Foundries, SMIC, TSMC, and UMC. We
make substantially all of our purchases on a purchase order basis, and our contract manufacturers are not required to supply us products for any specific period or in any specific
quantity. Foundry capacity may not be available when we need it or at reasonable prices. Availability of foundry capacity has in the past been reduced from time to time due to
strong demand. Foundries can allocate capacity to the production of other companies’ products and reduce deliveries to us on short notice. It is possible that foundry customers
that are larger and better financed than we are, or that have long-term agreements with our foundry, may induce our foundry to reallocate capacity to them. This reallocation
could impair our ability to secure the supply of components that we need. We generally place orders for products with some of our suppliers approximately four to five months
prior to the anticipated delivery date, with order volumes based on our forecasts of demand from our customers. Accordingly, if we inaccurately forecast demand for our
products, we may be
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unable to obtain adequate and cost-effective foundry or assembly capacity from our third-party contractors to meet our customers’ delivery requirements, or we may accumulate
excess inventories. On occasion, we have been unable to adequately respond to unexpected increases in customer purchase orders and therefore were unable to benefit from this
incremental demand. None of our third-party contractors has provided any assurance to us that adequate capacity will be available to us within the time required to meet
additional demand for our products.
We may have difficulty accurately predicting our future revenue and appropriately budgeting our expenses particularly as we seek to enter new markets where we may
not have prior experience.
Our operating history had previously focused on developing integrated circuits for specific terrestrial, cable and satellite television, and broadband voice and data
applications, and as part of our strategy, we seek to expand our addressable market into new product categories. For example, we expanded into the markets for satellite set-top
and gateway boxes and outdoor units and physical medium devices for the optical interconnect markets. We have also expanded into the wired whole-home broadband
connectivity market and entered the markets for wireless telecommunications infrastructure and power management and interface technologies which are ubiquitous functions in
wireless and wireline communications infrastructure, broadband access, industrial, enterprise network, and automotive applications. Our limited operating experience in these
new markets or potential markets we may enter, combined with the rapidly evolving nature of our markets in general, substantial uncertainty concerning how these markets may
develop and other factors beyond our control, reduces our ability to accurately forecast quarterly or annual revenue. If our revenue does not increase as anticipated, we could
incur significant losses due to our higher expense levels if we are not able to decrease our expenses in a timely manner to offset any shortfall in future revenue.
If we are unable to attract, train and retain qualified personnel, especially our design and technical personnel, we may not be able to execute our business strategy
effectively.
Our future success depends on our ability to retain, attract and motivate qualified personnel, including our management, sales and marketing and finance, and especially
our design and technical personnel. We do not know whether we will be able to attract and retain all of these personnel as we continue to pursue our business strategy.
Historically, we have encountered difficulties in hiring and retaining qualified engineers because there is a limited pool of engineers with the expertise required in our field.
Competition for these personnel is intense in the semiconductor industry. As the source of our technological and product innovations, our design and technical personnel
represent a significant asset. The loss of the services of one or more of our key employees, especially our key design and technical personnel, or our inability to retain, attract
and motivate qualified design and technical personnel, could have a material adverse effect on our business, financial condition and results of operations.
Our business would be adversely affected by the departure of existing members of our senior management team.
Our success depends, in large part, on the continued contributions of our senior management team. None of our senior management team is bound by written
employment contracts to remain with us for a specified period. In addition, we have not entered into non-compete agreements with members of our senior management team.
We are fortunate that many members of our executive management team have long tenures with us, but from time to time we also have been required to recruit new executive
officers. With respect to executive officer recruitment and retention, we need to ensure that our executive compensation programs provide sufficient recruitment and retention
incentives as well as incentives to achieve our long-term strategic business and financial objectives. We expect competition for individuals with our required skill sets,
particularly technical and engineering skills, to remain intense even in weak global macroeconomic environments. The loss of any member of our senior management team
could harm our ability to implement our business strategy and respond to the rapidly changing market conditions in which we operate.
Our customers require our products and our third-party contractors to undergo a lengthy and expensive qualification process which does not assure product sales.
Prior to purchasing our products, our customers require that both our products and our third-party contractors undergo extensive qualification processes, which involve
testing of the products in the customer’s system and rigorous reliability testing. This qualification process may continue for six months or more. However, qualification of a
product by a customer does not assure any sales of the product to that customer. Even after successful qualification and sales of a product to a customer, a subsequent revision to
our solutions, or changes in our customer’s manufacturing process or our selection of a new supplier may require a new qualification process, which may result in delays and in
us holding excess or obsolete inventory. After our products are qualified, it can take six months or more before the customer commences volume production of components or
devices that incorporate our products. Despite these uncertainties, we devote substantial resources, including design,
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engineering, sales, marketing and management efforts, to qualifying our products with customers in anticipation of sales. If we are unsuccessful or delayed in qualifying any of
our products with a customer, sales of this product to the customer may be precluded or delayed, which may result in a decrease in our revenue and cause our business to suffer.
Winning business is subject to lengthy competitive selection processes that require us to incur significant expenditures. Even if we begin a product design, customers may
decide to cancel or change their product plans, which could cause us to generate no revenue from a product and adversely affect our results of operations.
We focused on securing design wins to develop RF receivers and RF receiver SoCs, MoCA and G.hn SoCs, DBS-ODU SoCs, physical medium devices for optical
modules, interface and power management devices, and SoC solutions targeting infrastructure opportunities within the telecommunications, wireless, industrial and multimarket
and broadband operator markets for use in our customers’ products. These selection processes typically are lengthy and can require us to incur significant design and
development expenditures and dedicate scarce engineering resources in pursuit of a single customer opportunity. We may not win the competitive selection process and may
never generate any revenue despite incurring significant design and development expenditures. These risks are exacerbated by the fact that some of our customers’ products
likely will have short life cycles. Failure to obtain a design win could prevent us from offering an entire generation of a product, even though this has not occurred to date. This
could cause us to lose revenue and require us to write off obsolete inventory, and could weaken our position in future competitive selection processes. After securing a design
win, we may experience delays in generating revenue from our products as a result of the lengthy development cycle typically required. Our customers generally take a
considerable amount of time to evaluate our products. The typical time from early engagement by our sales force to actual product introduction runs from nine to twelve months
for the consumer market, to as much as 18 to 24 months for the satellite markets, and 36 months or longer for industrial, wired and wireless infrastructure markets. The delays
inherent in these lengthy sales cycles increase the risk that a customer will decide to cancel, curtail, reduce or delay its product plans, causing us to lose anticipated sales. In
addition, any delay or cancellation of a customer’s plans could materially and adversely affect our financial results, as we may have incurred significant expense and generated
no revenue. Finally, our customers’ failure to successfully market and sell their products could reduce demand for our products and materially and adversely affect our business,
financial condition and results of operations. If we were unable to generate revenue after incurring substantial expenses to develop any of our products, our business would
suffer.
Our operating results are subject to substantial quarterly and annual fluctuations and may fluctuate significantly due to a number of factors that could adversely affect
our business and our stock price.
Our revenue and operating results have fluctuated in the past and are likely to fluctuate in the future. These fluctuations may occur on a quarterly and on an annual basis
and are due to a number of factors, many of which are beyond our control. These factors include, among others:
•

changes in end-user demand for the products manufactured and sold by our
customers;

•

the receipt, reduction or cancellation of significant orders by
customers;

•

fluctuations in the levels of component inventories held by our
customers;

•

the gain or loss of significant
customers;

•

market acceptance of our products and our customers’
products;

•

our ability to develop, introduce, and market new products and technologies on a timely
basis;

•

the timing and extent of product development
costs;

•

new product announcements and introductions by us or our
competitors;

•

incurrence of research and development and related new product
expenditures;

•

seasonality or cyclical fluctuations in our
markets;

•

trade-related government actions, by the United States, China or other countries, that impose barriers or restrictions that would impact our ability to sell or ship
products to customers;

•

currency
fluctuations;
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•

fluctuations in IC manufacturing
yields;

•

significant warranty claims, including those not covered by our
suppliers;

•

changes in our product mix or customer
mix;

•

intellectual property
disputes;

•

loss of key personnel or the shortage of available skilled
workers;

•

impairment of long-lived assets, including masks and production equipment;
and

•

the effects of competitive pricing pressures, including decreases in average selling prices of our
products.

These factors are difficult to forecast, and these, as well as other factors, could materially adversely affect our quarterly or annual operating results. We typically are
required to incur substantial development costs in advance of a prospective sale with no certainty that we will ever recover these costs. A substantial amount of time may pass
between a design win and the generation of revenue related to the expenses previously incurred, which can potentially cause our operating results to fluctuate significantly from
period to period. In addition, a significant amount of our operating expenses are relatively fixed in nature due to our significant sales, research and development costs. Any
failure to adjust spending quickly enough to compensate for a revenue shortfall could magnify its adverse impact on our results of operations.
We are subject to the cyclical nature of the semiconductor industry.
The semiconductor industry is highly cyclical and is characterized by constant and rapid technological change, rapid product obsolescence and price erosion, evolving
standards, short product life cycles and wide fluctuations in product supply and demand. Any future downturns may result in diminished product demand, production
overcapacity, high inventory levels and accelerated erosion of average selling prices. Furthermore, any upturn in the semiconductor industry could result in increased
competition for access to third-party foundry and assembly capacity. We are dependent on the availability of this capacity to manufacture and assemble all of our products.
None of our third-party foundry or assembly contractors has provided assurances that adequate capacity will be available to us in the future. A significant downturn or upturn
could have a material adverse effect on our business and operating results.
The use of open source software in our products, processes and technology may expose us to additional risks and harm our intellectual property.
Our products, processes and technology sometimes utilize and incorporate software that is subject to an open source license. Open source software is typically freely
accessible, usable and modifiable. Certain open source software licenses require a user who intends to distribute the open source software as a component of the user’s software
to disclose publicly part or all of the source code to the user’s software. In addition, certain open source software licenses require the user of such software to make any
derivative works of the open source code available to others on unfavorable terms or at no cost. This can subject previously proprietary software to open source license terms.
While we monitor the use of all open source software in our products, processes and technology and try to ensure that no open source software is used in such a way as to
require us to disclose the source code to the related product, processes or technology when we do not wish to do so, such use could inadvertently occur. Additionally, if a third
party software provider has incorporated certain types of open source software into software we license from such third party for our products, processes or technology, we
could, under certain circumstances, be required to disclose the source code to our products, processes or technology. This could harm our intellectual property position and have
a material adverse effect on our business, results of operations and financial condition.
We rely on third parties to provide services and technology necessary for the operation of our business. Any failure of one or more of our partners, vendors, suppliers or
licensors to provide these services or technology could have a material adverse effect on our business.
We rely on third-party vendors to provide critical services, including, among other things, services related to accounting, billing, human resources, information
technology, network development, network monitoring, in-licensing and intellectual property that we cannot or do not create or provide ourselves. We depend on these vendors
to ensure that our corporate infrastructure will consistently meet our business requirements. The ability of these third-party vendors to successfully provide reliable and high
quality services is subject to technical and operational uncertainties that are beyond our control. While we may
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be entitled to damages if our vendors fail to perform under their agreements with us, our agreements with these vendors limit the amount of damages we may receive. In
addition, we do not know whether we will be able to collect on any award of damages or that these damages would be sufficient to cover the actual costs we would incur as a
result of any vendor’s failure to perform under its agreement with us. Any failure of our corporate infrastructure could have a material adverse effect on our business, financial
condition and results of operations. Upon expiration or termination of any of our agreements with third-party vendors, we may not be able to replace the services provided to us
in a timely manner or on terms and conditions, including service levels and cost, that are favorable to us and a transition from one vendor to another vendor could subject us to
operational delays and inefficiencies until the transition is complete.
Additionally, we incorporate third-party technology into and with some of our products, and we may do so in future products. The operation of our products could be
impaired if errors occur in the third-party technology we use. It may be more difficult for us to correct any errors in a timely manner if at all because the development and
maintenance of the technology is not within our control. There can be no assurance that these third parties will continue to make their technology, or improvements to the
technology, available to us, or that they will continue to support and maintain their technology. Further, due to the limited number of vendors of some types of technology, it
may be difficult to obtain new licenses or replace existing technology. Any impairment of the technology or our relationship with these third parties could have a material
adverse effect on our business.
Unanticipated changes in our tax rates or unanticipated tax obligations could affect our future results.
We are subject to income taxes in the United States, Singapore and various other foreign jurisdictions. The amount of income taxes we pay is subject to our interpretation
and application of tax laws in jurisdictions in which we file. Changes in current or future laws or regulations, the imposition of new or changed tax laws or regulations or new
interpretations by taxing authorities or courts could affect our results of operations and lead to volatility with respect tax expenses and liabilities from period to period. The
application of tax laws and related regulations is subject to legal and factual interpretation, judgment and uncertainty. We cannot determine whether any legislative proposals
may be enacted into law or what, if any, changes may be made to such proposals prior to their being enacted into law. If U.S. or international tax laws change in a manner that
increases our tax obligation, it could result in a material adverse impact on our results of operations and our financial position.
We are subject to examinations and tax audits. There can be no assurance that the outcome from these audits will not have an adverse effect on our operating results or
financial position.
Excess tax benefits associated with employee stock-based compensation are included in income tax expense. However, since the amount of such excess tax benefits and
deficiencies depend on the fair market value of our common stock, our income tax provision is subject to volatility in our stock price and in the future, could unfavorably affect
our future effective tax rate.
Our future effective tax rate could be unfavorably affected by unanticipated changes in the valuation of our deferred tax assets and liabilities, and the ultimate use and
depletion of these various tax credits and net operating loss carryforwards. Changes in our effective tax rate could have a material adverse impact on our results of operations.
We record a valuation allowance to reduce our net deferred tax assets to the amount that we believe is more likely than not to be realized. In making such determination, we
consider all available positive and negative evidence quarterly, including scheduled reversals of deferred tax liabilities, projected future taxable income, tax planning strategies,
and recent financial performance. To the extent we believe it is more likely than not that some portion of our deferred tax assets will not be realized, we record a valuation
allowance against the deferred tax asset. Realization of our deferred tax assets is dependent primarily upon future taxable income in the applicable jurisdiction. Based upon our
review of all positive and negative evidence, we concluded that a full valuation allowance should continue to be recorded against our state and certain federal and foreign net
deferred tax assets at June 30, 2019. On a periodic basis we evaluate our deferred tax assets for realizability. The impact of releasing some or all of such valuation allowance in
a future period could be material in the period in which such release occurs.
Our corporate income tax liability could materially increase if tax incentives we have negotiated in Singapore cease to be effective or applicable or if we are challenged
on our use of such incentives.
We operate under certain favorable tax incentives in Singapore which are effective through March 2022 and may be extended through March 2027, and generally are
dependent on our meeting certain headcount and investment thresholds. Such incentives allow certain qualifying income earned in Singapore to be taxed at reduced rates and
are conditional upon our meeting certain employment and investment thresholds over time. If we fail to satisfy the conditions for receipt of these tax incentives, or to the extent
U.S. or other tax authorities challenge our operation under these favorable tax incentive programs or
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our intercompany transfer pricing agreements, our taxable income could be taxed at higher federal or foreign statutory rates and our income tax liability and expense could
materially increase beyond our projections. Each of our Singapore tax incentives is separate and distinct from the others, and may be granted, withheld, extended, modified,
truncated, complied with or terminated independently without any effect on the other incentives. Absent these tax incentives, our corporate income tax rate in Singapore would
generally be the 17% statutory tax rate. We are also subject to operating and other compliance requirements to maintain our favorable tax incentives. If we fail to comply with
such requirements, we could lose the tax benefits and could possibly be required to refund previously realized material tax benefits. Additionally, in the future, we may fail to
qualify for renewal of our favorable tax incentives or such incentives may not be available to us, which could also cause our future taxable income to increase and be taxed at
higher statutory rates. Loss of one more of our tax incentives could cause us to modify our tax strategies and our operational structure, which could cause disruption in our
business and have a material adverse impact on our results of operations. Further, there can be no guarantee that such modification in our tax strategy will yield tax incentives as
favorable as those we have negotiated with Singapore. Our interpretations and conclusions regarding the tax incentives are not binding on any taxing authority, and if our
assumptions about tax and other laws are incorrect or if these tax incentives are substantially modified or rescinded we could suffer material adverse tax and other financial
consequences, which would increase our expenses, reduce our profitability and adversely affect our cash flows.
Global economic conditions, including factors that adversely affect consumer spending for the products that incorporate our integrated circuits, could adversely affect
our revenues, margins, and operating results.
Our products are incorporated in numerous consumer devices, and demand for such products will ultimately be driven by consumer demand for products such as
televisions, personal computers, automobiles, cable modems, smartphones, and set-top boxes. Many of these purchases are discretionary. Global economic volatility and
economic volatility in the specific markets in which the devices that incorporate our products are ultimately sold can cause extreme difficulties for our customers and third-party
vendors in accurately forecasting and planning future business activities. This unpredictability could cause our customers to reduce spending on our products, which would
delay and lengthen sales cycles. Furthermore, during challenging economic times our customers may face challenges in gaining timely access to sufficient credit, which could
impact their ability to make timely payments to us. These events, together with economic volatility that may face the broader economy and, in particular, the semiconductor and
communications industries, may adversely affect, our business, particularly to the extent that consumers decrease their discretionary spending for devices deploying our
products.
Our business, financial condition and results of operations could be adversely affected by the political and economic conditions of the countries in which we conduct
business and other factors related to our international operations.
We sell our products throughout the world. Products shipped to Asia accounted for83% and 86% of our net revenue in the three months ended June 30, 2019 and 2018,
respectively. Products shipped to Asia accounted for 84% and 81% of our net revenue in the six months ended June 30, 2019 and 2018, respectively. In addition, approximately
51% of our employees are located outside of the United States as of June 30, 2019. The majority of our products are manufactured, assembled and tested in Asia, and all of our
major distributors are located in Asia. Multiple factors relating to our international operations and to particular countries in which we operate could have a material adverse
effect on our business, financial condition and results of operations. These factors include:
•

changes in political, regulatory, legal or economic
conditions;

•

restrictive governmental actions, such as restrictions on the transfer or repatriation of funds and foreign investments and trade protection measures, including
export duties and quotas and customs duties and tariffs;

•

disruptions of capital and trading
markets;

•

changes in import or export licensing
requirements;

•

transportation
delays;

•

civil disturbances or political
instability;

•

geopolitical turmoil, including terrorism, war or political or military
coups;

•

public health
emergencies;

•

differing employment practices and labor
standards;
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•

limitations on our ability under local laws to protect our intellectual
property;

•

local business and cultural factors that differ from our customary standards and
practices;

•

nationalization and
expropriation;

•

changes in tax
laws;

•

currency fluctuations relating to our international operating activities;
and

•

difficulty in obtaining distribution and
support.

In addition to a significant portion of our wafer supply coming from Taiwan, Singapore, and China, substantially all of our products undergo packaging and final testing
in Taiwan, Singapore, China, South Korea, and Thailand. Any conflict or uncertainty in these countries, including due to natural disaster or public health or safety concerns,
could have a material adverse effect on our business, financial condition and results of operations. In addition, if the government of any country in which our products are
manufactured or sold sets technical standards for products manufactured in or imported into their country that are not widely shared, it may lead some of our customers to
suspend imports of their products into that country, require manufacturers in that country to manufacture products with different technical standards and disrupt cross-border
manufacturing relationships which, in each case, could have a material adverse effect on our business, financial condition and results of operations. We also are subject to risks
associated with international political conflicts involving the U.S. government. For example, in May 2019, we ceased business operations with entities affiliated with Huawei
Technologies Co., Ltd., or Huawei, when the Bureau of Industry and Security at the U.S. Department of Commerce, or BIS, amended the Export Administration Regulations
and added Huawei to the Entity List for acting contrary to the national security or foreign policy interests of the United States. Similarly, we ceased business operations with
entities affiliated with ZTE Corp. when the BIS imposed an export licensing requirement, which was subsequently suspended through March 28, 2017. Such suspension was
lifted as of March 29, 2017, however on April 17, 2018 the U.S. Department of Commerce imposed a seven-year export ban on ZTE, which was subsequently lifted as of
July 13, 2018. Although we have not had significant sales to ZTE, we did have increasing sales to Huawei in the past year, and we believe the imposition of governmental
prohibitions on selling our products to Huawei will adversely affect our revenues and operating results in the near term. We cannot provide assurances that similar disruptions of
distribution arrangements in the future or the imposition of governmental prohibitions on selling our products to particular customers will not also adversely affect our revenues
and operating results. Loss of a key distributor or customer under similar circumstances could have an adverse effect on our business, revenues and operating results.
Changes in trade policies among the United States and other countries, in particular the imposition of new or higher tariffs, could place pressure on our average selling
prices as our customers seek to offset the impact of increased tariffs on their own products. Increased tariffs or the imposition of other barriers to international trade could have
a material adverse effect on our revenues and operating results.
Recently, the United States has imposed or proposed new or higher tariffs on certain products exported by a number of U.S. trading partners, including China, Europe,
Canada, and Mexico. In response, many of those trading partners, including China, have imposed or proposed new or higher tariffs on American products. Continuing changes
in government trade policies create a heightened risk of further increased tariffs that impose barriers to international trade. Our business and operating results are substantially
dependent on international trade, particularly involving the sale of our products into China. Approximately 60% and 64%, respectively, of our total revenues in the three and six
months ended June 30, 2019 consisted of sales of our integrated circuits to both Original Equipment Manufacturers (OEMs) and Ordinary Device Manufacturers (ODMs) in
China. Many of these manufacturers sell products incorporating our semiconductors into other international markets, including the United States.
Tariffs on our customers’ products may adversely affect our gross profit margins in the future due to the potential for increased pressure on our selling prices by
customers seeking to offset the impact of tariffs on their own products. In addition, tariffs could make our OEM and ODM customers’ products less attractive relative to
products offered by their competitors, which may not be subject to similar tariffs. Some OEM and ODMs in our industry have already begun implementing short-term price
adjustments to offset such tariffs and transitioning their production and supply chain to locations outside of China. We believe that increases in tariffs on imported goods or the
failure to resolve current international trade disputes could have a material adverse effect on our business and operating results.
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Our business is subject to various governmental regulations, and compliance with these regulations may cause us to incur significant expenses. If we fail to maintain
compliance with applicable regulations, we may be forced to recall products and cease their manufacture and distribution, and we could be subject to civil or criminal
penalties.
Our business is subject to various international and U.S. laws and other legal requirements, including packaging, product content, labor, import/export control
regulations, the Foreign Corrupt Practices Act, and other anticorruption laws. These regulations are complex, change frequently and have generally become more stringent over
time. We may be required to incur significant costs to comply with these regulations or to remedy violations. Any failure by us to comply with applicable government
regulations could result in cessation of our operations or portions of our operations, product recalls or impositions of fines and restrictions on our ability to conduct our
operations. In addition, because many of our products are regulated or sold into regulated industries, we must comply with additional regulations in marketing our products.
Our products and operations are also subject to the rules of industrial standards bodies, like the International Standards Organization, as well as regulation by other
agencies, such as the U.S. Federal Communications Commission. If we fail to adequately address any of these rules or regulations, our business could be harmed.
For example, as indicated elsewhere in this report, we do a substantial portion of our business in Asia and particularly in China. In recent years, there has been a
substantial focus by regulators in the United States and Europe on the business practices of major Chinese technology companies such as Huawei and ZTE. ZTE is our current
customer, but effective May 2019, we ceased business operations with Huawei and its affiliates. While we intend to conduct our businesses in compliance with all applicable
laws, including laws relating to export controls and anti-corruption, it is possible that the nature of our business and customers could result in a review of our relationships and
practices by regulatory authorities. We could incur increased administrative and legal costs in order to respond to any inquiries, and any failure to comply with applicable laws
could adversely affect our business and operating results. We have implemented policies and procedures, including adoption of an anti-corruption policy and procedures to
ensure compliance with applicable export control laws, but there can be no assurance that these policies and procedures will prove effective.
We must conform the manufacture and distribution of our semiconductors to various laws and adapt to regulatory requirements in all countries as these requirements
change. If we fail to comply with these requirements in the manufacture or distribution of our products, we could be required to pay civil penalties, face criminal prosecution
and, in some cases, be prohibited from distributing our products in commerce until the products or component substances are brought into compliance.
If we suffer losses to our facilities or distribution system due to catastrophe, our operations could be seriously harmed.
Our facilities and distribution system, and those of our third-party contractors, are subject to risk of catastrophic loss due to fire, flood or other natural or man-made
disasters. A number of our facilities and those of our contract manufacturers are located in areas with above average seismic activity. The risk of an earthquake in the Pacific
Rim region or Southern California is significant due to the proximity of major earthquake fault lines. Any catastrophic loss to any of these facilities would likely disrupt our
operations, delay production, shipments and revenue and result in significant expenses to repair or replace the facility. The majority of the factories we use for foundry,
assembly and test, and warehousing services, are located in Asia, principally in China, Taiwan, and Singapore. Our corporate headquarters is located in Southern California. Our
operations and financial condition could be seriously harmed in the event of a major earthquake, fire, or other natural or man-made disaster.
Investor confidence may be adversely impacted if we are unable to comply with Section 404 of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002, and as a result, our stock price could
decline.
We are subject to rules adopted by the Securities Exchange Commission, or SEC, pursuant to Section 404 of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002, or Sarbanes-Oxley Act,
which require us to include in our Annual Report on Form 10-K our management’s report on, and assessment of the effectiveness of, our internal controls over financial
reporting.
If we fail to maintain the adequacy of our internal controls, there is a risk that we will not comply with all of the requirements imposed by Section 404. Moreover,
effective internal controls, particularly those related to revenue recognition, are necessary for us to produce reliable financial reports and are important to helping prevent
financial fraud. Any of these possible outcomes could result in an adverse reaction in the financial marketplace due to a loss of investor confidence in the reliability of our
consolidated financial statements and could result in investigations or sanctions by the SEC, the New York Stock Exchange, or NYSE, or other regulatory authorities or in
stockholder litigation. Any of these factors ultimately could harm our business and could negatively impact the market price of our securities. Ineffective control over financial
reporting could also cause investors to lose confidence in our reported financial information, which could adversely affect the trading price of our common stock.
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Our disclosure controls and procedures are designed to provide reasonable assurance of achieving their objectives. However, our management, including our principal
executive officer and principal financial officer, does not expect that our disclosure controls and procedures will prevent all error and all fraud. A control system, no matter how
well conceived and operated, can provide only reasonable, not absolute, assurance that the objectives of the control system are met. Further, the design of a control system must
reflect the fact that there are resource constraints, and the benefits of controls must be considered relative to their costs. Because of the inherent limitations in all control
systems, no evaluation of controls can provide absolute assurance that all control issues and instances of fraud, if any, have been detected.
Our products must conform to industry standards in order to be accepted by end users in our markets.
Generally, our products comprise only a part or parts of a communications device. All components of these devices must uniformly comply with industry standards in
order to operate efficiently together. We depend on companies that provide other components of the devices to support prevailing industry standards. Many of these companies
are significantly larger and more influential in driving industry standards than we are. Some industry standards may not be widely adopted or implemented uniformly, and
competing standards may emerge that may be preferred by our customers or end users. If larger companies do not support the same industry standards that we do, or if
competing standards emerge, market acceptance of our products could be adversely affected, which would harm our business.
Products for communications applications are based on industry standards that are continually evolving. Our ability to compete in the future will depend on our ability to
identify and ensure compliance with these evolving industry standards. The emergence of new industry standards could render our products incompatible with products
developed by other suppliers. As a result, we could be required to invest significant time and effort and to incur significant expense to redesign our products to ensure
compliance with relevant standards. If our products are not in compliance with prevailing industry standards for a significant period of time, we could miss opportunities to
achieve crucial design wins. We may not be successful in developing or using new technologies or in developing new products or product enhancements that achieve market
acceptance. Our pursuit of necessary technological advances may require substantial time and expense.
Risks Relating to Our Common Stock
Our management team may use our available cash and cash equivalents in ways with which you may not agree or in ways which may not yield a return.
We use our cash and cash equivalents for general corporate purposes, including working capital and for repayment of outstanding long-term debt. We may also use a
portion of these assets to acquire complementary businesses, products, services or technologies. Our management has considerable discretion in the application of our cash and
cash equivalents, and resources, and you will not have the opportunity to assess whether these liquid assets are being used in a manner that you deem best to maximize your
return. We may use our available cash and cash equivalents for corporate purposes that do not increase our operating results or market value. In addition, in the future our cash
and cash equivalents, and resources may be placed in investments that do not produce significant income or that may lose value.
Anti-takeover provisions in our charter documents and under Delaware law could make an acquisition of us more difficult, limit attempts by our stockholders to replace
or remove our current management and limit the market price of our common stock.
Provisions in our certificate of incorporation and bylaws, as amended and restated, may have the effect of delaying or preventing a change of control or changes in our
management. These provisions provide for the following:
•

authorize our Board of Directors to issue, without further action by the stockholders, up to 25,000,000 shares of undesignated preferred
stock;

•

require that any action to be taken by our stockholders be effected at a duly called annual or special meeting and not by written
consent;

•

specify that special meetings of our stockholders can be called only by our Board of Directors, our Chairman of the Board of Directors, or our
President;

•

establish an advance notice procedure for stockholder approvals to be brought before an annual meeting of our stockholders, including proposed nominations of
persons for election to our Board of Directors;
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•

establish that our Board of Directors is divided into three classes, Class I, Class II and Class III, with each class serving staggered
terms;

•

provide that our directors may be removed only for
cause;

•

provide that vacancies on our Board of Directors may be filled only by a majority of directors then in office, even though less than a
quorum;

•

specify that no stockholder is permitted to cumulate votes at any election of directors;
and

•

require supermajority votes of the holders of our common stock to amend specified provisions of our charter
documents.

These provisions may frustrate or prevent any attempts by our stockholders to replace or remove our current management by making it more difficult for stockholders to
replace members of our Board of Directors, which is responsible for appointing the members of our management. In addition, because we are incorporated in Delaware, we are
governed by the provisions of Section 203 of the Delaware General Corporation Law, which generally prohibits a Delaware corporation from engaging in any of a broad range
of business combinations with any “interested” stockholder for a period of three years following the date on which the stockholder became an “interested” stockholder.
Our share price may be volatile as a result of various factors.
The trading price of our common stock could become highly volatile and could be subject to wide fluctuations in response to various factors, some of which are beyond
our control. These factors include those discussed in this “Risk Factors” section of the Quarterly Report on Form 10-Q and others such as:
•

actual or anticipated fluctuations in our financial condition and operating
results;

•

overall conditions in the semiconductor
market;

•

addition or loss of significant
customers;

•

changes in laws or regulations applicable to our
products;

•

actual or anticipated changes in our growth rate relative to our
competitors;

•

announcements of technological innovations by us or our
competitors;

•

announcements by us or our competitors of significant acquisitions, strategic partnerships, joint ventures, or capital
commitments;

•

additions or departures of key
personnel;

•

competition from existing products or new products that may
emerge;

•

issuance of new or updated research or reports by securities
analysts;

•

fluctuations in the valuation of companies perceived by investors to be comparable to
us;

•

disputes or other developments related to proprietary rights, including patents, litigation matters, and our ability to obtain intellectual property protection for our
technologies;

•

acquisitions, if applicable, may not be accretive and may cause dilution to our earnings per
shares;

•

announcement or expectation of additional financing
efforts;

•

sales of our common stock by us or our stockholders;
and

•

general economic and market
conditions.

Furthermore, the stock markets recently have experienced extreme price and volume fluctuations that have affected and continue to affect the market prices of equity
securities of many companies. These fluctuations often have been unrelated or
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disproportionate to the operating performance of those companies. These broad market and industry fluctuations, as well as general economic, political, and market conditions
such as recessions, interest rate changes or international currency fluctuations, may negatively impact the market price of our common stock. In the past, companies that have
experienced volatility in the market price of their stock have been subject to securities class action litigation. We have been and may continue to be the target of this type of
litigation in the future. Securities litigation against us could result in substantial costs and divert our management’s attention from other business concerns, which could
seriously harm our business.
If securities or industry analysts do not publish research or reports about our business, or publish negative reports about our business, our share price and trading
volume could decline.
The trading market for our common stock depends in part on the research and reports that securities or industry analysts publish about us or our business. We do not have
any control over these analysts. If one or more of the analysts who cover us downgrade our shares or change their opinion of our shares, our share price would likely decline. If
one or more of these analysts cease coverage of our Company or fail to regularly publish reports on us, we could lose visibility in the financial markets, which could cause our
share price or trading volume to decline.
Future sales of our common stock in the public market could cause our share price to decline.
Sales of a substantial number of shares of our common stock in the public market or in private transactions, or the perception that these sales might occur, could depress
the market price of our common stock and could impair our ability to raise capital through the sale of additional equity securities. As of June 30, 2019, we had approximately
71.2 million shares of common stock outstanding.
All shares of common stock are freely tradable without restrictions or further registration under the Securities Act of 1933, as amended, or the Securities Act, unless held
by our “affiliates,” as that term is defined under Rule 144 under the Securities Act, or Rule 144.
Our Executive Incentive Bonus Plan permits the settlement of awards under the plan in the form of shares of our common stock. We have issued shares of our common
stock to settle such bonus awards for our employees, including executives, for the 2014 to 2018 performance periods, and we intend to continue this practice in the foreseeable
future. We issued 0.3 million shares of our common stock for the2018 performance period in February 2019. If we issue additional shares of our common stock to settle bonus
awards in the future, such shares may be freely sold in the public market immediately following the issuance of such shares, subject to the applicable conditions of Rule 144 and
our insider trading policy, and the issuance of such shares may have an adverse effect on our share price once they are issued.
We do not intend to pay dividends for the foreseeable future.
We have never declared or paid any cash dividends on our common stock and do not intend to pay any cash dividends in the foreseeable future. We anticipate that we
will retain all of our future earnings for use in the development of our business and for general corporate purposes. Any determination to pay dividends in the future will be at
the discretion of our Board of Directors. Accordingly, investors must rely on sales of their common stock after price appreciation, which may never occur, as the only way to
realize any future gains on their investments.
Risks Relating to Our Acquisitions
In addition to our completed acquisitions, we may, from time to time, make additional business acquisitions or investments, which involve significant risks.
We have completed acquisitions in recent years and may, from time to time, make acquisitions, enter into alliances or make investments in other businesses to
complement our existing product offerings, augment our market coverage or enhance our technological capabilities. However, any such transactions could result in:
•

issuances of equity securities dilutive to our existing
stockholders;

•

substantial cash
payments;

•

the incurrence of substantial debt and assumption of unknown
liabilities;

•

large one-time writeoffs;
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•

amortization expenses related to intangible
assets;

•

a limitation on our ability to use our net operating loss
carryforwards;

•

the diversion of management's time and attention from operating our business to acquisition integration
challenges;

•

stockholder or other litigation relating to the
transaction;

•

adverse tax consequences;
and

•

the potential loss of key employees, customers and suppliers of the acquired
businesses.

Additionally, in periods subsequent to an acquisition, we must evaluate goodwill and acquisition-related intangible assets for impairment. If such assets are found to be
impaired, they will be written down to estimated fair value, with a charge against earnings.
Integrating acquired organizations and their products and services, including the integration of completed acquisitions, may be expensive, time-consuming and a strain on
our resources and our relationships with employees, customers, distributors and suppliers, and ultimately may not be successful. The benefits or synergies we may expect from
the acquisition of complementary or supplementary businesses may not be realized to the extent or in the time frame we initially anticipate. Some of the risks that may affect
our ability to successfully integrate acquired businesses include those associated with:
•

failure to successfully further develop the acquired products or
technology;

•

conforming the acquired company’s standards, policies, processes, procedures and controls with our
operations;

•

coordinating new product and process development, especially with respect to highly complex
technologies;

•

loss of key employees or customers of the acquired
company;

•

hiring additional management and other critical
personnel;

•

in the case of foreign acquisitions, the need to integrate operations across different cultures and languages and to address the particular economic, currency,
political and regulatory risks associated with specific countries;

•

increasing the scope, geographic diversity and complexity of our
operations;

•

consolidation of facilities, integration of the acquired company’s accounting, human resource and other administrative functions and coordination of product,
engineering and sales and marketing functions;

•

the geographic distance between the
companies;

•

liability for activities of the acquired company before the acquisition, including patent and trademark infringement claims, violations of laws, commercial disputes,
tax liabilities and other known and unknown liabilities; and

•

litigation or other claims in connection with the acquired company, including claims for terminated employees, customers, former stockholders or other third
parties.

We have in the past been and may in the future be party to ligation related to acquisitions. Any adverse determination in litigation resulting from acquisitions could have
a material adverse effect on our business and operating results.
Failure to integrate our business and operations successfully with those of acquired businesses in the expected time-frame or otherwise may adversely affect our
operating results and financial condition.
Our history of acquiring businesses is recent, and prior to our acquisition of Exar Corporation, or Exar, we had never pursued an acquisition of that size and complexity.
We may complete larger-scale acquisitions in the future. The success of our recent and future acquisitions depends, in substantial part, on our ability to integrate acquired
businesses and operations efficiently and successfully with those of MaxLinear and to realize fully the anticipated benefits and potential synergies from combining our
companies, including, among others, cost savings from eliminating duplicative functions; potential operational efficiencies in our respective supply chains and in research and
development investments; and potential revenue growth
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resulting from the addition of acquired product portfolios. If we are unable to achieve these objectives, the anticipated benefits and potential synergies from the acquisitions may
not be realized fully or may take longer to realize than expected. Any failure to timely realize these anticipated benefits would have a material adverse effect on our business,
operating results, and financial condition, and could also have a material and adverse effect on the trading price or trading volume of our common stock.
We completed acquisitions in recent years. We have completed the integration process for such acquisitions. We have incurred material restructuring costs in recent
periods, some of which included the termination of employees from acquired businesses. To the extent we acquire additional businesses in the future, we cannot ensure that
integration objectives will not adversely affect our operating results. In connection with the integration process, we could experience the loss of key customers, decreases in
revenues relative to current expectations and increases in operating costs, as well as the disruption of our ongoing businesses, any or all of which could limit our ability to
achieve the anticipated benefits and potential synergies from the acquisitions and have a material adverse effect on our business, operating results, and financial condition.
Our business relationships, including customer relationships, and those of our acquired businesses may be subject to disruption due to uncertainty associated with the
acquisitions.
In response to the completion of our acquisitions, customers, vendors, licensors, and other third parties with whom we do business or the acquired entities did business or
otherwise have relationships may experience uncertainty associated with the acquisitions, and this uncertainty could materially affect their decisions with respect to existing or
future business relationships with us. As a result, we are in many instances unable to evaluate the impact of the acquisition on certain assumed contract rights and obligations,
including intellectual property rights.
These business relationships may be subject to disruption as customers and others may elect to delay or defer purchase or design-win decisions or switch to other
suppliers due to the uncertainty about the direction of our offerings, any perceived unwillingness on our part to support existing legacy acquired products, or any general
perceptions by customers or other third parties that impute operational or business challenges to us arising from the acquisitions. In addition, customers or other third parties
may attempt to negotiate changes in existing business relationships, which may result in additional obligations imposed on us. These disruptions could have a material adverse
effect on our business, operating results, and financial condition. Any loss of customers, customer products, design win opportunities, or other important strategic relationships
could have a material adverse effect on our business, operating results, and financial condition and could have a material and adverse effect on the trading price or trading
volume of our common stock.
In connection with the acquisition of Exar, we incurred $425.0 million of secured term loan indebtedness. We have since entered into an interest rate swap to hedge a
substantial portion of our exposure to rising interest rates applicable to such indebtedness. We have not previously carried long-term indebtedness, which will adversely affect
our operating results and cash-flows as we satisfy our underlying interest and principal payment obligations. We also have not previously engaged in hedging arrangements,
which are subject to fair value measurement and hedge accounting rules and related documentation requirements. If we are unable to maintain favorable cash flow hedge
accounting and changes in fair value of our interest rate swap are recorded in earnings, it may adversely affect our operating results.
MaxLinear financed the acquisition of Exar in part with a secured term loan facility in an aggregate principal amount of approximately $425.0 million, of which$232.0
million remained outstanding as of June 30, 2019. In November 2017, to hedge most of our existing interest rate risk, we entered into a fixed-for-floating interest rate swap
agreement with an amortizing notional amount to swap a substantial portion of our variable rate LIBOR interest payments under the outstanding term loans for fixed interest
payments bearing an interest rate of 1.74685%. Our outstanding debt is still subject to a 2.5% fixed applicable margin during the term of the loan. As a result of entering the
swap, the interest rate on a substantial portion of our long-term debt is effectively fixed at approximately 4.25%. The term loan facility is secured by a first priority security
interest in MaxLinear’s assets, subject to certain customary exceptions, as well as pledges of our equity interests in certain subsidiaries. Prior to the Exar acquisition, we had not
previously carried long-term debt on our balance sheet and have financed our operations principally through working capital generated from operations as well as sales and
issuances of our equity securities. Our indebtedness will continue to adversely affect our operating expenses through interest payment obligations and will continue to adversely
affect our ability to use cash generated from operations as we repay interest and principal under the term loans. In addition, although the term loan provisions do not include
financial covenants, they do include operational covenants that may adversely affect our ability to engage in certain activities, including certain financing and acquisition
transactions, stock repurchases, guarantees, and similar transactions, without obtaining the consent of the lenders, which may or may not be forthcoming. Accordingly,
outstanding indebtedness could adversely affect our operational freedom or ability to pursue strategic transactions that we would otherwise consider to be in the best interests of
stockholders.
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Specifically, our indebtedness could have important consequences to investors in our common stock, including the following:
•

our ability to obtain any necessary financing in the future for working capital, capital expenditures, debt service requirements, or other purposes may be limited or
financing may be unavailable;

•

a substantial portion of our cash flows must be dedicated to the payment of principal and interest on our indebtedness and other obligations and will not be available
for use in our business;

•

our level of indebtedness could limit our flexibility in planning for, or reacting to, changes in our business and the markets in which we
operate;

•

our high degree of indebtedness will make us more vulnerable to changes in general economic conditions and/or a downturn in our business, thereby making it more
difficult for us to satisfy our obligations;

•

we are subject to a fixed rate of interest as a result of entering into a fixed-for-floating interest rate swap agreement in November 2017 to hedge against the potential
that the interest rates applicable to our term loan will increase. Our interest rate under the term loan varies based on a fixed margin over either an adjusted LIBOR or
an adjusted base rate. Interest rates, including LIBOR, have recently increased and may continue to increase in future periods. However, interest rate trends are
inherently difficult to predict and interest rates may significantly increase or decrease over a short period of time. If interest rates were to decrease substantially, we
would pay higher interest expense than market and, as a result, could seek to terminate or modify the terms of the swap prior to its maturity which could result in
termination or other fees and the fair value of our interest rate swap may also decrease substantially; and

•

we are also still subject to variable interest rate risk on the principal balance in excess of the notional amount of the interest rate swap because our interest rate under
the term loan varies based on a fixed margin over either an adjusted LIBOR or an adjusted base rate. Interest rates, including LIBOR, have recently increased and
may continue to increase in future periods. If we are unable to make anticipated prepayments of our indebtedness causing the unhedged portion of our indebtedness
to substantially increase at the same time that interest rates were to increase substantially, it would adversely affect our operating results and could affect our ability
to service the term loan indebtedness.

If we fail to make required debt payments, or if we fail to comply with other covenants in our debt service agreements, we would be in default under the terms of these
agreements. Subject to customary cure rights, any default would permit the holders of the indebtedness to accelerate repayment of this debt and could cause defaults under other
indebtedness that we have, any of which could have a material adverse effect on the trading price of our common stock.
Servicing our indebtedness will require a significant amount of cash, and we may not have sufficient cash flow from our business to pay our substantial indebtedness.
In connection with the term loan facility, we incurred $425.0 million in aggregate principal amount of senior indebtedness, of which approximately$232.0 million
remained outstanding at June 30, 2019. Our substantial indebtedness may increase our vulnerability to any generally adverse economic and industry conditions.
Our ability to make scheduled payments of the principal and interest when due, or to refinance our borrowings under the term loan facility, will depend on our future
performance, which is subject to economic, financial, competitive and other factors beyond our control. Our business may not continue to generate cash flow from operations in
the future sufficient to satisfy our obligations under our indebtedness, and any future indebtedness we may incur and to make necessary capital expenditures. If we are unable to
generate such cash flow, we may be required to adopt one or more alternatives, such as reducing or delaying investments or capital expenditures, selling assets, refinancing or
obtaining additional equity capital on terms that may be onerous or highly dilutive. Our ability to refinance the term loans or existing or future indebtedness will depend on the
capital markets and our financial condition at such time. We may not be able to engage in any of these activities or engage in these activities on desirable terms, which could
result in a default on the loan facility or future indebtedness.
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We may still incur substantially more debt or take other actions, which would intensify the risks discussed immediately above.
We and our subsidiaries may, subject to any limitations in the terms of the term loan facility, incur additional debt, secure existing or future debt, recapitalize our debt or
take a number of other actions that are not limited by the terms of our term loans that could have the effect of diminishing our ability to make payments under the indebtedness
when due. If we incur any additional debt, the related risks that we and our subsidiaries face could intensify.
We have recorded goodwill that could become impaired and adversely affect our future operating results.
Our business acquisitions are accounted for under the acquisition method of accounting by MaxLinear in accordance with accounting principles generally accepted in the
United States. Under the acquisition method of accounting, the assets and liabilities of acquired businesses are recorded, as of completion, at their respective fair values and
added to our assets and liabilities. Our reported financial condition and results of operations after completion of the acquisition reflect acquired businesses' balances and results
but are not restated retroactively to reflect the historical financial position or results of operations of acquired businesses for periods prior to the acquisition. As a result,
comparisons of future results against prior period results will be more difficult for investors.
Under the acquisition method of accounting, the total purchase price is allocated to net tangible assets and identifiable intangible assets of acquired businesses based on
their fair values as of the date of completion of the acquisition. The excess of the purchase price over those fair values is recorded as goodwill. Our acquisitions have resulted in
the creation of goodwill based upon the application of the acquisition method of accounting. To the extent the value of goodwill or other intangible assets become impaired, we
may be required to incur material charges relating to such impairment. We conduct our annual goodwill impairment analysis on October 31 each year, or more frequently if we
believe indicators of impairment exist. In addition, there can be no guarantee that acquired intangible assets, particularly in-process research and development, will generate
revenues or profits that we include in our forecast that is the basis for their fair values as of the acquisition date. Any such impairment charges relating to goodwill or other
intangible assets could have a material impact on our operating results in future periods, and the announcement of a material impairment could have an adverse effect on the
trading price and trading volume of our common stock. As of June 30, 2019, our balance sheet reflected goodwill of $238.3 million and other intangible assets of $216.3
million, including in-process research and development, or IPR&D, intangible assets of$2.9 million, and we could recognize impairment charges in the future.
ITEM 2.

UNREGISTERED SALES OF EQUITY SECURITIES AND USE OF
PROCEEDS

Recent Sales of Unregistered Securities
None.
Recent Repurchases of Equity Securities
None.
ITEM 3.

DEFAULTS UPON SENIOR
SECURITIES

None.
ITEM 4.

MINE SAFETY
DISCLOSURES

Not applicable.
ITEM 5.

OTHER
INFORMATION

None.
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ITEM 6.

EXHIBITS

Exhibit Number

+10.1(**)
31.1
31.2
32.1(*)
101.INS
101.SCH
101.CAL
101.DEF
101.LAB
101.PRE
+
(*)

(**)

Exhibit Title

Form of Restricted Stock Unit Award Agreement for Performance-Based Awards under the 2010 Equity Incentive Plan
Certification of Principal Executive Officer pursuant to Section 302 of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002.
Certification of Principal Financial Officer pursuant to Section 302 of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002.
Certification pursuant to 18 U.S.C. Section 1350, as adopted pursuant to Section 906 of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002.
XBRL Instance Document
XBRL Taxonomy Extension Schema Document
XBRL Taxonomy Extension Calculation Linkbase Document
XBRL Taxonomy Extension Definition Linkbase Document
XBRL Taxonomy Extension Label Linkbase Document
XBRL Taxonomy Extension Presentation Linkbase Document

Indicates a management contract or compensatory plan.
In accordance with Item 601(b)(32)(ii) of Regulation S-K and SEC Release No. 33-8238 and 34-47986, Final Rule: Management’s Reports on Internal Control
Over Financial Reporting and Certification of Disclosure in Exchange Act Periodic Reports, the certifications furnished pursuant to this item will not be deemed
“filed” for purposes of Section 18 of the Exchange Act (15 U.S.C. 78r), or otherwise subject to the liability of that section. Such certification will not be deemed to
be incorporated by reference into any filing under the Securities Act or the Exchange Act, except to the extent that the registrant specifically incorporates it by
reference.
Portions of this exhibit have been omitted pursuant to Item 601(b)(10) of Regulation S-K. The Company agrees to furnish to the Securities and Exchange
Commission a copy of any omitted portions of the exhibit upon request.
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SIGNATURES
Pursuant to the requirements of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, the registrant has duly caused this report to be signed on its behalf by the undersigned thereunto
duly authorized.

MAXLINEAR, INC.
(Registrant)
Date:

July 25, 2019

By:

/s/ Steven G. Litchfield
Steven G. Litchfield
Chief Financial Officer and Chief Corporate Strategy Officer
(Principal Financial Officer and Duly Authorized Officer)
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Exhibit 10.1
CERTAIN CONFIDENTIAL INFORMATION CONTAINED IN THIS DOCUMENT HAS BEEN OMITTED BECAUSE IT
IS BOTH (I) NOT MATERIAL AND (II) WOULD BE COMPETITIVELY HARMFUL IF PUBLICLY DISCLOSED.
INFORMATION THAT HAS BEEN OMITTED HAS BEEN NOTED IN THIS DOCUMENT WITH A PLACEHOLDER
IDENTIFIED BY THE MARK “[***]”.
MAXLINEAR, INC.
2010 EQUITY INCENTIVE PLAN
RESTRICTED STOCK UNIT AWARD AGREEMENT
Unless otherwise defined herein, the terms defined in the MaxLinear, Inc. 2010 Equity Incentive Plan (the “Plan”) will have the same defined meanings in this Restricted
Stock Unit Award Agreement (the “Award Agreement”).

I.

NOTICE OF RESTRICTED STOCK UNIT GRANT

Participant Name:
Address:
You have been granted the right to receive an Award of Restricted Stock Units, subject to the terms and conditions of the Plan and this Award Agreement, as follows:
Grant Number
Date of Grant
Maximum Number of Restricted Stock Units
Target Number of Restricted Stock Units
Vesting Schedule:
Subject to any acceleration provisions contained in the Plan, any separate agreement between the above-named award Participant and the Company, or set forth below,
the Restricted Stock Units will vest in accordance with the following schedule:
A.

General
The number of Restricted Stock Units subject to the Award that will become eligible for vesting as set forth below will depend upon (i) the Company Revenue (as

defined below) as compared to the Benchmark Company Revenue (as defined below) of each company listed on Exhibit B (each, a “Benchmark Company” and together, the
“Benchmark Companies”) (the Company’s percentage increase or decrease of Company Revenue compared to the percentage increase or decrease of Benchmark Company
Revenue of the Benchmark Companies, the “Revenue Result”), and (ii) the Company EPS (as defined below) as compared to the Benchmark Company EPS (as defined below)
(the Company’s percentage increase or decrease of Company EPS compared to the percentage increase or decrease of Benchmark Company EPS of the Benchmark Companies,
the “EPS Result”),
1
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for each Measurement Period (as defined below), or such time period as described below, and will be determined in accordance with this Award Agreement.
See Exhibit B for (i) a complete listing of the Benchmark Companies as of the Date of Grant, and (ii) information relating to changes to the Benchmark Companies
during the Performance Period (as defined below).
Performance and Measurement Periods
The “Performance Period” will begin on January 1, 2019 (the “Commencement Date”) and will end on December 31, 2021 (the “Anniversary Date”), with the
Company’s performance measured for each of the Company’s 2019 fiscal year (the “ First Performance Period”), 2019 and 2020 fiscal years (the “Second Performance
Period”) and 2019, 2020, and 2021 fiscal years (the “Third Performance Period”) (each, a “Measurement Period” and the last day of each of the Company’s 2019, 2020 and
2021 fiscal years, or a Change in Control Measurement Date (as defined below), a “Measurement Date”). The Anniversary Date, or if earlier, the consummation of the Change
in Control (the “Closing”), is referred to herein as the “Period End Date.”
Weighting
The Revenue Result will be weighted at 60% and the EPS Result will be weighted at 40%, such that 60% of the Restricted Stock Units subject to the Award may
become Eligible Restricted Stock Units (as defined below) based on the Revenue Result (the “Revenue Eligible Restricted Stock Units”) and 40% of the Restricted Stock
Units subject to the Award may become Eligible Restricted Stock Units based on the EPS Result (the “EPS Eligible Restricted Stock Units”).
Measurement of Performance
Absent a Change in Control, for the First Performance Period, no more than 30% of the Target Number of Restricted Stock Units may become Eligible Restricted
Stock Units, and for the Second Performance Period, no more than 100% of the Target Number of Restricted Stock Units may become Eligible Restricted Stock Units reduced
by the number of Restricted Stock Units that became Eligible Restricted Stock Units for the First Performance Period. For these two Measurement Periods, if performance under
the Revenue Result Calculation and EPS Result Calculation as described below results in greater than 50th percentile ranking, only 100% of the Target Number of Restricted
Stock Units for the applicable Measurement Period may become Eligible Restricted Stock Units, but for performance between the 25th and 50th percentiles, the number of
Restricted Stock Units that may become Eligible Restricted Stock Units will be applied on a linear interpolation basis, but only as to the Target Number of Restricted Stock
Units that are eligible to become Eligible Restricted Stock Units for the applicable Measurement Period, and this will be applied separately to Revenue Result and EPS Result,
respectively, for each Measurement Period. For example, for performance at the 75th percentile for the Revenue Result but at the 25th percentile for the EPS Result for the 2019
Measurement Period, then 24% of the Target Number of Restricted Stock Units will become Eligible Restricted Stock Units for the 2019 Measurement Period (18% relating to
the Revenue Result and 6% relating to the EPS Result).
For the Measurement Date relating to the Third Performance Period or the Change in Control Measurement Date (as defined below) (such date, the “Final
Measurement Date”), the number of Target Number of Restricted Stock Units that can
2
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become Eligible Restricted Stock Units will be reduced by the number of Restricted Stock Units that became Eligible Restricted Stock Units for prior Measurement Periods.
The number of Restricted Stock Units subject to the Award that will become eligible to vest subject to satisfying the Service Requirement described below (“Eligible
Restricted Stock Units”) will be determined by the Compensation Committee of the Company’s Board of Directors (the “Compensation Committee”) in its sole discretion
within sixty (60) days of the completion of each Measurement Period, or, in the event of a Change in Control, following the Signing Date (as defined below) but in any event
prior to the Closing (the “Change in Control Measurement Date”). For purposes of the Award Agreement, “ Signing Date” means the date of execution of the definitive
agreement pursuant to which the Change in Control becomes effective.
Service Requirement; Termination of Award
In order to be eligible to earn any Eligible Restricted Stock Units with respect to a Measurement Period, Participant must remain a Service Provider through a
Measurement Date, and to earn any Eligible Restricted Stock Units with respect to a Change in Control Measurement Date, Participant must remain a Service Provider until
immediately prior to the Closing (the “Service Requirement”). For avoidance of doubt, if Participant satisfies the Service Requirement with respect to a Measurement Period
but ceases to be a Service Provider prior to the date the Compensation Committee makes the determination of the level of achievement for that particular Measurement Period,
then this Award will remain outstanding through the date the Compensation Committee is able to make such determination and the Award is settled to the extent it is determined
that a number of Eligible Restricted Stock Units were earned.
Other than as set forth in the immediately preceding paragraph or in connection with a Qualifying Termination that occurs prior to a Change in Control (and during the
Change of Control Period (as such term is defined in the Participant’s Change in Control and Severance Agreement or Amended and Restated Change in Control and Severance
Agreement with the Company (either, the “ Severance Agreement”)) as described below, if Participant ceases to be a Service Provider, any outstanding Restricted Stock Units
subject to the Award will terminate and be cancelled and Participant will have no further rights with respect to such Restricted Stock Units. Further, any Restricted Stock Units
subject to the Award that are determined to not have become Eligible Restricted Stock Units in connection with the Final Measurement Date shall terminate and be cancelled
and Participant will have no further rights with respect to such Restricted Stock Units.
B.

Revenue Result - Performance Matrix
The Revenue Result will be determined following the completion of each Measurement Period, or, if earlier, upon the Change in Control Measurement Date.
“Company Revenue” means the Company’s percentage increase or decrease (rounded to the nearest hundredth) in (A) revenue for the last fiscal year in the

Measurement Period as determined in accordance with Generally Accepted Accounting Principles (“ GAAP”) and reported in the Company’s Form 10-K, as compared to (B)
revenue for the fourth quarter of the Company’s 2018 fiscal year, as determined in accordance with GAAP and reported in the Company’s Form 10-K, and multiplied by four,
except that in the event of a Change in Control and for purposes of (A) of this definition, “Company Revenue” will mean the Company’s GAAP revenue that the Company has
accrued for financial accounting purposes as of its most recently completed fiscal quarter prior to the Signing Date for the last fiscal year in the Third Performance Period.
3
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The “Benchmark Company Revenue” means, for each Benchmark Company, the Benchmark Company’s percentage increase or decrease (rounded to the nearest
hundredth) in (A) GAAP revenue for the four most recently completed fiscal quarters on or prior to the last day of the applicable Measurement Period as determined by
Thomson Reuters, as compared to (B) GAAP revenue for the Benchmark Company’s most recently completed fiscal quarter prior to the Commencement Date as determined by
Thomson Reuters, and multiplied by four, except that in the event of a Change in Control and for purposes of (A) of this definition, “Benchmark Company Revenue” will
mean the applicable Benchmark Company’s estimated GAAP revenue for the four most recently completed fiscal quarters on or prior to the last day of the Third Performance
Period as determined by Thomson Reuters as of the Change in Control Measurement Date. If as of the Change in Control Measurement Date Thomson Reuters does not have
estimates available for any Benchmark Company’s GAAP revenue for the four most recently completed fiscal quarters on or prior to the last day of the Third Performance
Period, the Compensation Committee will in good faith determine the estimated GAAP revenue for such Benchmark Company using such methodology as it determines to be
reasonable using the actual and estimated GAAP revenue provided by Thomson Reuters for such Benchmark Company that are available for the four most recently completed
fiscal quarters on or prior to the last day of the Change in Control Measurement Date.
As of each Measurement Date, the Company Revenue and the Benchmark Company Revenue will be calculated and each of the Benchmark Companies will be listed
based on their respective Benchmark Company Revenue in order of largest to smallest percentages and the Company will also be included in this ordered list based on the
Company Revenue (together, the “Revenue Ranking Group”). The number of Restricted Stock Units that become Revenue Eligible Restricted Stock Units as a result of the
Revenue Result will be determined as set forth below.
Revenue Result Calculation:

Level*

Company’s Position in the Revenue Ranking Group

Target Number of Restricted Stock Units that Become
Revenue Eligible Restricted Stock Units**

1

Below 25th percentile

0%

2

25th percentile

50%

3

50th percentile

100%

4

75th percentile

250%

* The number of Restricted Stock Units that will become Revenue Eligible Restricted Stock Units shall be calculated linearly between levels 2 and 3 and 3 and 4.
** Any partial Shares will be rounded down to the nearest whole Share and any fractional Shares will be forfeited for no consideration.
C.

EPS Result - Performance Matrix
The EPS Result will be determined following the completion of each Measurement Period, or, if earlier, upon the Change in Control Measurement Date.
“Company EPS” means the Company’s percentage increase or decrease (rounded to the nearest hundredth) in (A) non-GAAP earnings per share for the last fiscal year

in the Measurement Period as reported in the Company’s earnings release(s), as
4
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compared to (B) non-GAAP earnings per share for the fourth quarter of the Company’s 2018 fiscal year as reported in the Company’s earnings release, and multiplied by four,
except that in the event of a Change in Control and for purposes of (A) of this definition, “Company EPS” will mean the Company’s non-GAAP earnings per share that the
Company has accrued for financial accounting purposes as of its most recently completed fiscal quarter prior to the Change in Control Measurement Date for the last fiscal year
in the Third Performance Period.
The “Benchmark Company EPS” means, for each Benchmark Company, the Benchmark Company’s percentage increase or decrease (rounded to the nearest
hundredth) in (A) non-GAAP earnings per share as reported in the Benchmark Company’s earnings release(s) for the four most recently completed fiscal quarters on or prior to
the last day of the applicable Measurement Period as determined by Thomson Reuters, as compared to (B) non-GAAP earnings per share as reported in the Benchmark
Company’s earnings release for the Benchmark Company’s most recently completed fiscal quarter prior to the Commencement Date as determined by Thomson Reuters, and
multiplied by four, except that in the event of a Change in Control and for purposes of (A) of this definition, “Benchmark Company EPS” will mean the applicable Benchmark
Company’s estimated non-GAAP earnings per share for the four most recently completed fiscal quarters on or prior to the last day of the Third Performance Period as
determined by Thomson Reuters as of the Change in Control Measurement Date. If as of the Change in Control Measurement Date Thomson Reuters does not have estimates
available for any Benchmark Company’s non-GAAP earnings per share for the four most recently completed fiscal quarters on or prior to the last day of the Third Performance
Period, the Compensation Committee will in good faith determine the estimated non-GAAP earnings per share for such Benchmark Company using such methodology as it
determines to be reasonable using the actual and estimated earnings per share provided by Thomson Reuters for such Benchmark Company that are available for the four most
recently completed fiscal quarters on or prior to the last day of the Change in Control Measurement Date.
As of each Measurement Date, the Company EPS and the Benchmark Company EPS will be calculated and each of the Benchmark Companies will be listed based on
their respective Benchmark Company EPS in order of largest to smallest percentages and the Company will also be included in this ordered list based on the Company EPS
(together, the “EPS Ranking Group”). The number of Restricted Stock Units that become EPS Eligible Restricted Stock Units will be determined as set forth below.
EPS Result Calculation:

Level*

Company’s Position in the EPS Ranking Group

Target Number of Restricted Stock Units that Become
EPS Eligible Restricted Stock Units**

1

Below 25th percentile

0%

2

25th

percentile

50%

3

50th percentile

100%

4

75th percentile

250%

* The number of Restricted Stock Units that will become EPS Eligible Restricted Stock Units shall be calculated linearly between levels 2 and 3 and 3 and 4.
** Any partial Shares will be rounded down to the nearest whole Share and any fractional Shares will be forfeited for no consideration.
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D.

Change in Control
In the event of a Change in Control that occurs prior to the Anniversary Date, the Performance Period will terminate and the number of Eligible Restricted Stock Units

will be equal to the number of Eligible Restricted Stock Units calculated pursuant to the terms of the Agreement, or, if greater, the Target Number of Restricted Stock Units. The
Eligible Restricted Stock Units will then be scheduled to vest on the Anniversary Date, subject to Participant continuing to be a Service Provider through such date.
Notwithstanding the foregoing sentence, if, following the Change in Control, (i) Participant terminates his or her employment with the Company (or any parent, subsidiary, or
successor of the Company) for Good Reason (as such term is defined in the Severance Agreement) or (ii) the Company (or any parent, subsidiary or successor of the Company)
terminates Participant’s employment without Cause (as such term is defined in the Severance Agreement) (in either event, a “Qualifying Termination”), and, in each case, such
termination occurs prior to the Anniversary Date, then, subject to Participant signing and not revoking the release of claims as required by Section 4 of the Severance
Agreement, 100% of the Eligible Restricted Stock Units will fully vest. Further, in the event of a Change in Control where the acquiror does not assume, continue or substitute
for the Award, the vesting of the Award will accelerate as set forth in Section 16(c) of the Plan as it applies to awards of Restricted Stock Units subject to service-based vesting
only.
E.

Change in Control Qualifying Termination
If the Company terminates Participant’s employment as a result of a Qualifying Termination that occurs prior to a Change in Control (and during the Change of

Control Period (as such term is defined in the Severance Agreement)), then any unvested portion of the Restricted Stock Units will remain outstanding for three (3) months or
the occurrence of a Change in Control (whichever is earlier) so that the determination of the number of Eligible Restricted Stock Units, if any, can be calculated in accordance
with the terms of this Award Agreement. If no Change in Control occurs within three (3)-month period following Participant’s termination, any Restricted Stock Units subject to
the Award that had not previously been determined to be Eligible Restricted Stock Units will terminate and be cancelled and Participant will have no further rights with respect
to such Restricted Stock Units.
oOo
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By Participant’s grant acceptance pursuant to such Participant’s online account at E*Trade, Participant agrees that this Award of Restricted Stock Units is granted under
and governed by the terms and conditions of the Plan and this Award Agreement, including the Terms and Conditions of Restricted Stock Unit Grant, attached hereto as Exhibit
A, all of which are made a part of this document. Participant has reviewed the Plan and this Award Agreement in their entirety, has had an opportunity to obtain the advice of
counsel prior to executing this Award Agreement and fully understands all provisions of the Plan and Award Agreement. Participant hereby agrees to accept as binding,
conclusive and final all decisions or interpretations of the Administrator upon any questions relating to the Plan and Award Agreement. Participant further agrees to notify the
Company upon any change in the residence address.
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EXHIBIT A
TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF RESTRICTED STOCK UNIT GRANT
1. Grant. The Company hereby grants to the Participant named in the Notice of Grant attached as Part I of this Award Agreement (the “Participant”) under the Plan an
Award of Restricted Stock Units, subject to all of the terms and conditions in this Award Agreement and the Plan, which is incorporated herein by reference. Subject to
Section 19 of the Plan, in the event of a conflict between the terms and conditions of the Plan and the terms and conditions of this Award Agreement, the terms and conditions of
the Plan will prevail.
2. Company’s Obligation to Pay. Each Restricted Stock Unit represents the right to receive a Share on the date it vests. Unless and until the Restricted Stock Units will
have vested in the manner set forth in Section 3, Participant will have no right to payment of any such Restricted Stock Units. Prior to actual payment of any vested Restricted
Stock Units, such Restricted Stock Unit will represent an unsecured obligation of the Company, payable (if at all) only from the general assets of the Company. Any Restricted
Stock Units that vest in accordance with Sections 3 or 4 will be paid to Participant (or in the event of Participant’s death, to his or her estate) in whole Shares, subject to
Participant satisfying any applicable tax withholding obligations as set forth in Section 7. Subject to the provisions of Section 4, such vested Restricted Stock Units will be paid
in Shares as soon as practicable after vesting, but in each such case within the period ending no later than the date that is two and one-half (2 1/2) months from the end of the
Company’s tax year that includes the vesting date.
3. Vesting Schedule. Except as provided in Section 4, and subject to Section 5, the Restricted Stock Units awarded by this Award Agreement will vest in accordance with
the vesting provisions set forth in the Notice of Grant. Restricted Stock Units scheduled to vest on a certain date or upon the occurrence of a certain condition will not vest in
Participant in accordance with any of the provisions of this Award Agreement, unless Participant will have been continuously a Service Provider from the Date of Grant until
the date such vesting occurs.
4. Administrator Discretion. The Administrator, in its discretion, may accelerate the vesting of the balance, or some lesser portion of the balance, of the unvested
Restricted Stock Units at any time, subject to the terms of the Plan. If so accelerated, such Restricted Stock Units will be considered as having vested as of the date specified by
the Administrator.
Notwithstanding anything in the Plan or this Award Agreement to the contrary, if the vesting of the balance, or some lesser portion of the balance, of the Restricted
Stock Units is accelerated in connection with Participant’s termination as a Service Provider (provided that such termination is a “separation from service” within the meaning
of Section 409A, as determined by the Company), other than due to death, and if (x) Participant is a “specified employee” within the meaning of Section 409A at the time of
such termination as a Service Provider and (y) the payment of such accelerated Restricted Stock Units will result in the imposition of additional tax under Section 409A if paid
to Participant on or within the six (6) month period following Participant’s termination as a Service Provider, then the payment of such accelerated Restricted Stock Units will
not be made until the date six (6) months and one (1) day following the date of Participant’s termination as a Service Provider, unless the Participant dies following his or her
termination as a Service Provider, in which case, the Restricted Stock Units will be paid in Shares to the Participant’s estate as soon as practicable following his or her death. It
is the intent of this Award Agreement to comply with the requirements of Section 409A so that none of the Restricted Stock Units provided under this Award Agreement or
Shares issuable thereunder will be subject to the additional tax imposed under Section 409A, and any ambiguities herein will be interpreted to so comply. For purposes of this
Award Agreement, “Section 409A” means
8
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Section 409A of the Code, and any proposed, temporary or final Treasury Regulations and Internal Revenue Service guidance thereunder, as each may be amended from time to
time.
5. Forfeiture upon Termination of Status as a Service Provider. Notwithstanding any contrary provision of this Award Agreement, the balance of the Restricted Stock
Units that have not vested as of the time of Participant’s termination as a Service Provider for any or no reason and Participant’s right to acquire any Shares hereunder will
immediately terminate.
6. Death of Participant. Any distribution or delivery to be made to Participant under this Award Agreement will, if Participant is then deceased, be made to Participant’s
designated beneficiary, or if no beneficiary survives Participant, the administrator or executor of Participant’s estate. Any such transferee must furnish the Company with
(a) written notice of his or her status as transferee, and (b) evidence satisfactory to the Company to establish the validity of the transfer and compliance with any laws or
regulations pertaining to said transfer.
7. Withholding of Taxes. Notwithstanding any contrary provision of this Award Agreement, no certificate representing the Shares will be issued to Participant, unless and
until satisfactory arrangements (as determined by the Administrator) will have been made by Participant with respect to the payment of income, employment and other taxes
which the Company determines must be withheld with respect to such Shares. The Administrator, in its sole discretion and pursuant to such procedures as it may specify from
time to time, may permit Participant to satisfy such tax withholding obligation, in whole or in part (without limitation) by (a) paying cash, (b) electing to have the Company
withhold otherwise deliverable Shares having a Fair Market Value equal to the minimum amount required to be withheld, (c) delivering to the Company already vested and
owned Shares having a Fair Market Value equal to the amount required to be withheld, or (d) selling a sufficient number of such Shares otherwise deliverable to Participant
through such means as the Company may determine in its sole discretion (whether through a broker or otherwise) equal to the amount required to be withheld. To the extent
determined appropriate by the Company in its discretion, it will have the right (but not the obligation) to satisfy any tax withholding obligations by reducing the number of
Shares otherwise deliverable to Participant. If Participant fails to make satisfactory arrangements for the payment of any required tax withholding obligations hereunder at the
time any applicable Restricted Stock Units otherwise are scheduled to vest pursuant to Sections 3 or 4, Participant will permanently forfeit such Restricted Stock Units and any
right to receive Shares thereunder and the Restricted Stock Units will be returned to the Company at no cost to the Company.
Notwithstanding the foregoing, until and unless the Administrator determines otherwise, if, on the date Participant incurs a liability for the payment of income,
employment and other taxes which the Company determines must be withheld with respect to such Shares, Participant is an employee of the Company or its Parent or
Subsidiary who is subject to Section 16 of the Exchange Act (a “Section 16 Officer”), then the Company (or the employing or retaining Parent or Subsidiary), will withhold
from the number of Shares otherwise deliverable under this Award of Restricted Stock Units a number of Shares sufficient to pay such tax withholding obligation; provided,
however, that the Shares to be withheld must have vested pursuant to the terms of this Award Agreement and the Plan. The Company shall not retain fractional Shares to satisfy
any portion of the tax withholding obligation. Accordingly, if any withholding is done through the withholding of Shares, Participant shall pay to the Company an amount in
cash sufficient to satisfy the remaining tax withholding obligation due and payable as a result of the Company not retaining fractional Shares. Should the Company be unable to
procure such cash amounts from Participant, Participant agrees and acknowledges that Participant is giving the Company permission to withhold from Participant’s paycheck(s)
an amount equal to the remaining tax withholding obligation due and payable as a result of the Company not retaining fractional Shares.
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8. Rights as Stockholder. Neither Participant nor any person claiming under or through Participant will have any of the rights or privileges of a stockholder of the
Company in respect of any Shares deliverable hereunder unless and until certificates representing such Shares will have been issued, recorded on the records of the Company or
its transfer agents or registrars, and delivered to Participant. After such issuance, recordation and delivery, Participant will have all the rights of a stockholder of the Company
with respect to voting such Shares and receipt of dividends and distributions on such Shares.
9. No Guarantee of Continued Service. PARTICIPANT ACKNOWLEDGES AND AGREES THAT THE VESTING OF THE RESTRICTED STOCK UNITS
PURSUANT TO THE VESTING SCHEDULE HEREOF IS EARNED ONLY BY CONTINUING AS A SERVICE PROVIDER AT THE WILL OF THE COMPANY (OR
THE PARENT OR SUBSIDIARY EMPLOYING OR RETAINING PARTICIPANT) AND NOT THROUGH THE ACT OF BEING HIRED, BEING GRANTED THIS
AWARD OF RESTRICTED STOCK UNITS OR ACQUIRING SHARES HEREUNDER. PARTICIPANT FURTHER ACKNOWLEDGES AND AGREES THAT THIS
AWARD AGREEMENT, THE TRANSACTIONS CONTEMPLATED HEREUNDER AND THE VESTING SCHEDULE SET FORTH HEREIN DO NOT CONSTITUTE
AN EXPRESS OR IMPLIED PROMISE OF CONTINUED ENGAGEMENT AS A SERVICE PROVIDER FOR THE VESTING PERIOD, FOR ANY PERIOD, OR AT
ALL, AND WILL NOT INTERFERE IN ANY WAY WITH PARTICIPANT’S RIGHT OR THE RIGHT OF THE COMPANY (OR THE PARENT OR SUBSIDIARY
EMPLOYING OR RETAINING PARTICIPANT) TO TERMINATE PARTICIPANT’S RELATIONSHIP AS A SERVICE PROVIDER AT ANY TIME, WITH OR
WITHOUT CAUSE.
10. Address for Notices. Any notice to be given to the Company under the terms of this Award Agreement will be addressed to the Company, in care of its Stock Plan
Administrator at MaxLinear, Inc., 2051 Palomar Airport Road, Suite 100, Carlsbad, California 92011, or at such other address as the Company may hereafter designate in
writing.
11. Grant is Not Transferable. Except to the limited extent provided in Section 6, this grant and the rights and privileges conferred hereby will not be transferred, assigned,
pledged or hypothecated in any way (whether by operation of law or otherwise) and will not be subject to sale under execution, attachment or similar process. Upon any attempt
to transfer, assign, pledge, hypothecate or otherwise dispose of this grant, or any right or privilege conferred hereby, or upon any attempted sale under any execution, attachment
or similar process, this grant and the rights and privileges conferred hereby immediately will become null and void.
12. Binding Agreement. Subject to the limitation on the transferability of this grant contained herein, this Award Agreement will be binding upon and inure to the benefit
of the heirs, legatees, legal representatives, successors and assigns of the parties hereto.
13. Additional Conditions to Issuance of Stock. If at any time the Company will determine, in its discretion, that the listing, registration or qualification of the Shares upon
any securities exchange or under any state or federal law, or the consent or approval of any governmental regulatory authority is necessary or desirable as a condition to the
issuance of Shares to Participant (or his or her estate), such issuance will not occur unless and until such listing, registration, qualification, consent or approval will have been
effected or obtained free of any conditions not acceptable to the Company. Where the Company determines that the delivery of the payment of any Shares will violate federal
securities laws or other applicable laws, the Company will defer delivery until the earliest date at which the Company reasonably anticipates that the delivery of Shares will
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no longer cause such violation. The Company will make all reasonable efforts to meet the requirements of any such state or federal law or securities exchange and to obtain any
such consent or approval of any such governmental authority.
14. Plan Governs. This Award Agreement is subject to all terms and provisions of the Plan. In the event of a conflict between one or more provisions of this Award
Agreement and one or more provisions of the Plan, the provisions of the Plan will govern. Capitalized terms used and not defined in this Award Agreement will have the
meaning set forth in the Plan.
15. Administrator Authority. The Administrator will have the power to interpret the Plan and this Award Agreement and to adopt such rules for the administration,
interpretation and application of the Plan as are consistent therewith and to interpret or revoke any such rules (including, but not limited to, the determination of whether or not
any Restricted Stock Units have vested). All actions taken and all interpretations and determinations made by the Administrator in good faith will be final and binding upon
Participant, the Company and all other interested persons. No member of the Administrator will be personally liable for any action, determination or interpretation made in good
faith with respect to the Plan or this Award Agreement.
16. Electronic Delivery. The Company may, in its sole discretion, decide to deliver any documents related to Restricted Stock Units awarded under the Plan or future
Restricted Stock Units that may be awarded under the Plan by electronic means or request Participant’s consent to participate in the Plan by electronic means. Participant hereby
consents to receive such documents by electronic delivery and agrees to participate in the Plan through any on-line or electronic system established and maintained by the
Company or another third party designated by the Company.
17. Captions. Captions provided herein are for convenience only and are not to serve as a basis for interpretation or construction of this Award Agreement.
18. Agreement Severable. In the event that any provision in this Award Agreement will be held invalid or unenforceable, such provision will be severable from, and such
invalidity or unenforceability will not be construed to have any effect on, the remaining provisions of this Award Agreement.
19. Modifications to the Agreement. This Award Agreement constitutes the entire understanding of the parties on the subjects covered. Participant expressly warrants that
he or she is not accepting this Award Agreement in reliance on any promises, representations, or inducements other than those contained herein. Modifications to this Award
Agreement or the Plan can be made only in an express written contract executed by a duly authorized officer of the Company. Notwithstanding anything to the contrary in the
Plan or this Award Agreement, the Company reserves the right to revise this Award Agreement as it deems necessary or advisable, in its sole discretion and without the consent
of Participant, to comply with Section 409A or to otherwise avoid imposition of any additional tax or income recognition under Section 409A in connection to this Award of
Restricted Stock Units.
20. Amendment, Suspension or Termination of the Plan. By accepting this Award, Participant expressly warrants that he or she has received an Award of Restricted Stock
Units under the Plan, and has received, read and understood a description of the Plan. Participant understands that the Plan is discretionary in nature and may be amended,
suspended or terminated by the Company at any time.
21. Governing Law. This Award Agreement will be governed by the laws of the State of California, without giving effect to the conflict of law principles thereof. For
purposes of litigating any dispute that arises under this Award of Restricted Stock
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Units or this Award Agreement, the parties hereby submit to and consent to the jurisdiction of the State of California, and agree that such litigation will be conducted in the
courts of San Diego County, California, or the federal courts for the United States for the Southern District of California, and no other courts, where this Award of Restricted
Stock Units is made and/or to be performed.
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EXHIBIT B
Benchmark Companies
[***]
The following will govern changes during the Performance Period to the companies listed in the Benchmark Companies:
1.

If a company stops trading publicly and is delisted or goes bankrupt, the company will be removed from the Benchmark
Companies.

2.

The Compensation Committee retains discretion to make any adjustments to the Benchmark Companies as it deems appropriate to reflect unintended and unforeseen
circumstances occurring with respect to the Benchmark Companies.
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EXHIBIT 31.1
Certification of Principal Executive Officer Pursuant to Section 302 of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002
I, Kishore Seendripu, Ph.D., certify that:
1.

I have reviewed this Form 10-Q of
MaxLinear, Inc.;

2.

Based on my knowledge, this report does not contain any untrue statement of a material fact or omit to state a material fact necessary to make the statements made, in light
of the circumstances under which such statements were made, not misleading with respect to the period covered by this report;

3.

Based on my knowledge, the financial statements, and other financial information included in this report, fairly present in all material respects the financial condition,
results of operations and cash flows of the registrant as of, and for, the periods presented in this report;

4.

The registrant's other certifying officer and I are responsible for establishing and maintaining disclosure controls and procedures (as defined in Exchange Act Rules 13a15(e) and 15d-15(e)) and internal control over financial reporting (as defined in Exchange Act Rules 13a-15(f) and 15d-15(f)) for the registrant and have:

5.

a)

Designed such disclosure controls and procedures, or caused such disclosure controls and procedures to be designed under our supervision, to ensure that material
information relating to the registrant, including its consolidated subsidiaries, is made known to us by others within those entities, particularly during the period in which
this report is being prepared;

b)

Designed such internal control over financial reporting, or caused such internal control over financial reporting to be designed under our supervision, to provide
reasonable assurance regarding the reliability of financial reporting and the preparation of financial statements for external purposes in accordance with generally
accepted accounting principles;

c)

Evaluated the effectiveness of the registrant's disclosure controls and procedures and presented in this report our conclusions about the effectiveness of the disclosure
controls and procedures, as of the end of the period covered by this report based on such evaluation; and

d)

Disclosed in this report any change in the registrant's internal control over financial reporting that occurred during the registrant's most recent fiscal quarter (the
registrant's fourth fiscal quarter in the case of an annual report) that has materially affected, or is reasonably likely to materially affect, the registrant's internal control
over financial reporting; and

The registrant's other certifying officer and I have disclosed, based on our most recent evaluation of internal control over financial reporting, to the registrant's auditors and
the audit committee of the registrant's board of directors (or persons performing the equivalent functions):
a)

All significant deficiencies and material weaknesses in the design or operation of internal control over financial reporting which are reasonably likely to adversely
affect the registrant's ability to record, process, summarize and report financial information; and

b)

Any fraud, whether or not material, that involves management or other employees who have a significant role in the registrant's internal control over financial
reporting.

Date:

July 25, 2019

/s/ Kishore Seendripu, Ph.D.
Kishore Seendripu, Ph.D.
President and Chief Executive Officer
(Principal Executive Officer)

EXHIBIT 31.2
Certification of Principal Financial Officer Pursuant to Section 302 of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002
I, Steven G. Litchfield, certify that:
1.

I have reviewed this Form 10-Q of
MaxLinear, Inc.;

2.

Based on my knowledge, this report does not contain any untrue statement of a material fact or omit to state a material fact necessary to make the statements made, in light
of the circumstances under which such statements were made, not misleading with respect to the period covered by this report;

3.

Based on my knowledge, the financial statements, and other financial information included in this report, fairly present in all material respects the financial condition,
results of operations and cash flows of the registrant as of, and for, the periods presented in this report;

4.

The registrant's other certifying officer and I are responsible for establishing and maintaining disclosure controls and procedures (as defined in Exchange Act Rules 13a15(e) and 15d-15(e)) and internal control over financial reporting (as defined in Exchange Act Rules 13a-15(f) and 15d-15(f)) for the registrant and have:

5.

a)

Designed such disclosure controls and procedures, or caused such disclosure controls and procedures to be designed under our supervision, to ensure that material
information relating to the registrant, including its consolidated subsidiaries, is made known to us by others within those entities, particularly during the period in which
this report is being prepared;

b)

Designed such internal control over financial reporting, or caused such internal control over financial reporting to be designed under our supervision, to provide
reasonable assurance regarding the reliability of financial reporting and the preparation of financial statements for external purposes in accordance with generally
accepted accounting principles;

c)

Evaluated the effectiveness of the registrant's disclosure controls and procedures and presented in this report our conclusions about the effectiveness of the disclosure
controls and procedures, as of the end of the period covered by this report based on such evaluation; and

d)

Disclosed in this report any change in the registrant's internal control over financial reporting that occurred during the registrant's most recent fiscal quarter (the
registrant's fourth fiscal quarter in the case of an annual report) that has materially affected, or is reasonably likely to materially affect, the registrant's internal control
over financial reporting; and

The registrant's other certifying officer and I have disclosed, based on our most recent evaluation of internal control over financial reporting, to the registrant's auditors and
the audit committee of the registrant's board of directors (or persons performing the equivalent functions):
a)

All significant deficiencies and material weaknesses in the design or operation of internal control over financial reporting which are reasonably likely to adversely
affect the registrant's ability to record, process, summarize and report financial information; and

b)

Any fraud, whether or not material, that involves management or other employees who have a significant role in the registrant's internal control over financial
reporting.
/s/ Steven G. Litchfield

Date:

July 25, 2019
Steven G. Litchfield
Chief Financial Officer and Chief Corporate Strategy Officer

(Principal Financial Officer)

EXHIBIT 32.1

CERTIFICATION PURSUANT TO
18 U.S.C. SECTION 1350,
AS ADOPTED PURSUANT TO SECTION 906 OF
THE SARBANES-OXLEY ACT OF 2002
I, Kishore Seendripu, Ph.D., certify, pursuant to 18 U.S.C. Section 1350, as adopted pursuant to Section 906 of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002, that the Quarterly Report of
MaxLinear, Inc. on Form 10-Q for the fiscal quarter ended June 30, 2019 fully complies with the requirements of Section 13(a) or 15(d) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 and that
information contained in such Quarterly Report on Form 10-Q fairly presents in all material respects the financial condition and results of operations of MaxLinear, Inc.
Date:

July 25, 2019

By:

/s/ Kishore Seendripu, Ph.D.

Name:

Kishore Seendripu, Ph.D.

Title:

President and Chief Executive Officer

I, Steven G. Litchfield, certify, pursuant to 18 U.S.C. Section 1350, as adopted pursuant to Section 906 of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002, that the Quarterly Report of
MaxLinear, Inc. on Form 10-Q for the fiscal quarter ended June 30, 2019 fully complies with the requirements of Section 13(a) or 15(d) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 and that
information contained in such Quarterly Report on Form 10-Q fairly presents in all material respects the financial condition and results of operations of MaxLinear, Inc.
/s/ Steven G. Litchfield
Date:

July 25, 2019

By:
Steven G. Litchfield
Name:
Title:

Chief Financial Officer and Chief Corporate Strategy Officer

